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Addendum to User Manual Criteria form.
This addendum contains explanations for boxes marked N/A.
Explanation for 5 - A statement of the functional' requirements is contained in the
Requirements Document ERMS#522058.
Explanation for 6 - A functional description and theoretical development is contained in
the GTFM - User Documentation ERMS# 240244, August 15, 1996. nSIGHTS contains
the functionality of the DOS based well-test simulator GTFM, re-architected and reimplemented for the Windows platform
Explanation for 7 - The physical and mathematical assumptions are contained in GTFM
- User Documentation ERMS# 240244, August 15, 1996.
Explanation 11 - Messages initiated as a result of improper input are echoed in the
software screens indicating source of improper input.
Explanation 14 - Code components that were not tested are listed in the Validation and
Verification Plan ERMS#522060 and in the Verification Document ERMS#522063.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
nSIGHTS (n-dimensional Statistical Inverse Graphical Hydraulic Test Simulator) is a
comprehensive well test analysis software package. It provides a user-interface, a well
test analysis model and many tools to analyze both field and simulated data. The well
test analysis model simulates a single-phase, one-dimensional, radial/non-radial flow
regime, with a borehole at the center of the modeled flow system.
The nSIGHTS system consists of two independent applications: nPre and nPost. The two
applications differ in function, but are similar in their interface. nPre assists the user in
model set-up, data pre-processing, running of the model and diagnostics of the
simulation. nPost post-processes results calculated in nPre and stored in post-processing
files.
This manual intends to guide the user in the use of nSIGHTS software; it does not
provide a guide to the well test analysis model or to well test analysis.
The first section, Using nSIGHTS, provides an overview of the basic steps in working
with nSIGHTS, examines some of the basic concepts in nSIGHTS as well as to describe
the user interface.
The remaining sections of the manual detail:
•

the input windows used for setting up a simulation in nPre (nPre Input Windows)

•

nPre input windows Auto-Setup (nPre Auto Setup)

•

running a simu.lation (Running Simulations)

•

general information on data, plot, list and output objects (Objects)

•

handling data objects for processing data (Data Processing: Data Objects)

•

plotting data (Plotting)

•

nPost Lists, and

•

nPost Output options

A final section Tutorial will guide one through detailed steps in setting up, running and
post-processing an optimization simulation.
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1.2 User Manual Nomenclature
Within this manual, different fonts are used to indicate menu text, dialog prompts, dropdown list selections, user keyboard entry, jargon, object names, page and object
identifiers and parameters. The following key describes the different items and their
associated font:
this is text that appears on menus, dialog boxes, or menu bars. For text in
dialog boxes, it is associated with the dialog heading and "frames" surrounding groups of
items.
Menu Text -

Dialog Text -

this is text that appears in dialog boxes.

Drop-doWIl List Selec/ion -

this is text that appears in a drop-down list box.

Keyboard - this is text entered by the user in text or numeric fields on menus.
Jargon - this is text that names an nSIGHTS specific concept for the first time.

Object Name - this is the name of an nSIGHTS object. Note that the object name used in
the manual refers to the object name used in the Object menu. Object names in the object
tree or object description area may differ from the object name in the Object menu (see
Appendix E for tables of alternative object names).

Page or Object ID - this is the identifier for a specific nSIGHTS object with the object
tree.
Parameter - this is the name of an nPre parameter.

1.3 Getting Help
The nSIGHTS user manual is available in both hard-copy format and through the on-line
help system. To access the on-line help system, select the Help Topics command from the
Help menu in the main window, or select the Fl key.
As well, context sensitive help is available for tool bar buttons and objects.
When a cursor is placed over a tool bar button, context sensitive help displays a small
text window providing a short name for the tool bar button, as well as to display a
message within the status bar (at the bottom of the main window).
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To access help for an object, either select the ~ button or Shift-FI and the~ the object in
question. A help window will appear containing the help information for the selected
object.
The If!] button provides information on the software, including the software version, a
link to register software complaints and a link to the manufacturer's website.
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2 USING NSIGHTS
2.1 Overview
The general steps to creating a model run, executing a model run and viewing the output
are outlined below.
(1)
Open oPre. nPre is used to pre-process input data, select model run options and
execute the model run.

(2)
Complete input requirements through Input Windows. For all simulation modes,
the foHowing input is required:
• define general model options and physical configuration 7 Configuration input
window
• import field data and develop constraints and diagnostic plots 7 Field Data
input window
• define test sequences 7Sequence input window
• enter parameter values 7 Parameter input window and if applicable, f(p)/f(r)
Points Parameter input window
• if suite or range parameters are defined, specify related options 7 Suite/Range
input window
• specify simulation output options 7Simulation Output input window
• specify output files to be created during simulation 70utput File Setup input
window
• create plots for viewing during simulation 7 Processing Setup input window
Depending on the simulation mode, further input may be required:
• if optimization or forward-range mode is selected, pair field data and
simulated data for comparison 7 Fit Selection input window
• if optimization mode is selected, pair field data and simulated data for
comparison 7 Fit Selection input window, and specify optimization options 7
Optimization input window
• if sampling mode is selected, specify sampling options 7Sampling input
window
(3)

Execute the model. Select the Minimal or Verbose command from the Run menu.
Minimal shows minimal information during the simulation, whereas Verbose provides
detailed information, at the cost of slightly increased execution time.
(4)
Examine diagnostic plots. If required, make necessary adjustments in the input
and repeat step (3).
(5)

Close oPre.
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(6)

Open nPost. nPost is a post-processor for simulation results, and contains many
statistical tools to examine the results.

(7)

Read simulation results into nPost. Analyze and plot the results.

(8)

Examine results. If necessary, return to nPre, make necessary changes to the
input, and repeat from step (3).

2.2 Basic Concepts
2.2.1 Model Runs and Simulations
Each time the well test analysis model is executed within nSIGHTS, a model run is
created. To execute the well test analysis model (and create a model run), a command in
the Run menu is selected (see Section 5).
Depending on the model options selected, a model run within nSIGHTS may consist of
one or many simulations or cases. A simulation is the calculation of one flow solution,
with one set of parameter values. A case is one or a group of simulations depending on
the simulation mode:
•

In fOIWard mode, a case is one simulation, with one combination of suite, range or
sampled parameters.

•

In optimization mode, a case is a group of simulations, based on one set of non-fitting
parameters, such as a set of sampled parameters or one combination of suite or range
variables. Each simulation of the optimization mode case has adjusted values of
fitting parameters, with the goal of providing an optimal fit between simulated results
and field data.

Simulation mode indicates general model function. For example, optimization mode
indicates that the model will conduct several simulations, adjusting the values of userspecified parameters for each simulation, to obtain an optimal fit between simulated and
field data. Each model run has only one simulation mode. The simulation modes
available are identified and described in Section 3.1.1.

2.2.2 Pages and Objects
The nSIGHTS approach to data visualization and data processing is based on the
conceptual paradigm of pages and objects. These pages and objects are organized in an
object tree (see Section 2.3.3).
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An object has a defined function related to data input/output, data manipulation, or plot
construction. For example, a data object may read a file containing a table of pressure
data, while a plot object may plot pressure with respect to time. Section 6 describes
object basics.

A page contains a collection of related or similar objects. nSIGHTS contains four types
of pages: data pages, plot pages, list pages (nPost only) and Olltput pages (nPost only).
Data pages are used to collect objects that do not in themselves create a visual
representation. For example, table input data are represented by an object named Read
Table File. There is always at least one data page (the default data page), however the
user can add as many data pages as desired. Multiple data pages are used to better
organize objects (more than 15 objects to a page can be cluttered). Data objects are
further described in Section 7.
Plot pages contain objects that result in a visual representation appearing upon a single
plot. Associat~d with each plot page is a top-level window that contains the actual plot.
Only those objects on a specific plot page will appear on the plot. Plot pages and objects
are further described in Section 8.
Output pages (nPost only) contain objects whose primary purpose is to write data to a
file. The output page, and associated output objects are further described in Section 10.
A list page (nPost only) performs a similar function to the List menu in nPre. For each
list object, an associated list top-level window is created, displaying text infomlation.
The list page and associated objects are further described in Section 9.

2.3 User Interface
The nPre or nPost user interface consists of a main window, from which the majority of
controls are located. Other top-level windows in the interface include plots, the window
list menu and object controls. The user interface description in this section focuses on the
main window interface.
Figure 1. shows a typical nPre main window.
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Figure 1. nPre Main Window Screen
Figure 2. shows a typical nPost main window.
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Figure 2. nPost Main Window Screen
The user-interface that occupies the bulk of the main window differs between nPre and
nPost. In nPre, the main window consists of two main components: an nPre control bar
(navigational pane) and an nPre input window. In nPost, the 'main window consists of two
main components: an object tree, and the object property window.
Additional user-interface components for both nPre and nPost include a menu bar, a tool
bar, an object description area (directly below the menu bar), a message line, a status bar
and a window list menu window.
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2.3.1 nPre Control Bar
The nPre control bar, shown in figure 3., displays all the nPre input windows. It is
equivalent to the nPre menu.

~

~~

I

~
~ga1itt.4jInil

\1JIa11,i1k41tmI

Figure 3. nPre Control Bar
An nPre input window is simply a means of organizing the different steps of an
nSIGHTS simulation. Selection of an input window from the nPre control bar or menu
will display the corresponding nPre input window.

The commands are shown as either small icons or large icons, controlled by selecting the
or the large icon button ~ in the tool bar, or by right-clicking in
small icon button
the control bar and selecting the corresponding command from the pop-up menu. If the
control bar is too small to show all the commands, scroll buttons will appear on the right
hand side of the control bar.

10

The nPre control bar is closed by selecting the 0 button on the top right hand comer of
the nPre control bar, or by toggling the Control Bar command in the View menu.

2.3.2 nPre Input Window
The nPre input window contains dialog prompts,. object trees and corresponding object
property windows or tables to defme the input data for a simulation. The input window
may be organized into tabs, as shown for the Configuratjon main tab window (figure 4.):
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Figure 4. Configuration Main Tab Window

If there are too many tabs to fit within the main window, scroll buttons will appear
adjacent to the tabs in the top right hand corner of the input window.
The nPre input windows for each nPre command are described in detail in Section 3.

2.3.3 Object Tree
The object tree is a means of visually organizing pages and objects.
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1-u: lrllUt Data: :DataPc,j)eSC

I

i ~-u: TutoI'lal.nopt: :ReadOplSlmResLd

i I-n Tutor~ertl..rb,nopt: :ReadOplS
I Ln TutoI'laISampling.nopt: :ReadOpt
iV-~

Jacobi<t"l Data ::Data

0/-0 Jacobian log P PIot::XY
rtJ--O Jacobian log cP' Plot: :XY
~e:J ResidJai Data: :Data
lfl-O log cP Res DIag::XY
lb-o log dP' Res DIag::XY

,

dJ·~ Confidence Region Data: :Data

dro K and nCOnfidence RegIon::XY
,s PertlJrb Results: :Data

l

·"n Pertl..rb ResL.lts: :DataPgDesc
,··n SelectoptResu!ts: :5electoptReSl

,,,·n KTableHstogam: :TableHlstogral
·,n SelectoptCovar: :5electoptCova

,,[1 K PertlJrb Histogr am: :XY

I-n K PertLrb Hstogram ::20-XY
Ln 10 Axes::X Axis

~n

10 Axes::Y Axis

,-n 2DPlotAmo:: 2DP1ot:AnrlO

LIIJ [Y.Data: :XY, Data)

mr== "

."w=::::1'"

"''.[J

Figure 5. Object Tree
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The pages in an nSIGHTS visualization are represented as first-level icons in the tree.
The different types of pages are indicated by the following icons:
-~
-D

.~

data pages, list pages and output pages
20 plot pages
30 plot pages

-:t:t icons in the second level of the tree represent the objects associated with each page.
Objects can be hidden/unbidden if the tree node for the page is toggled.

Both page and object icons are followed by a text identifier. The text identifier contains
an object ID followed by the name of the page or object. The object ID is specified in the
top left hand comer of the object property window. For pages, the object 10 for the first
object in the page will also be the ID for the page.
New objects are created using the ew command in the Object menu. The command
results in a list of available objects being presented, from which the user may pick one.
An icon and ID representing the object then appears in the object tree and its properties
appear in the property window.
Selecting an object causes its properties to appear in the object property window. The
selected object (also known as the current object) is indicated by a black square around
the icon, as shown below for the XY Data: X4 Data object.
~.t) K Per1l.Jrb Histogram::XY
1--U K Perturb Histogram: :2D-XY
~-U 10 Axes::X Axis

t-- U

10 AXes: :Y Axis

~-U 2DPlotAnno:: 2DPlotAnno
LglXY Data::XY Dataj

Figure 6.
The object of type Read XY Data is selected in the figure above. Usually only one
object is selected, but multiple objects may be selected by holding down the shift key
when selecting objects. Selecting multiple objects is useful only for copy, delete, and
duplicate operations (see Section 2.3.5.2). When multiple objects are selected, only the
object property window for the last object selected is shown.
An object's icon reflects its status. Available status indicators are as follows:
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._~

Nonnal Status

-tf

Incorrect Object Properties
Error in Object Calculation
Exposed Properties

•

··ff

If the object status is OK (all object properties are set correctly and all object input is
satisfied) the icon will be displayed nonnally. Otherwise a green question mark may
appear over the icon if the object properties are not set correctly, or a red X if the object
calculation resulted in an error. Other status indicators are a black XP if the object
contains exposed properties (see Section 6.3.2). Some objects may appear with a pink Q
overlaying the icon, indicating that the object's quality assurance status is to be verified.
.

2.3.4 Object Property Window
The data associated with the current object (i.e. the object's properties) are displayed in the
property window, along with a user interface (VI) for editing the properties, and the
object bunons. In the example below, the Read XY Data object properties consist of the
Object JD, the name of the file, file reading options, plus status infonnation describing the
attributes of the loaded file.

r·
Figure 7. Property Window
Selecting a different object in the object tree, or creating a new object, clears the object
property window display and places the properties of the new object in the property pane,
where they can be modified.
The object buttons in the property window have the following effect:
Apply

Processes all user input in the object property window and checks it for
validity. If the data are OK, they are copied into the object and the object
is re-calculated. All connected objects downstream are also re-calculated
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and any affected plots updated.
Replaces the data displayed in the property window with the object
properties first displayed or saved with the last sel.ection of the Apply
button.

Cancel

. Clears object properties (may not be available for all objects).

Clear

Set~

object properties to a default value (may not be available for all
objects).

Default

2.3.5 Menu Bar
The menu bar for both nPre and nPost contains the following menu items: File, Object,
Page, View, Window, and Help. nPre contains several additional menus items: "Pre, List,
Auto Setup, and Run.

2.3.5.1 File Menu
The File menu bar item contains the usual file operations:
New

Removes the current nPre or nPost file, and creates a new blank
nPre or nPost file.

Open

Presents a file selection dialog to open an existing nPre or nPost
configuration file (default extension .nPre or .nPost). Upon
selection of a file, the' existing configuration is cleared and the
selected configuration file is loaded. A configuration file contains
the nPre input data (nPre only) and all the pages, objects, and
object properties and data. The main window title is then changed
to the file name.

Save

Replaces the contents of the current configuration file with the
current input data and page/object set-up. This method will use
Save As if a configuration file has not been loaded.

Save As

Presents a file selection dialog (default extension .nPre or .nPost).
After a file name is specified, the Save operation is performed.

Print Setup

Presents the standard Windows printer selection dialog. The
default printer for plots and the basic page set-up is specified.
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Exit

Closes nPre or nPost.

2.3.5.2 Object Menu
The Object menu bar item is shown in figure 8.

Apply

F12

Figure 8. Object Menu Bar
Note that the same Object menu is also available as a pop-up menu, by right-clicking the
mouse in the object tree window while an object is selected.
The menu provides the following operations for manipulating objects in an object tree:
lew

Duplicate

Copy

Creates a new object and places it on the current page. The New
menu item cascades to a second menu providing a list of objects
available for the current page type. For data pages, the second
menu contains categories of objects, which cascade into a third
menu containing the available objects.
Creates a copy of the currently selected object(s) on the current
page. Equivalent to Copy followed by Paste.
. Clears the copy buffer and places a copy of the currently selected
object(s) in the copy buffer. Note that multiple objects are selected
by holding down the shift key when selecting objects.

Copy Page

Clears the copy buffer and places a copy of all objects on the
currently selected page in the copy buffer.

Paste

Creates copies of all objects in th'e copy buffer on the currently
selected page. The page does not have to be the same page as the
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page from which the objects were copied, however, it does have to
be a page of the same type.
Delete

Removes the currently selected object from the page. Places a
copy ofthe object in the copy buffer.

Appl)/

Same effect as pressing the Apply button
property window.

Connections

Displays a text top-level window that provides information on the
connections of the currently selected object, the objects used as
input, and the objects which use the currently selected object's
output as input. See Section 6.2.3 for details.

In

the current object

2.3.5.3 Page Menu
The Page menu bar item is used to perform operations on data, plot, list and output pages.
Note that the same menu is also available as a pop-up menu, by right-clicking the mouse
in the object tree window while a page is selected. Not all the commands are available in
both nPre and nPost.
ew 2D XY Plot

Creates a new 2D plot page and window.

New 3D XYZ Plot

Creates a new 3D plot page and window.

New Data

Creates a new data page.

New List

Creates a new list page (nPost only).

New Output

Creates a new output page (nPost only).

Duplicate

Creates a copy of the currently selected page.

Copy current

Places a copy of the current page and all its objects in the
copy buffer.

Copy all

Places a copy of all pages and all objects in the copy buffer.

Paste

Create~

copies of the pages in the copy buffer in the current
. object tree.
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Delete

Deletes the currently selected page.

Del('te all Pages

Deletes all pages in the current object tree (nPre only).

Bring Page Window Top If the currently selected page in the object tree is a plot or

list page, the plot or list window is brought to the top of the
window order (i.e. made visible).
Displays a text top-level window that provides information
on the connections of all objects within the currently
selected page. See Section 6.2.3 for details.

All Connections

There are no set limits within nPre or nPost on the number of pages in a single
application.

2.3.5.4 View Menu
The View menu bar item has four items in nPre and three items in nPost:
Toolbar

Controls the presence of the toolbar displayed below the object
description area.

Status Bar

Controls the presence of the status bar at the bottom of the main
window.

Control Bar

Controls the presence of the nPre control bar (nPre only). The
nPre control bar is described in Section 2.3.1.

Settings

Displays the View Settings dialog which specifies default settings for
nSIGHTS operation. This dialog is discussed in detail in Section
2.4.

2.3.5.5 Window Menu
There are at least two items on the Window menu bar item:
Window List

Displays the window list menu top-level window. Upon
selection of any top-level nPre or nPost window (the main
window, plots or control menus) in the window list menu,
the selected window is brought to the top of the window
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order. The window list menu
Section 2.3.10.
Minimize all windows

IS

further described

In

Minimizes all windows.

The Window menu will contain one entry for each top-level window open except for the
mairi menu. The top-level windows are identified by the nPre input window (nPre only),
the window ID and the window type. Selecting an item will bring the window with the
same name to the top of the window order. In the example below, there are three toplevel windows in nPre. All three are 2D plots: the plots are associated with plot pages in
the Field Data input window, the Sequence input window (Process/Plot tab), and the
Processing Setup input window.
'lMndoV'l List
F11
Mnimize aD windows

Ad::P_Cartesian
5eq::F _OCdiag
PlOC::K and n

Figure 9. Window Menu

2.3.5.6 Help Menu
The Help menu bar item has two items:
Help Topics

Displays the Help window containing the on-line help
manual.

About nSJGHTS

Displays the About dialog, containing information about
the software version, and links to the developer and
manufacturer.

2.3.5.7 nPre Menu
The nPre menu lists all the nPre input windows. His equivalent to the nPre control bar.
Selection of an input window from the nPre control bar or menu will display the
corresponding nPre input window.

2.3.5.8 List Menu
The commands in the List menu provide a summary, in a text windo.w, of the nPre model
input data. The different input data summaries available and their corresponding menu
commands are as follows:
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Current

Displays the model input data associated with the current
nPre input window.

Current Errors

Displays errors in the model input data of the current nPre
input window. If the command is inaccessible, there are no
errors for the input window.

Calculated Parameters

Displays parameters used in the model which are calculated
based on user input parameters.

All

Displays all model input data.

All Errors

Displays all errors in'the model input data.

Messages

Displays the last 300 error messages that have occurred.

In addition to the summary of input data, all list windows provide information on the
nPre version including the version date and the QA status, the date the listing window
was created and the configuration file name.
For example, the following figure shows the list text window for the Current command,
with the Configuration nPre input window active:
,
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Figure 10. Current Command with active nPre Configuration Window
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The text window has its own mini menu bar and toolbar, containing the following menus
and commands:
Output
Print

Presents the standard Windows print dialog.

Print Setup

Presents the standard Windows printer selection dialog. The
default printer for plots is specified, as well as the basic page setup.

Print Preview

Presents the standard Windows print preview screen. Select
the Close button to return to the list window.

Save As

Saves the data in the text window in a text file, with a default file
extension of *.1st. .

Toolbar

Toggles the toolbar on aild off.

Settings

Currently unavailable.

Fonts

A second menu cascades containing commands to change the size
of the text font, on a relative scale (smallest to largest).

View

The toolbar contains two standard Windows buttons that shortcut to the Output-+Print and
the Output-+Save As commands.

2.3.5.9 Auto Setup Menu
Since the setup of certain portions of the input data and plots are similar from test to test,
the commands in the Auto Setup menu provide automatic generation of some input data
and plots. There are three Auto Setup menu commands: Field Data Plots, Sequence Plots,
Basic Fits. They are described in detail in Section 4.

2.3.5.10

Run Menu

The Run menu contains several commands to run the simulator:
Minimal

Executes a model run with minimal run time information. A small
dialog displays the elapsed simulation run time and a progress bar
for multiple case model runs.

Verbose

Executes a model run with maximum run time information. A
dialog displays the information, including elapsed run time and
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fitting parameter information.
Covariance Only

For optimization mode, calculates the covariance matrix based on
the current set of parameters, without conducting a simulation.

These three commands are described in detail in Section 5.
The Minimize Main command can be toggled on or off. Toggled on has the same effect as
selecting the Minimize button in the run window. Upon selection of the 1inimize button,
the main menu, as well as the run window are minimized. Plot windows remain visible,
in order to observe changes in the plots during the simulation.

2.3.6 Tool Bar
The tool bar contains icons corresponding primarily to File and Help menu items. It is
displayed below the object description area, and its presence is controlled in the View
menu.

2.3.7 Object Description Area
Displayed below the menu bar, the object description area provides information on the
currently selected object or input window and tab (nPre only).

2.3.8 Message Line
Below the nPre input window or the object property window is the message line. Error,
warning, and information messages regarding nSIGHTS execution are displayed in this
area.

2.3.9 Status Bar
A standard Windows status bar at the bottom of the main window. nSIGHTS does not
use the status bar except to display Shift and NumLock status and context sensitive help.

2.3.10 Window List Menu Window
The window list menu window will appear if FIt is pressed or if Window
from the Window menu bar item:

list
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~-~~~~----------------------------------------~~

. Figure 11. Window List Menu Window
The Window List menu window contains a list of all currently defined nSIGHTS top-level
windows. In addition to the main window, top-level windows include plots, list
windows, and object controls. Selecting an item from the Window list menu will bring the
associated window to the top of the window order.
The menu window also has a mini toolbar:

~

Selection (pressed-in) of the push-pin icon causes the
float above all other top-level menus.

I.EJ

Minimizes all plot windows.

~

Tiles horizontal all plot windows.

~

Tiles vertical all plot windows.

!!J

Cascades all plot windows. .

~

Sets the

Window list

Window Jist

menu window to

menu window as transparent.

2.4 Program Settings
Selecting Settings from the View menu bar item will cause the following Settings dialog to
appear as shown in figure 12.

Ql Slnall FonlSlo, ODntrol pari
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Figure 12. Program Settings Dialog Window
Settings available on the various tabs on this menu are saved in the system registry and
will remain in effect until explicitly changed. They are not saved in nPre or nPost
configuration files. Each tab on the menu is described in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Plot Tab
Controls the appearance of certain elements of plot windows.
Small fonts for control part

The size of font used in controls on the plot
window.

AJpha blending coeff for Window Selector Controls

the transparency of the Windows List menu
window (see Section 2.3.10). Effect depends upon
the operating system and graphics hardware.

2.4.2 TreeView
Controls how objects are represented in the object tree.
Single line for menu objects

If not checked, the text labels for objects in the tree
are presented on two lines. Otherwise a single line
is used.

Show for single line

Options for object identification used in text labels
displayed in a single line.
Only the object ID is displayed.
The object type is shown.
Object ID and type are both displayed.

2.4.3 OpenGL Visual
An OpenGL Visual describes the technical settings used for displaying 2D and 3D
graphics in nSIGHTS. This menu has two fonnats. If a plot page has been created, the
menu shows only the status of the visual as shown below in figure 13:
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Figure 13. OpenGL Visual Menu
The first field gives the index, red, green, and blue color depth, the color planes and depth
buffer depth and the buffering status. For effective use of nSIGHTS the following
settings are recommended:
Index - n/a as it depends upon hardware.
Red/green/blue color depth - at least 5 is desirable, 8 is preferred.
Total color depth including alpha channel (not used in nSIGHTS
currently) - will usually be 4 times color depth.
Z or depth buffer depth - 32 bits is preferable, at least 16 is
necessary.
SngllDbl

Single or double buffer - usually select double buffered visuals.
Single buffered visuals may flicker.

The other fields in the dialog (Version, Renderer, and Vendor) displays additional
information which may be useful for debugging display problems.
If a plot page has not been defined the menu appears with a selector box available (shown
with drop-down-box):
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Figure 14. Settings Selector Box Menu
Note that the number of visuals available and their properties will depend upon your
graphics card and drivers. The example shown above is for an Oxygen VX 1 graphics
card under Windows 2000. If Dejault is selected, nSIGHTS will attempt to pick an
appropriate visual. Note that the selected visual mayor may not use hardware
acceleration and mayor may not be appropriate for technical graphics. For example,
many cards have some visuals optimized for games, which have different requirements
(usually smaller Z buffer).

2.4.4 OpenGL Properties
Open GL Properties control the use of anti-aliased lines (which mayor may not be
supported on your graphics card and selected visual), Anti-aliased lines blend pixels so
that lines appear smooth. Anti-aliased lines typically are slower to draw than normal
lines.
Anti-alias 2D lines

If selected, lines on 2D plots are smoothed.

Anti-alias 3D lines

If selected, lines on 3D plots are smoothed,

2.4.5 OpenGL Fonts
Compensates for operating system bugs in vertical or rotated text drawn on 2D plots.
Change this only if your displayed fonts have mirrored or distorted letters.
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2.4.6 Calculation Priority
Controls the priority of the sirpulation thread.

2.4.7 Country Settings
International settings.
European real delimiters

Replaces decimal place with comma in user-interface, real number
display and I/O.
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3 NPRE INPUT WINDOWS
The nPre input windows contain dialog prompts, object trees and corresponding object
property window or tables to define the input for a model run. Different input windows
are used as a means of organizing input data, and each window may be further organized
into tabs. This section describes the different nPre input windows and their function,
summarized in Table 4.1.
The nPre input windows are accessed by selecting a command from the nPre menu, or the
nPre control bar. Not all input commands are accessible. Input commands, as well as
tabs and dialog prompts, are hidden if they are not required for the current set of selected
options. For example, the Optimization input window remains hidden unless Oplhnizalioll is
selected as the Simulation Sub-Type in the Main tab of the Configuration input window. A
hidden command or tab is either faded and cannot be selected, or completely hidden from
VIew.

Table 4.1: Summary of nPre Input Windows and Functions
Input Windows and Tabs
Confil!uration
Main
Curve Files
Liquid
Gas
Matrix
Default Units
Test Description
Field Data
Sequence
Time-Base
Sequences
ProcesslPlot

TZ Curves
Dynamic Time Step
Partial Run
Parameter

Formation
Fracture
Matrix
Fluid
Gas
Leaky Layer
Upper Leaky Layer

Function
Defines model function and general options for the model run.
Sets basic model options, such as simulation mode.
Loads XY files containing time-variable boundary conditions, and
pressure- or radius-variable parameters.
Options specific to liquid phase simulations.
Options specific to gas phase simulations.
Options specific to the matrix of dual porosity systems.
Sets default units for the model run.
Documentation of the model run.
Object tree to create constraints and diagnostic plots from field data.
Sequence definition. Sequences are discrete time intervals representing a
set of well-bore boundary conditions.
Options for defining sequences.
Defines the sequences.
Object tree to create simulated data sets that correspond with the field
data constraints defined in the Field Data tab and to create simulated
data diagnostic plots.
Associates curve files (time variable boundary conditions) with
sequences.
Controls for automatic adjustment of the time step during simulations.
Controls to simulate only a subset of the defined sequences.
Establishes fitting and non-fitting parameters, and defines these
parameter values, ranges or distributions. Note that parameter functions
that vary with pressure or radius are defined in the f(p)/f(r) Points
Parameter input window.
Formation parameters.
Fracture parameters, only for dual porosity systems.
Matrix parameters, only for dual porosity systems.
Fluid parameters, only for liquid phase simulations.
Gas parameters, only for gas phase simulations.
Leaky layer parameters, only for single leakage systems.
Upper leaky layer parameters, only for upper/lower leakage systems.
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Lower Leaky Layer
Skin Zone
Test-Zone
Numeric
f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter

Points EntrY
Jnterpolation
Unitsrrransform
Optimization
Simulation Output
Main
Production Restart
Superposition

Fit Specification

Fit Specification!
Graphics
Fit Selection
Optimization
Main
Tolerances
L-M Algorithm
Simplex Algorithm
Perturbation
Sampling

Main
Correlations
Samples
Graphics
Suite/Range
Priority
Output File Setup
XY Data
Profile

Range

Lower leaky layer parameters, only for upper/lower leakage systems.
Skin zone parameters, only for simulations with a skin zone.
Test-zone parameters.
Numeric parameters.
Defines parameter functions that vary with pressure or radius. Only
accessible if parameters are defined as points functions in the Parameter
input window.
Enter XY points to define the function.
Defines an interpolation function for the XY points.
The units and transforms of the XY points.
Controls for the optimization of points defining the parameter function.
Optimization mode only.
Defines the output to be calculated by the model.
Defines the output to be calculated by the model.
Restarts.production integration at specified times (for production output).
Only for pressure superposition output type, the Superposition tab
provides a table to input radii at which pressures will be summed, and
related options.
Field and simulated data are paired for regression analysis. The pairing
of field and simulated data indicates the field data to which the regression
model should fit simulation results. Only for optimization modes or
forward-range mode.
Pairs field and simulated data.
Determines which data pairs are to be used by the model.
Optimiiation solver options. Only for optimization modes.
Selection of algorithm, and general options.
Options for optimizer tolerances.
Ootions for the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm.
Options for the downhill simplex algorithm.
Initiates perturbation mode. Only for optimization-normal mode.
Sets up the sampling of a parameter. The parameters to be sampled are
defined in the Parameter or Sequence input windows. Only accessible
for sampling modes.
Selection of sampling options, such as the sampling procedure and the
number of times a parameter is to be sampled.
The simulation program will force the correlation between two
parameters to the correlation values specified in this tab.
Provides a table of the sampled values to be used by the model.
An obiect tree for the visualization of sample data.
Determines the priority of suite or range parameters.
Not accessible for sampling modes.
Sets the priority of suite or range parameters.
Defines model output files.
Dl?termines which XY.array data to output to a file. All modes except
range modes.
Creates a profile output file, which outputs a grid of pressure as a
function of time (X axis) and radius (Y axis). Only for forward-normal
modes.
Creates a range output file, which contains grid (2 range variables) or
cube (3 range variables) data of residuals (between simulation and field
data). Only for range modes.
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Creates a file contalOlOg fit results.
May also include residuals,
covariance matrices, and Jacobian data. Only for optimization-normal
and optimization-sampling modes.
Object tree to create plots to monitor the real-time progress of the model.

Optimization

Processine Setup

3.1 Configuration Input Window
The configuration input window defines the basic options of the model, which defme the
type of simulation to occur, the model's general physical configuration, and the types of
parameters that will be used to describe the physical configuration.

3.1.1 Main Tab
Defines the basic options of the model, and its basic physical configuration, as shown in
figure 15:
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Figure 15. Configuration Main Tab Window
Simulation Type

Forward

The model simulates a hydraulic test response based on
user input.

Optimization

The model adjusts the values of user-specified parameters
to obtain an optimal fit to field data.
Simulation sub-types Normal, Range or Sampling are
accessible for both Forward and Optimization simulation
types, resulting in six possible simulation modes.

Simulation sub-type

Forward-Normal

The simulation is based on user-input parameter values.

Forward-Range

A range of values and the number of intervals per range is
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assigned to two or three input parameters. (Note that input
parameters may include sequence data, such as flow rate or
pressure boundary conditions.) Forward simulations are
performed for each combination of range variables. For
each simulation, a fit metric is calculated based on a
comparison of simulated results with a user-defined
constraint. A map of all these fit metrics, also called
parameter-space maps or fit surfaces, is used to determine
the optimal fitting-parameter combination.
F01ward-Samp!ing

Uncertainty ranges and distributions are assigned to input
parameters of interest. (Note that input parameters may
include sequence data, such as flow rate or pressure
boundary conditions.) The input parameter distributions
are sampled a specified number of times, and a forward
simulation is produced for each sample set.

Optimization-Norma!

A number of simulations are conducted, in which userspecified parameters (fitting parameters) are adjusted for
each simulation to obtain an optimal fit between simulated
results and field data.

Optimization-Range

Two or three input parameters are specified with a range of
values, and additional parameters are specified as fitting
parameters. For each combination of range variables,
optimization simulations are conducted (i.e. the fitting
parameters are adjusted for each simulation to obtain an
optimal fit). For each simulation, a fit metric is calculated
in addition to optimization results.

Optimization-Sampling

Used to investigate the correlation between fitting and nonfitting parameters. Uncertainty distributions are assigned to
non-fitting parameters of interest, and fitting parameters are
defined. The non-fitting parameter distributions are
sampled a specified number of times, and for each sample
set of non-fitting parameters, optimization simulations are
conducted (i.e. the fitting parameters are adjusted for each
simulation to obtain an optimal fit).

Phase to Simulate

Liquid

Indicates that a liquid phase simulation will be conducted.

Gas

Indicates that a gas phase simulation will be conducted.

System porosity

For liquid simulations only.
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Single

The model only considers one component of the media: the
fonnation.

Dual

The model considers two components of a fractured
medium: the fracture and the matrix. Parameters need to
be specified for each component.
For liquid simulations only.

Leakage
None

The aquifer is assumed to be confined; there are no leaky
layers above or below the model system.

Single

A single leaky layer above the model system.

Upper/Lower

Layers above and below the model system are leaky.

Skin Effects

If yes, a zone surrounding the well-bore is differentiated
from the fonnation, for which characteristic parameters
need to be defined.

External Boundary

Specified external radius is either at Fixed Pressure or Zero
Flow.

3.1.2 Curve Files Tab
The Curve Files tab allows the user to load curve files to be used as well-bore boundary
conditions or parameter functions. Curve files are XY data sets which describe timevarying boundary conditions or parameters which vary as a function of pressure (f(P» or
a function of radius (f(r». Each file may contain one or more data sets, each provided
with its own Curve ID.
Three types of curve files can be loaded within this tab: Well-bore boundary conditions, f(B
and f{r) parameters. To load each file, type the file name in the corresponding text

parameters

box or use the browse button J~I), and then select the Reload Curves button at the bottom
of the dialog. The default file extension for curve files is *.nCRV, but a file of any
extension may be loaded, as long as the file is in the correct fonnat.
The files loaded in this tab will be accessed in different input window and tabs as
required, as described in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Use of Curve Files
Curve File Type
Well-bore boundary conditions
t{P) parameters
f{r) parameters

Location of Use
TZ Curves tab in the Sequence input window
Parameter input window
Parameter input window
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3.1.3 Liquid Tab
The
tab.

Liquid

tab is only accessible if Liquid was selected as the

Pemleability/hydraulic conductivity

Phase 10 Simulale

in the

Main

Hydraulic Conductivity can be entered directly,
or calculated from Permeability. Values for
conductivity or permeability are entered in
the Parameter input window.

Storage Parameter

Specific Storage

Specific storage is entered directly as a
parameter in the Parameter input window.

Poro.l'ity*Total Compressibility

Specific storage is calculated from porosity
and compressibility, which are entered in the
Parameter input window.

Compensate flow dimension geometry

Compensation is used in two cases:
(I) for flow geometries that vary with radius
(2) for flow geometries which would
incorrectly calculate the area at the borehole. For example, a spherical flow
geometry (n=3) would incorrectly
calculate the area of a cylindrical
borehole.

Test zone volume

For valJ1ing test zone volumes, curve files
(volume of test zone vs. time) are required
to describe the boundary conditions of pulse
or flow sequences with isolat~d well-bore
storage.

Test zone compressibility

For vO/J1ing test zone compressibility, curve
files (test zone compressibility vs. time) are
required to describe the boundary conditions
of pulse or flow sequences with isolated
well-bore storage.

Test zone temperature

For vQlying test zone temperature, curve files
(temperature vs. time) are required to
describe the boundary conditions of pulse
sequences with non-isothermal test zone
thermal conditions.
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The default temperature is entered in the text input box,
with the temperature units, either degrees Celsius (C) or
degrees Fahrenheit (F), specified in the

Default temperature

drop-down~box.

Solution variable

Pre.\·.wre

or Head

Hidden unless Head is selected as the Solution Variable. The
default liquid density is entered in the text input box, with
the liquid density units (kg/m3, g/cm 3, lb/ft? or Ib/in3)
specified in the drop-down-box.

Default liquid density

3.1.4 Gas Tab
The Gas tab is only accessible if Gas was selected as the Phase to Simulate in the Main tab.
If yes, ·the effect of gas slippage on penneability
(Klinkenburg effects) is calculated, requiring the parameter
Formation Klinkenburg factor.

Klinkenburg effects

Viscosity as

rcP)

Allows the definition of a simple function of pressure,
based on a Gas viscosity slope factor parameter, where
viscosity = Gas viscosity parameter + Gas viscosity slope
factor parameter * Pressure.
Complex functions of
pressure are created using various parameter Types available
in the Parameter input window (see Section 3.4).
STP smnds fur Smndard

Gas flow solution variable

Mass flow or Volume@STP.
Temperature and Pressure.

STP temperature

Only required if Volume@STP is selected as the Gas flow
solution variable. The STP temperature is entered in the text
input box, either in degrees Celsius (C) or degrees
Fahrenheit (F), specified in the drop-down-box.

STP pressure

Only required if Volume@STP is selected as the Gas flow
solution variable. The STP pressure is entered in the text input
box, either in kPa, MPa, psi or bar, specified in the dropdown-box.

3.1.5 Matrix Tab
The Matrix tab is only accessible if Dual is selected as the System porosity in the Main tab.
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The geon:tetric relationship of the matrix and fracture.

Matrix Geollleiry
Spherical

The matrix is composed of spheres separated by fractures.

Prismatic

The matrix is composed of rectangular slabs separated by
fractures.
A shape factor used in the equation to relate the matrix and
fracture permeabilities.

Entered

The shape factor is entered using the Geometry Factor
(Alpha) parameter.

Calculated

The shape factor is calculated based on the Matrix sphere
diameter parameter for spherical matrix geometries, and on
the Slab matrix block thickness parameter for prismatic
matrix geometries.

3.1.6 Default Units Tab
The units that appear within all other nPre input windows will correspond to the units
specified in the Default Units tab, unless the units are specified directly in the input
window. The units for each variable are selected from a drop-down list.

3.1.7 Test Description Tab
The Test Description tab contains a text input box to allow the user to document the test to
be simulated. In practice, it is a good idea to document all tests, as details of a test are
forgotten with time.

3.2 Field Data Input Window
Field data are used by nPre to create model constraints and diagnostic plots. The field
data input window contains an object tree, and its corresponding object property window,
where users can load, view and manipulate field data.
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.I

Figure 16. Field Data Input Window
The Auto Setup~Field Data Plots command (see Section 4.1) is used to automatically create
objects to read/process field data and to create default cartesian plots.

3.3 Sequence Input Window
Sequences are discrete time intervals that divide a testing period, with one sequence
representing a continuous period of consistent well-bore boundary conditions. A series
of sequences allows nPre to consider the cumulative effect of changing well-bore
boundary conditions as well as consecutive well tests. An unlimited number of
sequences may be specified.
There are four types of sequences, each representing a different type of well-bore
boundary condition:
History sequence - Time periods during which borehole pressures or heads are specified
as constant or variable in time since the start of the sequence. History sequences are used
to represent:
1.
the time period between drilling and initial shut-in of the test zone
2.
time periods where external factors, such as changes in packer pressures, affect
test-zone pressures
3.
constant-pressure flow tests
Flow sequence - Time periods during which water is injected or withdrawn from a well.

Flow rates can be constant or variable in time since the start of the sequence. For highly
variable flow rates, a curve file for a single flow sequence is used. For stepped flow
rates, multiple flow sequences with constant flow rates are used. A zero-flow-rate flow
sequence is used to represent:
I.
the recovery period following a pumping test
2.
time periods immediately after test zones are shut in for the first time
3.
pressure recovery under shut-in conditions following constant pressure flow tests
(allows test-zone compressibility to be specified as a fitting parameter).
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Pulse sequence - Time periods during which a test zone is shut in and pressures in the test

zone and the surrounding formation are equilibrating. The initial pressure is specified,
and isolated zone well-bore storage is assumed. Pulse sequences are used to represent
pressure recovery periods following individual pulse injections or pulse withdrawals.
Slug sequence - Time periods during which the injection or withdrawal of a slug of water

from an open well causes changes in well (or tubing string) water levels. The initial
pressure is specified, and open hole (open tubing string) well-bore storage is assumed.
For liquid simulations only.
For history and flow sequences, well-bore storage may also be incorporated into the
boundary conditions. Two types of well-bore storage are available:
Open Hole - A tubing string of constant diameter filled with liquid is assumed to be

connected to the test-zone. For liquid phase simulations only.
Isolated - The test-zone is filled with a compressible liquid or gas.

3.3.1 Time-Base Tab
This tab determines the time-based options for defining sequences:
Sequence time entry

In Duralion mode, the duration of each sequence will
need to be entered as input in the Sequences tab
table. In Slarl Time mode, only the start time of each
test sequence will need to be entered. For a
complex series of sequences, Slarl Time mode wi))
generally be simpler, as duration times do not need
to be calculated for every sequence.

Start time of first sequence

The start time of the first sequence needs to be
specified for both Duration and Start Time mode. Note
that if the time is input before the units are changed,
the time will be converted to the new units.

End time of last sequence

The end time of the last sequence only needs to be
specified for Start Time mode. Note that if the time is
input before the units are changed, the time will be
converted to the new units.

3.3.2 Sequences Tab
The Sequences tab contains a table to describe the sequence type, designation and time
period. The format of the table will change depending on selection of duration or start
time mode in the Time-Base tab.
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Sequences should be entered in chronological order. Table rows are inserted, deleted or
duplicated using the commands in the pop-up menus (right click of the mouse).
Double click on a ~ cell to select one of the
available sequence types from a drop-down list:
Flow, His!OIY, Pul.~e, Slug. The different types of
sequences are described in detail in Section 3.3.
Designation

Name ~f the sequence. It is used by objects that
load, manipulate and plot the sequence data. The
default naming convention consists of the first letter
of the sequence type, followed by the order number
for sequences of that type. For example, the first
flow sequence will have a default name of F_OJ,
and the second flow sequence will have a default
name ofF 02.

Duration [time units]

or
Start Time [time units]

For duration mode, the duration time is entered in
the cell, and correspondingly, for start time mode,
the start time is entered in the cell. Note that if the
time is input before the units are changed, the time
will be converted to the new units. [time units] in the
table heading are specified in Configuration-Default
Units.

The time units are changed for one sequence by
double-clicking on the corresponding cell and
selecting the desired units from the drop-down list.
Sequence Dala

Double click on the cell, and a Sequence Setup Dialog
will appear, requiring time step and sequence type
specific information. See Section 3.3.2.1 for a
detailed description of this dialog..

Duration [time units]

or
Slart Time [time units]

For duration mode, Start Time is the table heading,
and correspondingly, for start time mode, Duration is
the table heading. It is automatically' calculated,
based on the row above, once the Duration cell
(duration mode) or the Slarl Time cell (start time
mode) is entered. If the time information of the row
above is changed, this value will only be
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recalculated if the Duration (duration mode) or the
Start Time (start time mode) is re-entered.
A check marked box indicates that the sequence
will be included in auto setup of diagnostic plots
(i.e. Auto Setup-7Sequence Plots).

3.3.2.1 Sequence Set-up Dialog
The Sequence Set-Up Dialog (Sequences tab) provides defining details to sequences. It is
sequence type dependent - each sequence type has its own Sequence Set-Up Dialog. The
following example, figure 17, is for a flow sequence.
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Figure 17. Flow Sequence Set-Up Dialog Screen
The first six dialog prompts of the dialog are common to all sequence types. The
availability of these prompts is dependent on the Time step type, either Static, Log, Dynamic P
or Dynamic Q.
The remaining dialog prompts are specific for each sequence type, and specify the
boundary conditions for each sequence type.
For flow and history sequences, the magnitude of the boundary condition is specified in
one of three ways:
Fixed

Fixed values are specified in the Fixed flow or Fixed pressure text
boxes.

Range

A range of values is specified in the Range Variable Dialog box that
appears upon selecting the Sampling/vary data text box.

Curve

Pressure or flow values are described in a curve file. Curve files
associated with the sequence are identified in the TZ Curves tab.
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The type of well-bore storage is also specified for flow and history sequences.
For pulse and slug sequences, the initial pressure is specified, or determined relative to
pressures in previous sequences. The initial or offset pressures are entered in the Pulse
pressure or Slug pressure text boxes.
Absolute

Absolute. The initial pressure is specified.

Tubing String ReI.

Relative to the pressure in the tubing string at the end of the last
sequence that affected tubing string water levels. A pressure offset
is specified, that will be added to the tubing string relative
pressure.

Sequence Relative

Relative to the pressure at the end of the previous sequence. A
pressure offset is specified that will be added to the sequence
relative pressure.

Test zone thermal conditions are also specified for pulse sequences.

3.3.3

Process/~lot

Tab

The Process/Plot tab window is used to create diagnostic plots of pressure and flow-rate
data. The window contains an object tree, and corresponding object property window,
where users can load, view and manipulate data.
Objects and plots of data can be created automaticaily by the Auto Setup-7Sequcnce Plots
(see Section 4.2) after all sequences are specified. Note that the objects and plots of
simulated data can be created before the simulation has been conducted. Error messages
will appear on the message line, for example "XY data set is empty". As the simulation
is being conducted, the data sets are automatically updated.

3.3.4 TZ Curves Tab
The TZ Curves tab contains a table to associate sequences with curves from curve files
loaded in the Curve Files tab of the Configuration input window. The curve data describe
the data-type (e.g. flow) as it changes with time, and consequently the data should have
time as the X data, and the data-type for the Y data. The X and/or the Y data may be
.
transformed by log 10.
Table rows are inserted, deleted or duplicated using the commands in the pop-up menus
(right click of the mouse).
The curves file type is dependent on the type of sequence it relates
to:
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Flow

for flow sequences

Pressure

for history sequences

Volume Change

for history, flow or pulse sequences with isolated well-bore storage

Volume

for history, flow or pulse sequences with isolated well-bore storage

Compressibility

for history, flow or pulse sequences with isolated well-bore storage

Temperature

for pulse sequences with non-isothermal test zone thermal
conditions
A drop-down list providing the available curve data from the curve
file loaded as Well-bore boundary condilions in the Curve Files tab ofthe
Configuration input window.

Curve ID

Start Sequence
End Sequence

The starting and ending sequences are selected from drop-down
lists that contain the sequences defined in the Sequences tab. The
curve file may span several sequences. The sequence type of the
sequences selected must correspond with the curve file type.
Double click on the cell, and a TZ Curve Setup Dialog will appear, as
shown in figure 18.
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Figure 18. Test Zone Curve Setup Window
Determines where time zero begins for the curve data.

Time Base
Test
Sequence

Y data units in curve
Y data are log 10
Time data units

Curve time is consistent with test time.
Time zero is at the beginning of the sequence.
Units of the Y data (e.g. flow).
yes if the Y data are log 10 transformed.
ForSequel1ce time bases, units of the Y data (e.g. flow). For
Test time bases, the units are assumed to be the same as
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Time data are log 10

those defined for the Stan time of first sequence in the TimeBase tab.
For Sequence time bases, yes if the X data are log 10
transformed. For Test time bases, the time data cannot be
log 10 transformed.

3.3.5 Dynamic Time Step Tab
The time step for each sequence is discretized in the Sequences tab, specifically within the
Sequence Set-up Dialog. However, the time step may be automatically adjusted as a
function of the pressure change in the well for history, pulse and slug sequences, or the
flow rate change in the formation for flow sequences.
The D~'namic Time Step tab contains the controls for, the automatic adjustment of the time
step. Based on maximum and minimum values, the time step is decreased if the pressure
or flow change is greater than the specified maximum change, and correspondingly, the
time step is increased if the pressure or flow change is less than the specified minimum
change.
The Max # of TS in dynamic sequence dialog prompt controls the maximum number of time
steps that will occur in anyone dynamic sequence. The maximum number of time steps
is used for memory allocation only and should not be changed unless run-time errors
occur.

3.3.6 Partial Run Tab
A subset of the defined sequences can be simulated, according to the controls on the
Partial Run tab.
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Figure 19. Partial Run Tab
For a partial run, select Partial Test for the Simulation time extents. The partial 'run is defined
by starting and ending sequences, selected from drop-down lists that contain the
sequences defined in the Sequences tab.

3.4 Parameter Input Window
Non-fitting and fitting parameters, including their value, range or uncertainty distribution,
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are defined in the Parameter input window.
The parameter window is divided into tabs as a means of organizing the parameter list.
The list of tabs and possible parameters in each tab varies depending on the model's
configuration. Table 3.1 summarizes all the parameters, and the model configuration
under which the parameter is available.
Table 3.1: Model Parameter Summary
Parameter
Formation Tab
Formation Thickness
Flow dimension

Notes

Always required.
Always required. Refers to the geometry of the flow system. For radial
systems, the flow dimension value is 2.
Static formation pressure
Always required. Units vary depending on Head Solution variable
(Configuration7LiQuid): pressure units or length units.
External boundary radius
Always required.
Formation conductivity
Required for single porosity systems if hydraulic conductivity is to be
entered directly.
Formation permeability
Required for single porosity systems if hydraulic conductivity is
calculated from permeability.
Formation spec. storage
Specific storage. Required for single porosity systems if specific
stora~e is to be specified directly.
Formation porosity
Required for single porosity systems if specific storage is calculated
from porosity and compressibility.
Formation compressibility
Required for single porosity systems if specific storage is to be
calculated from porosity and compressibility.
Formation klinkenburg factor
Required for gas phase simulations where Klinkenburg effects are
considered.
Fracture - For dual porosity systems only.
Fracture conductivity
Required if hydraulic conductivity is to be entered directly.
Fracture permeability
Required if hydraulic conductivity is calculated from permeability.
Fracture spec. stora~e
Specific stora~e. Required if specific storage to be specified directly.
Porosity within fracture
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Fracture compressibility
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Matrix - For dual porosity systems only.
Matrix volume factor
Always required for dual porosity systems.
Geometry factor (Alpha)
Required if the geometry factor is to be entered directly.
Matrix sphere diameter
Required for spherical matrix geometry, if the geometry factor is to be
calculated.
Slab matrix block thickness
Required for prismatic matrix geometry, if the geometry factor is to be
calculated.
Matrix conductivity
Required if hydraulic conductivity is to be entered directly.
Matrix permeability
Required if hydraulic conductivity is calculated from permeability.
Matrix spec. storage
Specific storage. Required if specific storage to be specified directly.
Matrix porosity
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Matrix compressibility
Required if specific storage IS calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Skin zone - Only if skin zone specified.
Radial thickness of skin
Always required ifskin zone specified.
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Skin
Skin
Skin
Skin

zone conductivity
zone permeability
zone spec. storage
zone porosity

Required if hydraulic conductivity is to be entered directly.
Required if hydraulic conductivity is calculated from permeability.
Specific storage. Required if specific storage to be specified directly.
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Skin zone compressibility
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Fluid - For liquid phase simulations only.
Fluid Density
Always required for liquid phase simulations.
Fluid thermal expo coeff.
Fluid thermal expansion coefficient. Only used by non-isothermal
pulse tests.
Gas - For gas phase simulations only.
Atmospheric pressurefabs1
Always required for gas phase simulations.
Gas viscosity
Always required for gas phase simulations.
Gas viscosity slope factor
Required if viscosity is considered as a simple function of pressure
(Configuration7Gas7Viscositv as f(P)).
Molecular weight
Required
flow
if
mass
IS
the
solution
variable
(Confi~uration7Gas7Gas flow solution variable).
Reference temperature
Always required for gas phase simulations.
Test-zone
Well radius
Always required.
Test-zone compressibility
Required for liquid phase simulations if isolated well-bore storage or if
a pulse sequence is defined.
Volume change from normal
Refers to the volume of equipment in the borehole, i.e. volume of test
interval not occupied by fluid. Required for gas phase simulations, or
liquid phase simulations if isolated well-bore storage or if a pulse
sequence is defined.
Tubing string radius
Required if a slug sequence is defined.
Leakv laver - For single leakage systems only.
Leaky layer thickness
Always required for single leakage systems.
Leaky conductivity
Required if hydraulic conductivity is to be entered directly.
Leaky permeability
Required if hydraulic conductivity is calculated from permeability.
Leaky spec. storage
Specific storage. Required if specific storage to be specified directly.
Leaky porosity
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Leaky compressibility
Required if specific storage IS calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Upper leaky layer - For upper/lower leakage systems only.
lJpperleaky layer thickness
Always required for upperllower leakage systems.
Upper leaky conductivity
Required if hydraulic conductivity is to be entered directly.
Required ifhydraulic conductivity is calculated from permeability.
lJpper leakv oermeability
Specific storage. Required if specific storage to be specified directly.
Upper leaky spec. storage
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
lJpper leaky porosity
compressibility.
Upper leaky compressibility
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Lower leaky layer - For upper/lower leakage systems only.
Always required for upper/lower leakage systems.
Lower leaky layer thickness
Required if hydraulic conductivity is to be entered directly.
Lower leaky conductivity
Required if hydraulic conductivity is calculated from permeability.
Lower leaky permeability
Specific storage. Required if specific storage to be specified directly.
Lower leaky spec. storage
Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
Lower leaky porosity
compressibility.
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Lower leaky compressibility
Numeric Tab
# of radial nodes
Pressure solution tolerance

STP flow solution tolerance

# of matrix nodes
# of leaky nodes
# of skin nodes

Required if specific storage is calculated from porosity and
compressibility.
Always required.
Required for non-linear solutions. Non-linear solutions are required
gas flow simulations or if parameters are defined as functions
pressure.
Required for non-linear solutions. Non-linear solutions are required
gas flow simulations or if parameters are defined as functions
pressure.
Required for dual porosity systems.
Required for leakage systems.
Required ifskin effects are considered.

for
of
for
of

All the tabs in the Parameter input window contain tables, listing the parameter Name,
Value and Units. Table colunm widths can be adjusted if necessary, by placing the
cursor on the column title edge until the mouse changes to a double arrow, and then drag,
or by double clicking on the column title, which automatically re-sizes the column.

Dw,

The parameter name, as listed in Table 3.1.
Detennines the treatment of the variable by the model. The
available types are selected from a drop-down list accessed by
double-clicking on the corresponding table cell.
Constant

Indicates a non-fitting parameter.

Suite

Only available for modes other than range mode. Several values
for the parameter are specified, to a maximum of nine values. A
simulation will be conducted for each value of the parameter. A
maximum of three parameters can by defined as type Suite, the
priority of each parameter defined in the Suite/Range input window.

Range

Only accessible in range mode, a range of values is defined for the
parameter. A maximum of three parameters can by defined as type
Range, the priority of each parameter defined in the Suite/Range
input window. It is similar to Suite type, except for the simulation
mode (i.e. nonnal mode vs. range mode), and the number of real
values that can be defined in the range (up to 1000).

Optimize

Only accessible in optimization mode, it indicates a fitting
parameter.

Sample

Only accessible in sampling mode, it is a parameter for which a
sample is taken from a defined distribution.

f(P) Points

Parameter is defined as a function of pressure. The parameter
function is described in the f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter input window.
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----

--------------------------------------------------,

Note that parameters cannot be defined as a function of pressure in
dual porosity or leaky systems.
f(P) File

Parameter is defined as a function of pressure. The parameter
function is described in a curve file, which is loaded as an feP)
parameters file within the Curve Files tab of the Configuration input
window. Note that parameters cannot be defined as a function of
pressure in dual porosity or leaky systems.

f{1) Points

Parameter is defined as a function of radius. The parameter
function is described in the f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter input window.

f(r) File

Parameter is defined as a function of radius. The parameter
function is described in a curve file, which is loaded as an ful
parameters file within the Curve Files tab of the Configuration input
window.
For constant parameters, the value is simply input into the
corresponding cell. For non-const~t parameters (except f(P) or
f(r) points), double click on the corresponding cell to open the
Value Dialog specific to the parameter ~ (see Section 3.4.1). For
parameters of type f(P) or f(r) points, the values are entered in the
f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter input window. If the value input is
incomplete, the parameter Value cell will display BAD. Before
inserting a value, change the Units to the units of the value to be
input.
Changed by double-clicking on the table cell, which activates a
drop-down list. Units are as specified on the Configuration7Defauit
Units tab until they are explicitly overridden by the user. Note that
if the Value is set before the Units are changed, the Value will be
converted to the new Units.

3.4.1 Value Dialog
The Value Dialog depends on the
described in Table 3.2.

parameter~.

The dialog for each parameter type is

Table 3.2: Value Dialo2 inputs based on Parameter Type
Parameter
TVDe
Suite
Range

Required Inputs
The dialog contains a table, into which suite values are entered, to a maximum of nine
values.
The range of values is defined by specifying the minimum, maximum, and number of steps
between the minimum and maximum values. Stepping is linear or logarithmic.
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,------------------------------------

Optimize

Sample

f(P)File/f(r)
File

~---------~-------~-

The range of possible values is defined by the minimum and maximum, and the
optimization begins with a parameter value set at the best estimate value. The value
stepping to find the next estimate may be linear or logarithmic. The estimate of the
standard deviation is required to calculate lacobian data, and is used to calculate the
estimated covariance matrix.
The distribution of values is set as Normal, Log-Normal, Uniform, Log-Uniform,
Triangular, or Log-Triangular.. The distribution characteristics are also required, such as
the mean and standard deviation for a normal distribution.
The curve to be used is specified by the curve 10. A drop-down list will specify the curve
IDs available from the parameter curve files loaded in the Curve Files tab of the
Configuration input window. The curve data should have pressure (f(P» or distance from
the borehole (f(r» as the X data, and the corresponding dependent variable as the Y data.
The X and/or the Y data in the curve file may be transformed into log 10. The X and Y
variable units are also specified in this dialog.

Note that for the. parameter type f(P) Point and f(r) Points, the values are entered in the
f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter input window.

3.5 f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter Input Window
Defines a parameter function for parameters that vary with pressure or radius (distance).
Only accessible if a parameter in the Parameter input window is specified as type f(P)
Points or fer) Points. It provides the same options available for parameter curve files.
The input window will contain a tab for each parameter defmed as f(P) Points or fer)
Points type in the Parameter input window. Each tab contains at least three tabs: Point
Entry, Interpolation and Units/Transform. In optimization mode, there is an additional
Optimization tab.

3.5.1 Point Entry Tab
The X and Y parameters are entered into a table that varies depending on whether the
simulation mode is forward or optimization. In either simulation mode, X data will be
radius or pressure, depending whether the parameter was defined as a function of radius
or pressure, and Y data will be the dependent variable values.
In the following example of the Point Entry tab, formation conductivity was set as a
function of radius (forward mode):
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Figure 20. Point Entry Tab
In optimization mode, there are two additional columns in the Point Entry tab, GptM in and
Opt Max, as shown in the following example:
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Figure 21. OptMin and OptMax Columns in Point Entry .Tab
There are three types of X and Y data, Fixed, Suite, or Optimize, specified by drop-down
lists in the XType and YType columns. Optimize type is only available in optimization mode.
For Fixed type data, data are simply entered one value per line in the data columns. For
Suite type data, the model run will conduct a separate simulation for each suite value
entered in the Suite Value dialog, which appears upon double clicking the corresponding
cell in the data column:
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Figure 22. Suite Values Entry Menu
A maximum of three parameters, including those defined in the Paramet.er input window,
can be of type Sui/e.
In optimization mode, the OplMin and OplMax colwnns provide the minImum and
maximum optimization values for each defined point in the X(r) or X(P) function. They
are specified here to ensure that the minimum values of one defined point in the X(r) or
X(P) function does not overlap the maximum value of the preceding defined point in the
X(r) or X(P) function.
Either or both the X and the Y data can be transformed by log 10. If data are transformed
by log 10, it should be specified in the Units/Transform tab.
The units for the X and Y data are also specified in the Units/Transform tab.
Table rows are inserted or deleted using the right click pop-up menu.

3.5.2 Interpolation Tab
The interpolation tab has the same options as the Create Curve from XV Data object.
This is not surprising, since the f(p)/f(r) Points Parameter window has a purpose similar to a
curve file.
Details of the interpolation options are described in full in Section 7.1.5.

3.5.3 Units/Transform Tab
The Units/Transform tab determines the units of the data input into the Point Entl'y tab. An
option is available to specify if data are to be transformed by log 10.
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Figure 23. UnitslTransfonn Tab

3.5.4 Optimization Tab
Only available in optimization mode, the dialog in the Optimization tab is similar to the
Optimized Value Dialog of the Parameter tab.

Figure 24. Optimization.Tab dialog, only available in Optimization Mode
For a description of the dialog options, refer to Section 3.4.1.
Dialog inputs are available for both the X and Y optim~zation parameters. Note that X
maximum and minimum values are entered in the Point Entry tab.

3.6 Simulation Output Input Window
3.6.1 Main Tab

of

The Main tab the Simulation Output input window defines the output to be calculated by
the model. It consists of a table where the type of output is defined:
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'Figure 25. Main Tab of Simulation Output Window

The output ID identifies the data type. A default ill
is automatically given upon selection of the output
type.
.

:IYru<, Sub-type

Determines the type of output to be calculated:

Pressure
Test Zone
Obsel1l ation Well
Superposition

Pressure in the well-bore.
Pressure at a specified distance from the well-bore.
The specified distance is input in the Radius column.
Sums pressures at specified radii. Superposition
radii and options are input in the Superposition tab.

Flow
Well

Formation

Test ZOlle
Well-bore Storage

Flow into or out of the well, including Formatioll,
Test-zone and Well-bOl'e storage flows.
For flow
sequences, the well flow is specified.
Flow into the well-bore from the formation, or out
of the well-bore to the formation. Test zone and
well-bore storage flows are not included.
Flow in the well-bore due to volume changes in the
test-zone.
Flow due to well-bore storage. For example, a
pressure change will generate flow from the wellbore storage due to the change in the
compres~ibility of the liquid or gas.
Integrated flow rate (i.e. total volUme). Same subtypes as Flow.

Productioll

Other
TZ Temp,
TZComp,
TZ Volume

Temperature in t~e test zone. Simply echoes
variable test zone temperature curve data.
Compressibility in the test zone.
Volume in the test zone.
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Determines the radius from the well-bore at which
pressure will be output.
For Pressure type,
Observation Well sub-type only.
Radius Units

Units of the radius are selected from a drop-down
list.

Output Units

Units for the output are selected from a drop-down
list.

Table rows are inserted, deleted or duplicated using the right click pop-up menu.

3.6.2 Production Restart Tab
For production output, the production integration can be restarted at specified times. The
specified times are input into the provided table.

3.6.3 Superposition Tab
Only for pressure superposition output type, the Superposition tab provides a table to input
radii at which pressures will be summed, and related options, shown in figure 26.
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Figure 26. Superposition Tab
Depending on the ~, data are entered into the Radius column. For a Constant type, a
single value is input into the Radius column. For Optimize, Suite/Range, and Sampled, a Value
Dialog will appear upon double-clicking the corresponding Radius cell. The inputs to each
Value Dialog are described in Section 3.4.1. Note that Optimize, Range and Sampled Value
Dialogs are only available for optimization, range and sampling modes, respectively.
The Operation column determines whether the pressure at the specified radius is added (+
Pressure) or subtracted (-Pressure), or whether the pressure change from static formation
pressure at the specified radius is added (+ dPressure) or subtracted (-dPressure).

3.7 Fit Specification Input Window
In the Fit Specification input window, field and simulated data are paired for regression
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analysis. The pairing of. field and simulated data indicates the field data to which the
model should fit simulation results. Generally, the constraints defined in the Field Data
input window are compared to the corresponding simulated data constraints defined in
the Process/Plot tab of the Sequence input window. The Fit Specification input window is
only accessible for optimization.mode or forward-range mode.
Auto Setup7Basic Fits is available to generate the fitting objects. It uses data processing
objects previously generated with Auto Setup7Field Plots and Auto Setup7Sequence Plots as

the pairs of data for fitting.

3.7.1 Fit Specification/Graphics Tab
The Fit Specification/Graphics tab contains an object tree for fit specification objects. These
fit objects pair field and measured data, but do not' indicate which data pairs should be
used as constraints by the model. The selection of data pairs as constraints is controlled
in the Fit Selection tab.
There are three fit specification objects: Single Fit, Composite Fit and Sequence Fit.
These objects are described in Appendix A.
The following example shows the fit specification objects with incorrect object properties
status (-tt), due to empty model data set. Once the model is run, the data set will no
longer be empty, and the fit object status will be normal.

Figure 27. Fit Specifications / Graphics Tab

3.7.2 Fit Selection Tab
Once field and simulated data have been paired

In

fit objects within the Fit
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Specification/Graphics
Fit Selection tab.

tab, the fit specifications to be used as constraints are selected in the
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Figure 28. Fit Selection Tab
Fits are selected by checking the Optimize checkbox, and selecting the appropriate fit
specification object in the drop-down list. The AutoFill button will automatically select all
the created fit objects.
Each line of the Fit Selection tab indicates an independent optimization, Consequently, if
more than one line is selected, the simulation will conduct a multiple fit. To optimize
several parameters in one optimization (or single fit), use the Composite Fit object in the
Fit Specification/Graphics tab to combine several Single Fit, Sequence Fit and/or
Composite Fit objects.

3.8 Optimization Input Window
In the Optimization input window, a fitting algorithm for optimization mode simulations is
selected, and algorithm options specified. The input window is only available for
optimization mode simulations.
Two inverse-fitting algorithms are available:
downhill simplex and LevenburgMarquardt. For most problems, either algorithm may be used. The downhill simplex
algorithm is slower to use than the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm, however the
downhill simplex algorithm will generally converge to a solution regardless of the initial
estimates of the fitting parameters.
Parameters are normalized to a value range of 0 to 1 before optimization.

3.8.1 Main Tab
Within this tab, basic algorithm options are selected, as shown in figure 29.
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Figure 29. Main Tab of the Optimization Input Window
Algorithm

The Simplex or Lev-Mar (LevenburgMarquardt) algorithms are discussed in
Section 3.8.

Calculate confidence limits

Confidence limits are calculated from the
covariance matrix. The covariance matrix
will not be calculated unless this toggle is
set to yes.

Covariance matrix calculation
lsI Order

Ignores the second derivative terms of the
Hessian matrix (used in the calculation of
the covariance matrix).
Requires less
simulations and guarantees a positive
definite Hessian matrix.

2nd Order

Strictly correct formulation of the Hessian
matrix.

Fixed denv. span in covariance calc

Derivative span in covariance matrix
calculation may be fixed within the Fixed
.Span input box, or may be calculated using
an iterative procedure.

Fixed span

Value is entered if derivative span in
covariance calculation is fixed.

Multiple fit start point

For multiple optimizations, all optimizations
after the first optimization can start with
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parameter values based on the original best
specified for the parameter, or the
last result values from the last optimization.

estimate

If yes, the best estimates in the parameter
tables of the Parameter input window will be
updated with the final optimization values.

Update best estimates

3.8.2 Tolerances Tab
Within this tab, tolerances are set, in addition to the maximum number of simulations.
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Figure 30. Tolerances Tab of the Optimization Input Window
Optimization is complete once tolerances have been met. Both optimization algorithms
have a Parameter tolerance, and the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm has an additional
tolerance specified in the L-M Algorithm tab.
In calculating the covariance matrix, an iterative procedure is used to calculate the
derivative span (if the derivative span is not fixed in the Main tab). The derivative span
has been successfully calculated once the Derivative adjustment tolerance has been met.

3.8.3 L-M Algorithm Tab
This tab provides options for the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm.
Lambda is a step parameter used to generate new estimates of parameters. The smaller the

value of lambda, the greater the step change. During optimization, lambda is increased if
the new parameter estimates did not improve the fit, and decreased if the new parameter
estimates improve the fit. To control the lambda factor, the following options are
available: Lambda factor multiplier, Initiallambda factor and Minimum lambda factor.
In addition to lambda, the derivative of the fit component' function is used to generate
new estimates of parameters. The Maximum derivative span limits the span of the derivative,
as large spans increase the difficulty in converging towards a solution.
As previously described in Section 3.8.2, an additional tolerance is required for
optimization to be complete in the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm: the Relative change
tolerance.
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3.8.4 Simplex Algorithm Tab
This tab provides options for the downhill simplex inverse-fitting algorithm.
Initial vertex !\pan

The vertex span is used to generate the initial simplex.

Initial derivative calc span

Provides the initial derivative span used in the calculation
of the covariance matrix.

3.8.5 Perturbation Tab
Running optimization perturbations is one method of investigating parameter uncertainty.
In perturbation mode, nPre randomly perturbs the initial estimates of fitting parameters
(i.e. slightly increases or decreases the initial estimate) and re-optimizes the fitting
parameters. nPre repeats this process for a specified number of perturbations. If each
perturbation results in a fitting parameter value close to the initial estimate, the problem
solution is unique and well-constrained. Note that perturbation mode is not currently
compatible with optimization-range or optimization-sampling modes.
Do optimization perturbations

Check the checkbox to activate perturbation mode.

# of perturbations

The number of
perturbation span.

Penurbation span

The maximum span over which perturbations will be
created. Note that all parameters are normalized to a range
of 0 to 1, and consequently the perturbation span will be
between 0 and 1.

Perturb from

The first perturbation can use the original best estimate
value (Start) or the last optimization value (Los/ Fit) for its
initial estimate of parameters.

Random # seed

A user-selected random seed number allows perturbation
simulations to be reproducible.

random

perturbations

within

the

3.9 Sampling Input Window
The Sampling input window contains options related to the setup of the sampling of a
parameter. Note that sampled parameters may include sequence data, such as flow rate or
pressure boundary conditions, and superposition distances. The ranges and distributions
are defmed at the point of parameter or sequence definition, in the Parameter and Sequence
input windows, respectively.
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3.9.1 Main Tab
The

Main

tab defines the sampling procedure:
-

-."

'. I

Sflmpling proceduie,
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Figure 31. Main Tab of the Sampling Input Window
Sampling procedure

nSIGHTS supports two sampling routines: Lalin Hyper-Cube and MonteCarlo

Number of trials

Number of times input parameter distributions are
sampled.

Random number seed

A user-selected random seed number allows
sampling simulations to be reproducible. A random
seed number is automatically provided.

User specified variable correlatjons

yes

The correlation between two variables will be
forced to the values specified in the Correlations tab.

No

Correlations, if not forced to zero, will be
calculated during simulation.

Force non-specified correlations to 0.0

yes

Non-specified correlations will be forced to zero. If
correlations are not user specified, all correlations
will be forced to zero.

No

Non-specified correlations will not be forced to any
value, and will be calculated during simulation.
This button re-samples the parameters, based on the
current setting in this tab. Any objects or plots
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contammg sample data will be updated with the
new sampled data.

3.9.2 Correlations Tab
If more than one parameter is defined as a sampled type, a correlation between the
parameters is forced to the value specified in the tables provided in this tab. This tab is
only available if variable correlations are user specified (User specified variable correhltiOllS in
the Main tab).

P_1m

1 '_0 1

1-':_::"'~:-j __1_'~
__ 1

H~I

Figure 32. Correlations Tab of the Sampling Input Window

Parameter correlations can onJy occur between variables of the same basic type.
Consequently, the Correlations tab is divided into four tabs (Parameter, Sequence Q,
Sequence P and Superposition R), each tab providing a table for the input of correlations.
Tabs are hidden ifthere are less than two parameters for any parameter category.

3.9.3 Samples Tab
This tab contains a table of the sampled parameter values, with a column per parameter,
sequence or superposition distance. The parameters are re-sampled upon activation of
this tab. In the following example, 10 trials are deftned for the formation conductivity:
t!B~nr~~Et~~~amp'es.I~_Gr~liiCs I -,
K_1m

~

1 2.9440891 E-OS

!

2 1.6941906E-os

j

3 5.4436779E·10

i

4 4.4533507E-09
5 6.5267687£-os

,

6 55483796£-os
7 3.3937244£-os
8 7,3009359E-OS
9 8,7039046E-OS
, 10 9.7837555£-09
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Figure 33. Samples Tab of the Sampling Input Window
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3.9.4 Graphics Tab
The Graphics tab contains an object tree, and corresponding object property window,
where users can load, view and manipulate data to create visualizations of sample
correlations. Sample data are available as table data, with the object ID of Sample.

3.10 SuitelRange Input Window
3.10.1 Priority Tab
The priority of each suite and range parameter is determined in this tab and input
window. For both suite and range parameters, the simulation program loops through the
first parameter (Grid/Cube X (slowest grid/cube)), and for each value in its suite or range,
it then loops through the second parameter (Grid/Cube Y (fastest grid/middle cube). If
three suite/range parameters are defined, for each value of the second parameter, the
simulation program loops through the third parameter (Cube Z (fastest cube)). For each
combination of suite/range values, a simulation is performed.

3.11 Output File Setup Input Window
Output files from nPre can be read into nPost for visualization and post-processing. The
output files are all binary.
Four output files can be created, each with its own tab:
XY Output

Any XY array (a collection of XY data) created within nPre is
output into a file with the default file extension *.nXYsim. The
default XYDataArray f(t) Table Global consists of all the simulation
output defined in the Main tab of the Simulation Output input
window. Not available in range mode.

Profile

A grid containing pressure as a function of time (X axis) and radius
(Y axis) is output to a file with the default file extension *.nPro.
The grid can contain a subset of time, by limiting the number of
sequences. As grid data can be qUite large, the data may be
reduced according to a Time slep modulus, reducing the number of X
(time) points, or a Node modulus, reducing the number ofY (radius)
points. Available in forward-normal mode only.

Range

Outputs grid or cube data of residuals (error between simulated and
field data) into a file with the default file extension *.nRng. In
optimization mode, grid or cube data of optimized values and the
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main diagonal of the covariance matrix (if calculated) are also
written to the file. If two range variables are defined, grid data are
output, if three range variables are defmed, cube data are output.
Available in range mode only.
Optimization

Fit results, residuals, covariance matrix and Jacobian data are
output to a file with the default file extension *.nOpt. Available in
optimization-forward or optimization-sampling mode only.

To write the file during simulation, check the checkbox at the top of each tab. For all
output files, data are created in a new file, or appended to an existing file. Data can only
be appended to an existing file if:
•

The current run is the same mode as the runs existing within the file (e.g. all runs
within the file are forward-normal).

•

The data to be output for the current run is the same as the data output for the existing
runs (e.g. all runs within an appended file write the XYDataArray f(t) Table Global,
with the same simulation output defined).

For files containing appended data, each run is identified by the Run identifier. Within
nPost, the data for anyone run can be selected, with each run identified by its run
identifier. For runs with multiple cases (e.g. sampling mode runs, multiple fit
optimizations), each case will have an identifier in addition to the run identifier.

3.12 Processing Setup Input Window
To create plots to monitor the real-time progress of the model and write simulation
output, the Processing Setup input window contains an object tree, and its corresponding
object property window. Objects can load, view and manipulate model data.
Simulated data sets can be created before the simulation has been conducted. Error
messages will appear on the message line, for example "XY data set is empty". As the
simulation is being conducted, the data sets are automatically updated.
A plot window is not automatically updated during the simulation. Addition of an object
that forces the plot to update regularly must be used, such as a Data Label object with
the last fit value as input.
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4 NPRE AUTO SETUP
As the setup of certain portions of the input data and plots are similar from test to test,
auto setup provides a quick way of generating certain input data and plots. There are
three Auto Setup commands: Field Data Plots, Sequence Plots, and Basic Fits.
All auto setup commands create objects within object trees, and there are common
aspects between the auto setup procedures:
•

Auto setup is created in a tree structure, however input is still required from the user.
The user must specify the input data, and input any required options in processing
objects (e.g. Scale/Transform objects).

•

Data and plot pages are created with a default naming convention for the page or
object IDs:
• The type of data are specified with a letter: Q for flow data,' P for pressure data, f
for field data, s for simulated data. The name of a sequence will also be used in
.
the default name, if applicable.
• The type of operation occurring within the page or object is also specified: Input
for pages that read data, DAT for objects that read or extract data, Process for
pages and objects that process data, Diag for diagnostic plot pages. For some
process objects, the process occurring (e.g. dP/dlnt) is specified.
• Examples:
Object ID of a data page containing a read object
P_input
for pressure data.
Object ID of a read data object reading field flow
fQDATOOO
data.
Object ID for an object that calculates the derivative
of field data pressure for a flow sequence named
F 01.
Object ID of a Scale/Transform object that
conducts a log transfonn on the simulated pressure
data within flow sequence F_01.

•

All plot pages will contain:
• A Data Labels object that plots a label containing the current date and the nPre
version info in the top right hand comer of the plot.
• A Data Labels object that plots a label containing the progress of the optimizer.
This object forces the plot to be updated during a simulation.
• A User Labels object that plots a default title label.

•

Only 2D plots are created in auto setup procedures. The user will be required to reset
the axes limits in order to view the data in a 2D plot window. This is done by
selecting Axes~Extents in the 2D plot window pop-up menu, by selecting the Reset
View button

(~) in the 2D Plot window toolbar, or by selecting Standard~Reset View
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in the 2D Plot window menu bar.
Auto setup'results should always be checked to ensure that the created pages and objects
use the correct input data and the correct data transfonnations.

4.1 Field Da~ Plots Auto Setup
Selection of the Auto Setup command Field Data Plots will create data and plot objects
within the Field Data input window's object tree that .are typically required to create
constraints and/or diagnostic plots from field data.
Only two sets of data and plot pages can be created, one for pressure data, and one for
flow data. Selection of the Auto Setup7Fieid Data Plots command can create one or both of
these data sets at a time. If a data set is created again by auto setup, and the data sets
already exist, they will be deleted, and new e~pty pages and objects will be created.
A dialog to facilitate the auto setup of field data plots provides the following options:
Alito Hctd Oal.1 and Plot SC'tup

.11:1

Figure 34. Auto Field Data and Plot Setup Window
Data to Read

Pressure and/or Flow data sets are created. For each data set,
a data page is created with one read object. The user will
need to specify the field data to be imported with the read
object(s). For table input data, an additional Select XV
from XV Array object is created, to select XY data from
the table.

, Jnput File Type

The input file type, XY data or table data, is selected in the
dropdowD. box. This option detennines the type of read
object created in the input data page.

All in Same Table File

For table input, ifboth pressure and flow data sets are being
created, this checkbox creates one read table object to read
a table which contains both pressure and flow data, and two
select XY objects. The read table object will be in on~ data
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input page, named PQ_Input.
If one of the processing options is selected, a new data page
is created; containing the object(s) required to complete the
data processing. The user is required to complete the
processing options for each processing object (refer to
Appendix A for details on each processing object).

Processing

To remove duplicates in the data, a Remove Duplicates
object is created.

Remove Dups

To reduce the data, a Reduction object is created.
Scaleffransform

Plots to Create

To scale or transfonn the data, a Dual XY SIT object is
created.
Selection of either the Pressure or Flow checkbox will create
a 2D-XY plot page, containing two objects:
• An XY Data Series object to plot transformed data, as
well as simulated data.
• A Sequence Grid Lines object, which will plot
gridlines to define sequences.

The example below, figure 35, shows the Auto Field Data and Plot Setup dialog and the
resulting object tree after auto setup:
1\uto r tt'ltl 1),11.1 olod Plot S-NUp

.I . OK

•

I

IjlEl_CoIc<Map:;::Dam

$-& P.Jr1lUt::oata

l-up...Jrput::oa~
~lllIpJtl>,Jt::I\eadTlbIe
I
IPDATOOO::S<lectxY
p j'focess::Data
I-UPj'fOC=::~
L·U IPDAT::DusI XY S/f

i

I LU
a

r

s·lI! P_Clr1eSl/J1::XY
f.·U P c.rtesltn::1O-XY
!-U ID Axes::X A>cIs
, U JO Axes::Y A>cIs

[U 2D4'IotAmo::2D4'IotAmo

I·.u verslonlnfo::Dat.el._

1-. Pr.......e::XY Dam

. !..~ S<!qJenCeS::~e<i<XI..rles

Figure 35. Auto Field Data and Plot Setup & Corresponding Object Tree
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4.2 Sequence Plots Auto Setup
.
Selection of the Auto Setup command Sequence Plots will create data objects and plot
objects within the Process/Plot tab of the Sequence input window that are typically required
to create diagnostic plots of simulated data sets. As well, a Create XV Array object,
containing the simulated output defined in the Process/Plot tab of the Sequence input
window, will be created in the Processing Setup input window.

Auto setup cannot be selected until sequences have been defined in the Sequences tab of
the Sequence input window.
The Sequence Data and Plot Setup dialog, which appears upon selection of the Auto
Setup~Sequence Plots command, contains frames for each type of sequence containing
checkboxes for common diagnostic plots. The frame and checkboxes for sequence types
not defined will be hidden.
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Figure 36. Automated Sequence Data and Plot Setup Window
No diagnostic plots for a sequence type will be created unless the EXlract checkbox is
selected. Each plot to be created is then selected with a checkbox. Plots are only created
for a sequence if the Auto checkbox is selected for the sequence in the Sequeuces tab of the
Sequence input window.
Each diagnostic plot option will create a data page and a plot page for all applicable
sequences with the Auto checkbox selected. The data page will include two Extract
Sequence(s) objects, one for field data and one for simulated data. The user is required
to specify the applicable field and simulated data, but the correct sequence has been
automatically chosen.
All sequence types have an Analytic on plots checkbox, which is only active if at least one
diagnostic plot has been selected from that sequence type. This option adds an Analytics:
Line Data object to all 2D plots for that sequence type, allowing the user to create a
straight line on a plot interactively. A corresponding legend box on the 2D plot, showing
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the analytic line results, is also created using a Data Labels object.
Table 5.1 provides the available diagnostic plots, and a brief description.
Table 5.1: Auto Setup Sequence Dia2nostics Plots
Flow SeQuences
Standard Diagnostic

Plots field and simulated pressure data, as well as the derivative of the data
(dP/dlnt) in a 2D XY plot.
For both field and simulated data, plots 2*d1 Ioe:p/dloe:e +2.

FD Diagnostic
History SeQuences
Decline Plot
Plots the field and simulated flow data on a 2D XY olot.
Diag#1 Plot
For both field and simulated data, plots 2*d1 logO/dloge +2.
For both field and simulated data, olots 2*d1 Ioe:{I/O)fdloe:e +2.
Diag#2 Plot
Pulse and Slu!! SeQuences
Ramey A Plot
Plots normalized pressure and the derivative of normalized pressure (dP/dJogt)
for both field and simulated data.
Plots normalized pressure and the derivative of normalized pressure (dlogP/dlogt)
Ramey B Plot
for both field and simulated data.
Plots (I-normalized pressure) and the derivative of (I-normalized pressure)
Ramey C Plot
(dlogP/dlogt) for both field and simulated data.
Plots two times the derivative of normalized pressure (2*dlogP/dlogt) for both
Ramey FD Plot
field and simulated data.

4.3 Basic Fits Auto Setup
In optimization mode, the Auto Setup7Basic Fits command will create fit data objects in the Fit
Specification/Graphics tab of the Fit Specification input window, as weB as to define fits to use in the
Fit Selection tab of the .Fit Specification input window. The Auto Setup7Basic Fits command is not
available until sequences have been defined.

The Fit Specification Sftup dialog, which appears upon selection of the Auto Setup7Basic Fits
command, contains frames for each type of sequence containing checkboxes for possible fits for
that sequence type. The frame and checkboxes for sequence types which have not been defined
will be hidden. In addition, there is a Cartesian Fits frame, with associated checkboxes, which will
produce fits for all defined sequences (the entire test).
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Figure 37. Fit Specification Setup
No fit objects will be created for a sequence type or Cartesian Fits unless the Fit checkbox is
selected. Each fit to be created is then selected with a checkbox. Fit objects are only created for a
sequence if the Auto checkbox is selected for the sequence in the Sequences tab of the Sequence
input window.
For each sequence type selected (i.e. Fit is checkmarked), a data page is created. The data page
wil1 contain a Single Fit object for each type of fit specified in the checkboxes. The checkbox
Combined will combine al1 the single fits defined for each sequence type into a Composite Fit
object.
For Cartesian Fits, two Extract Sequence(s) objects wil1 be created for both field and simulated
data, in order to extract all tlie sequences for tp.e Single Fit object. The user is required to specify
the applicable field and simulated data, but the correct sequences have been automatically
selected. Extract Sequence(s) objects are not created for any other sequence type, as it is
assumed that Auto Setup 7 Sequence Plots has been previously conducted, and the output from the
Extract Sequence(s) objects created in the Process/Plot tab of the Sequence input window will be
used as required.
The type of fit (e.g. log Pressure in Flow Sequence Fits) refers to the data transfOlmation of both field
and simulated data before input into a Single Fit object. If the data transformation was not
already conducted in the Process/Plot tab of the Sequence input window, Scale/Transform objects
wil1 be created for both field and simulated data to perform the data transformation required.

In addition to the creation of fit objects, auto setup will fill the Fit Selection tab, in a manner similar .
to pressing the Auto Fill button. Al1 fits created will be included, one per line in the Fit Selection
tab. If composite fits were created, the single fits of those composites will not be included.
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5 RUNNING SIMULATIONS
Once all required input has been entered. a model run can be executed by selecting one of the
following commands from the Run menu:
Minimal

Conducts a full model run, with a small window providing minimal
information.

Verbose

Conducts a full model run, with a small window providing detailed
information. The information provided is dependent on the simulation
mode. For example, in optimization mode, the best fit value and the
current fit value are shown for each parameter to be optimized. Due to the
detailed information, a verbose model run will have a slightly increased
execution time compared to a minimal model run.

Covariance Only

Calculates the covariance matrix using the current set of defmed
parameters, without conducting any simulations. Only available for
simulation modes that calculate the covariance matrix.

The following three figures are examples of the run window for an optimization model run with
multiple fits. The title of the run window indicates the current case and/or fit of the simulation.
Run-+Minimal

.
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Figure 38. Minimal Run Simulation
Run-+Verbose
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Figure 39. Verbose Run Simulation
Run-+Covari.nu Only
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Figure 40, Covariance Only Run Simulation
Dialog buttons and information displayed on all the run windows include:
Cancels the run.
Minimize

Minimizes' the main menu, as well as the run window. Plot
windows remain visible, in order to observe changes in the plots
during the run.

Time elapsed

Time elapsed since beginning of the run.

Est. time remaining

Estimation of the time remaining for the run is only displayed once
the first case is complete. For runs with single cases, it will not be
displayed.

Progress Bar

For runs with multiple cases (e.g. multiple fit optimizations,
perturbations, etc.), a progress bar is provided that indicates the
number of cases completed.
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6 OBJECTS
An object has a defined function related to data input/output, data manipulation, or plot
construction. A fundamental premise in nSIGHTS is that objects can be combined in many
flexible ways to produce a near-infinite variety of data processing procedures and visualizations.
Each page type has associated objects, specifically data objects, plot objects, list objects and
output objects. In addition, there is a global object, described in Section 6.4. However, all objects
have similar characteristics and controls, which are described in this section.

6.1 Object Data Types
Most objects use the output of other objects as their input. Objects may also use the output of the
nPre simulator as input. Only object output of a compatible data-type can be used as input. For
example, a Table Column Scale/Transform object can only use table data-types as input. With
the nSIGHTS user interface, input objects are selected from drop-down menus that contain the
names and descriptions of all available object output of the correct type. The following table
provides a brief explanation of data types used by nSIGHTS:

Table 6.1: nSIGHTS Data Types
Data Type
Color Map
Covariance Data
Cube Data
Cube Indices
Curve Data
Fit Specification
Grid Data
Jacobian Data
Pen Set
Real Value
Sequence Time Data
Table
Time Value
XY Array
XY Data
XYZLabel

Description
An array of colors, usually smoothly varying.
Calculated covariance matrices.
A data structure with values at regular array XYZ locations.
Indexes representing the location of each value within cube data.
X and Y values that define a function. Input XY data and function characteristics are
included in the data structure.
Pairs of field and simulated data.
A data structure with values at regular array XY locations.
Calculated Jacobian results from optimizer.
24 specific colors
A single numeric value.
Sequence start/end times and IDs.
Rows and columns of numeric data. Each row and column also has an associated ID.
A numeric value associated with a time setting. All time values are also real values.
A collection of XY data.
X and Y values.
XYZ co-ordinates and associated text labels.

6.2 Object Concepts
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6.2.1 Object ID
Every object that is created has an associated identifier or ID that is used to refer to the object
within the nSIGHTS user interface. The ID is always located in the upper left hand comer of the
object property window. All objects have a default ID, usually the name of the object, although
some objects automatically change the default based on object properties.
You should usually modify the object name so that a) it is unique, and b) it reflects your usage of
the object. A unique object name is important to distinguish object output, while a relevant object
name makes it easier to understand complex visualizations containing many objects.

6.2.2 Object Selection
Nearly all nSIGHTS objects require input from another object. Within the object property
window, these input data are selected using a drop-down menu. When not active, the drop-down
menu shows the current object selection.
The drop-down menu box is activated by pressing the down arrow. After activation, a list of
objects producing output of the correct data type is displayed, figure 41.
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Figure 41. Object Selection List
The listing in the drop-down menu contains:
•
•
•
•

the o~ject type (or output ill if there is more than one output of the same type from a single
object)
the object ID of the associated object
the name of the page where the object is located, only if the objects available are from more
than one page
in nPre only, the nPre object tree where the page is located

6.2.3 Object Connections
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The input/output connections between objects are viewed by selecting the Connections command in
the Object menu. This command will display a text top-level window that provides infonnation on
the connections of the currently selected object: the objects used as input, and the objects which
use the currently selected object's output as input.
.
Similar to object selection, each object is defined by:
• the object ill
• the object type (or output ID if there is more than one output of the same type from a single
object)
• the name of the page where the object is located
• in nPre only, the nPre input window where the page is located
• a number indicating the order the object was created, relative to other objects (i.e. the first
object created in the current application will be # 1, the second object created will be #2, etc.)
An example of a connection window for a P(t) Derivative Calculation object, named
F_01JdPldlnt created in the F_Olyrocess page of the Sequence input window, is provided below
in Figure 42:
I
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: F 01 fdP/dlnt::Oerivative::F 01 process::Seq #35

, -Input From
- F_0 1_fPDAT::Extr'actSequence::F_01""process::Seq #33
Output To
dlnP::XY Data::F_01_diag::Seq #40
t09-F_01_fdP/dlnt::XY SJT::F_0 1_fit::Fit #45

Figure 42. Connection Window for a P(t) Derivative Calculation Object
Based on the example object connections window, F_01JdPldlnt was the 35 th object created in
this nPre application. It uses as input an Extract Sequence(s) object, named F_01JPDAT, from
the same page. F_01JPDATwas the 33 rd object created in this nPre application. Two objects use
the F_01JdPldlnt object output as input: an XV Data Series object, named dlnP, from the
F_Ol_diag page in the Sequence input window, and a Single Scale/Transform object, named
log_F_01JdPldlnt, from the Constraints page in the nPre Fit Specification input window.
Note that the object name used in the connections page relates to the object identifier within the
object tree, which may differ from the object name in the Object menu (see Appendix E for tables
of alternative object names). All object names used within this manual refer to the object name
used in the Object menu.
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The connections for all objects within the currently selected page are similarly viewed by
selecting Page~ All Connections.

6.2.4 Object Execution
The nSIGHTS architecture includes an object execution algorithm that ensures objects are recalculated as required. For example, changing the scale in a Scale/Transform object will cause
all objects using the resulting data to be re-calculated and all plots dependent .on those objects to
be re-drawn.
The algorithm used to determine execution is fairly straightforward. A tree is built based on interobject references. Tree connections are viewed using Object~Connections or Page~AII Connections
as described)n Section 6.2.3. The tree is traversed in such a manner that all input data to an
object is re-calculated before an object is re-calculated.
An error occurs when a circular reference is detected: i.e. object A depends on object B for input,
but the object B also depends upon object A. In this case, nSIGHTS will issue a non-fatal error
message of the fonn ObjCalc • Non-blank object not found - circular reference.

6.2.5 Object Errors
Object errors are errors due to input or object property settings. Before an object is executed, its
input objects and internal properties are checked. If a problem is detected, an error message is
displayed in the message line portion of the screen. The error message will contain the name of
the object causing the error and the error. The error must be corrected before execution can
continue.
The object icon of an object with an error will be modified to reflect the object's status (i.e. the
icon will appear as . :fl¢ or . :tf). Once the error has been fixed, the object icon will return to
normal status Ct:t

).

Another type of error message causes a dialog to appear with the title nSIGHTSJnternalError and a
(usually cryptic) error message. Subsequently, nSIGHTS will abort. This is indicative of a bug.
Occurrences of these errors should be reported to the author.

6.3 Genera,l Object Controls
6.3.1 Masters and Slaves
Master and slave capabilities allow the internal settings of one object (the master) to control those
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of another object (the slave). In many cases, data processing objects and visualizations are created
that may contain several instances of a set of object properties. In many cases, we want to
compare these objects, and consequently they need to have the same object properties. For
example, to compare the derivative of pressure for field data and model results, two P(O
Derivative Calculation objects are required, one for each set of data. Both derivative objects
should have the same derivative options. To facilitate the comparison, the master and slave
facility allows the user to modify the object properties of only one object (the master), and the
slave object properties will be automatically adjusted accordingly.
For example, the two pet) Derivative Calculation objects described above could be linked as
follow:
1)

A pet) Derivative Calculation object for the field data derivative calculation is created:
the Object ID is set to dPField, the pressure field data source is selected, and the
appropriate derivative options selected. By default, the object will be a master (i.e. the
Master toggle is turned on).

Figure 43. pet) Derivative Calculation Object with Master toggle turned on.
2)

Another pet) Derivative Calculation object for the .model results is created: the Object lD
set to dPModel, and the model data source is selected. The Master toggle is turned off, and
the dPfield object is selected from the drop-down menu.
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Figure 44. pet) Derivative Calculation Object with Master turned off.
Master/Slave capability is available for most object properties where property variation is likely to
be required. There are two variations of the master/slave dialog frame depending upon the
window layout. Both variations are shown in the object property of the pet) Derivative
Calculation object shown in the above example, and are shown in detail here, in figure 45:

Figure 45. P(t) Derivative Calculation Object Variations
Note that many master/slave controls also contain an Expose toggle. Selecting the Expose toggle
will create an exposed version of the control as described in Section 6.3.2. Only master controls
can be exposed.
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6.3.2 Exposed Controls
One drawback to the object property window of the nSIGHTS user-interface (VI) is that it is
difficult to rapidly change properties of a plotted object or two objects. For example, to repeatedly
change the selected run and/or simulation of an extract object (e.g. Extract XY from XY Results
object) and view the change in a plot requires the following procedure:
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

select the run and/or simulation.
press Apply
select the plot window to view results
select the Main Menu
select the extract object in the object tree
change the run and/or simulation selection
press Apply
re-select the plot window to view results.
repeat steps 4 to 8

nSIGHTS offers a capability called exposed controls to resolve this problem. An exposed control
is a VI element which has been disabled on the object property window and has been re-created in
its own small top-level window. Within this top-level window are the control and additional VI
elements to support other capabilities. Exposed controls are actuated by selecting the Expose
toggle on selected VI components. Exposed controls are bundled with Master/Slave capabilities.
Note that only master controls can be exposed.
The element remains exposed after the property pane has been changed to a different object. The
exposed control will be available until it is disabled (Expose toggle switched off), or the object is
deleted.
There are currently two types of exposed controls: list selections and real values.

6.3.2.1 Exposed List Selections
An example exposed list selection is shown below in figure 46.
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..PDhT

S{~''''llloll

Figure 46. Exposed List Selections
This control was created by exposing the Index Selection Value Source selection property of an
Extract XV from XV Results object. The title of the control is constructed from the object ID
and the name of the exposed property.
Changing the selection with the mouse has the same effect as making the change on the
unexposed control on the property window AND pressing Apply.
The four direction push buttons at the bottom assist in navigating the list: > increments the
selection, < decrements the selection, 1<- goes to the first selection in the list, and ->1 goes to the
end of the list.
The Animate button, when pressed, resets the selection to the start· of the list, and then goes
through each selection in order. While animating, the text in the button changes to Stop.

.6.3.2.2 Exposed Reals
An example of an exposed real value control shown below in figure 47.
(;ridExlractXV :'EXtract xv

Figure 47. Exposed Real Value Control
This control example exposes the value of the Extraction Constant Value Source of an Extract XV
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object (for extracting a slice from a grid). The exposed value is entered in the top field of the
control. Typing in a new value and pressing the Enter key has the same effect as making the
change on the unexposed control on the property page and pressing the Apply button.
The additional controls are designed to support animation (see Section 8.3.3) by smoothly varying
the exposed value for a specified number of steps or frames. If the Step Options is set to Range the
increment is calculated based on the Start and End value and the # of steps. If it is set to Illcr. the
increment is entered directly.
controls the type of increment. If set to Lin, range increments are calculated as:
increment = (end - start) / steps, and successive values calculated as: next = current + increment.
Log range increments are calculated as: increment = (loglO(end) - 10gIO(start)) / steps, and
successive values are calculated as next = IO**(loglO(current) + increment).

Step T)'pe

The control buttons perform the following actions:
Step
Increment the current value.
Animate
Set the current value to the start value, then increment the current value # of
steps times. While animating, the button text changes to Stop. Pressing the
button will stop the current animation.
ResetSt
Set the current value to the start value.
End2St
Set the start value to the current end value.

6.3.3 Formatting Real Numbers
There are many cases where it is desirable to control the format used to convert numeric values to
strings. Examples include axes increment labels, posted data points on plots, etc. nSIGHTS uses a
common control for this task:
.
IFlnaemenl Laoe

Decimal
Scientific
Scientific 2
Exponenl
Exponen12

olmet

'-'M."

._.

.,~

.

Figure 48. Increment Label Format for Real Numbers
The first field is a drop-down list that specifies the general formatting type, while the second field
is used to specify the number of decimal places:
General

Conversion depends upon the value of the number being converted. Generally,
decimal conversion is used for numbers of absolute value less than ] .OE+ 11 and
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greater than 1.0E-05 (or 0), while scientific notation is used for all others. Trailing
zeroes are generally eliminated, except that integer values less than 100 have a
single decimal place (e.g. 99.0). The second field is not used for general.
Decimal

A fixed number of places after the decimal are specified.

Scientific

A fixed number of digits precision is specified.

Scient[/ic 2

Same as Scien/[/ic except uses mantissa x 10**X fonnat in subscript/superscript
notation.

Exponent

Expressed as 10 to a power using subscript/superscript notation. Note that the
mantissa will be dropped. This is intended primarily for log axes and log data
labels. Note that 10**0 will be converted to 1.

Exponent 2

Same as E>.ponent only values with exponents between -1 and 2 will appear as 0.1,
1, 10, and 100.

Note that the Scient[/ic 2, Exponent, and Exponent 2 notations are not available for conversions that are
not used for plotting labels.
The second field appears as follows in figure 49:
Decimal
0,00000

Scientific
"'1 DE-DO
I

0.0
0.00
0.000
0.0000
0.00000
0.000000
0.0000000
0.00000000

Scient[/ic 2

Ir.;

I

O,OE-OO
O.OOE-ao
a.aOOE-OO
a.OOOOE-OO
O.OOOOOE-oa
O.OOOOOOE-OO
O.OOOOOOOE-OO
O.OOOOOOOOE -00

0,Oxl0(AO'>

I 0,OOxl0(AO'>
0.00Oxl0(·0·>
0.000OX10<·0·)
0,00000Xl O(AO')
0.00000Oxl0('0')
0.000000Oxl0<'0·) ,
0.0000000Oxl0('0·) ,

Figure 49. Field used to specify the number of decimal places.

6.3.4 Font Selection
nSIGHTS betrays its Unix origins by not using a standard Windows font selector. It restricts font
usage to a limited number of alternatives in the interest of maintaining visual integrity. There are
two main font dialogs available, differentiated by the fonts display dimension: 2D or 3D. The
common font options for 2D and 3D display include:
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Fam:

Select font family.
Aria!
A Helvetica Type font.
Times
Conventional Times Roman.
Courier
A Courier font.

Wt:

Font weight: either Medium or Bold.

Slnt:

Font slant: either Reg. or Italic.

Size:

Size in points.

Fonts for display in 3D have the following additional fields:
Thk

Thickness - governs the depth ofthe font in 3D. There are five alternatives:
Flat
Font is two-dimensional and will be invisible from the side.
Thin, Med., Thick, V. Thk.
Various qualitative degrees of depth.

A third font dialog is available for some 2D labels that can be rotated to vertical: .
Rot

Rotation can be Horizontal, Left, or Right.

6.4 Global Objects
nPre and nPost contain common invisible or global objects. These objects cannot be created or
deleted by the user. There are four types of global objects: system information objects, a
standard pen set, default linear color maps and default nPre simulation objects.

6.4.1 System Information Objects
System information objects are intended for use with Data Labels plot objects. It provides a
mechanism of identifying output graphics for QA and documentation purposes.
There are four system information object types:
Version
Version date
Today
Time

The current nSIGHTS version identifier (e.g. VersionPre 0.90M).
The release date of the version.
The current date.
The current time.

In drop-down lists within nPre, system information objects are identified as follows in figure 50:
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Version
Version dele

Today

Time

Syslnfo
Syslnfo
Syslnfo
Syslnfo

System
System
System
System

Global
Global
Global
Global

Figure 50. nPre System Infonnation Object Drop-down List
!he same object identification is used in nPost, without the Global object tree identifier.

6.4.2 Standard Pen Set and Linear Color Maps
Pen Set and Linear Color Map objects are required by most object tree setups, and are
frequently the only pen set and linear color map objects required. Consequently, one pen set and
two color map objects are available by default as global objects.
The default Pen Set object has an object ID of Standard. Likewise, the default Linear Color
Map objects have an object ID of Cold-.?Hot and Greyscale. The Cold-.?Hot linear color map
provides a rainbow color range from blue to red, where as the Greyscale linear color map
provides a range of grey colors.

6.4.3 nPre Simulation Objects
nPre also contains a number of global objects which are created automatically by the simulator.
These include tables of sample values and optimizer results, and XY data for each defined
simulation output.
nPre simulation objects are identified in the same manner as all objects, with an object tree
identifier of Global. For example, simulation pressure XY output would be identified as sPDAT
sPDAT/(I)Oulpul Global.
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7 DATA PROCESSING: DATA OBJECTS
The data page contains data objects, which are objects that process data. For example, data can be
input, scaled or transfonned. Visualization of data objects is accomplished using plot pages and
plot objects (see Section 8).
This section d.oes not intend to detail every data object. It will discuss some data object concepts,
and provide a summary of the available data objects and their function. Each data object is
described in detail in Appendix A.

7.1 Data Object Concepts
This section is provided to describe the default data objects, data object controls, and the input for
some of the more complex data objects.

7.1.1 Default Data Objects
All data pages have one default object: a default data page description (Dejault::DataPgDesc).
This data object contains an object ID that is used as the identifier for the page in the object tree.
It also contains an empty text box that allows the user to document the collection of objects in the
page.

7.1.2 Tables in the Object Property Window
Two objects, Enter Table and Enter XY, contain spreadsheet-type tables within the object
property window. An example Enter Table object property window is shown below in figure 5]:

Figure 51. Enter Table in the Object Property Window
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Values are entered into the cells. The Update button and the pop-up menu (accessed by rightclicking the mouse over the table) can be used to fill in the table with values.
Selecting an object in the input-data drop-down-box and clicking the Update button displays the
values from the selected object in the table of the Enter Table/XY Data object. When the !iIm.!x
button is clicked, the values are stored in the Enter Table/XY Data object. The values can then
be modified. Reselecting the Update button will refresh the values in the table, and all
modifications will be lost.
The pop-up menu contains the commands outlined below. Selected rows and columns are based
on the cursor location upon activation of the pop-up menu.
Insert Before

Inserts a row above the selected row. For XY data only.

Insert After

Inserts a row below the selected row. For XY data only.

Delete

Deletes the selected row. For XY data only.

Insert Row Before

Inserts a row above the selected row. For table data only.

Jnsert Row After

Inserts a row below the selected row. For table data only.

Delete Row

Deletes the selected row. For table data only.

Insert Column Before

Inserts a column before the selected column. For table data only.

Jnsert Column After

Inserts a column after the selected column. For table data only.

Delete Column

Deletes the selected column. For table data only.

Paste from Clipboard

Pastes the contents of the clipboard into the table. For example,
data in a spreadsheet can be copied and then pasted into the table.

Copy to Clipboard

Copies the entire contents of the table to the clipboard. The table
can then be pasted into a spreadsheet or text editor.

7.1.3 Scale/Transform Objects
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Scale/transform objects perform mathematical operations on input data. Common options include:
Operation Order
Scale 7Tran.~ro,.m
Trm1.~rorm 7Scale

The object will perform the scale operation, then the
transform, in this order.
The object will perform the transform, then the scale
operation, in this order. "

Scale Operation

Drop-down list containing four different equations that
determine the scale operation, where D is the data, Sc is the
Scale Value and 0fris the Offset Value.

Transform

Drop-down list containing several transform functions (e.g.
In(Dala), IIDalo, Ab.l'(Dofa), etc.)

Scale Value Source

Master and expose controls for the scale value. See Section
6.3.1 for details.

Scale Value

Text box for input of a scale value.

Offset Value Source

Master and expose controls for the scale value.

Offset Value

Text box for input of an offset value.

Null Processing

When active, will set all null values to the constant
specified in the constant text box.
Text box to input a constant value that will replace all null
values.

set to constant
Con~tant

Minimum Thresholding
None
Null
Clamp

Does not apply a minimum threshold.
Sets all values below the text box value as null.
Sets all values below the text box value at the text box
value.

Maximum Thresholding
None

Null
Clamp

Output Description

Does not apply a maximum threshold.
Sets all values above the text box value as null.
Sets all values above the text box value at the text box
value.
Provides a description of the object, which will be used as
the object type in drop-down lists, and the label of the
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object in a Series Legend.

7.1.4 Interpolation Methods
Interpolate XY data from Curve, Time Limits Extraction/Interpolation and Sequence Fit use
common interpolation methods, described below:
Linear

Conducts a linear interpolation of the Y data for a specified number of X
points, within specified X limits.

Log (Absolute)

Conducts a linear interpolation of the Y data for a specified number of log
X points, within specified X limits.

Log (Relati\1e)

Conducts a linear interpolation of the Y data for a specified number of
newly created log X points, within specified X limits. X points are created
using log steps starting from a specified start value.

Input X

Conducts a linear interpolation of the Y data for given X values from XY
input data. For Time Limits Extraction/ Interpolation and Sequence Fit,
this method results in no interpolation.

The Interpolate Table Column object uses different interpolation methods (note that X data
must be in ascending order):
Linear

Linearly interpolates a Y value corresponding to an X value equal to the
specified interpolant value.

Previous

Obtains the Y value corresponding to the X value of the row above the
specified interpolant value.

Next

Obtains the Y value corresponding to the X value of the next row below the
specified interpolant value.

Closes!

Obtains the Y value corresponding to the X value closest to the specified
interpolant value.

The interpolation methods used by Create Curve from XY Data, are described in Section 7.1.5.
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7.1.5 Curve Data Functions
When creating curve data (Create Curve from XY Data), several data functions or interpolation
methods are available. Examples based on the same set of XY data, are shown for each data
function.
Cubic Spline

A piecewise polynomial approximation of XY data, continuous in the first
and second derivatives, provides a smooth approximation. Parameters are
available for this curve type to influence the function slopes at the extremes
of the function and the spline tension.

100

Figure 52. Cubic Spline ofXY Data
Polynomial

Linear regression of XY data at a specified polynomial order.
polynomial order, between 1 to 10, is specified.

75

A

100

Figure 53. Polynomial (2 nd Order) ofXY Data
Linear

A series of straight lines joining consecutive XY points.

100

Figure 54. Linear ofXY Data
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S/(!!JMid

Step function with value change at the linear midpoint between adjacent
points.

'.

'00

"

Figure 55. StepMid ofXY Data
SrepFull

Step function with value change at each XY point.

Figure 56. StepFuli of XY Data

7.2 Data Object Summary
Due to the large number of data objects, it is not possible to list all data objects in a single
selection menu. Consequently, nSIGHTS categorizes data page objects and requires an additional
step (category selection) to get the actual object selection menu. The data object category menus
in nPre and nPost are as follows in figure 57:

nPre

nPost

..
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Figure 57. nPre and nPost Data Object Category Menus
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Objects in each category are listed in the table below. Note that some objects appear in more than
one category (for example, Read Table File appears in both Read Input and Table Operations
categories).
Table 7.1: Data Object Summary
Catel!.orv
Cube Processing

Obiects
Extract Cube lndexes
Extract Grid
Histogram
Matrix Math
Normalize
Scalerrransform
Statistics
Create Curve from XY Data
Interpolate XY Data from Curve
(Basic) Single Fit
Composite Fit
Extract XY
Histogram
Matrix Math
Normalize
Scalerrransform
Statistics

Curve Processing
Fit Specification
Grid Processing

nSIGHTS
Extraction

nPre Obiects
Select Range Cube

nPost Obiects

Write Curve File

Select Curve from File

Sequence Fit
Select Range Grid

Covariance
Extract
Matrices
Extract Jacobian
Extract Optimizer Results
Table
Extract Profile Grid
Extract Range Cube
Extract Range Grid
Extract Residuals
Extract XY from XY
Results

Results

Pen and Color Maps

Linear Color Map
Merge Color Maps
Pen Set
Read Color Map

Write Color Map
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Read Input

Read Table File
Read XY Data
Read XYZ Label Data

Real Processing

Create Real Value
ScalelTransform

Read Cube Data
Read Color Map
Read Curve File
Read Grid Data
Read nSIGHTS Optimizer
Results
Read nSIGHTS Profile
Results
Read nSIGHTS Range
Results
Read
nS1GHTS
XV
Results
Read Sequence Time
Interval Data

Residual Processing

Table Operations

Well Test Analysis

Enter Table Data
Extract Real from Table
Extract Table Rows
Full Table Correlations
Interpolate Table Columns
Real Value(s) To Table
Read Table File
Sum Tables
Table Column Correlations
Table Column Math
Table Column Statistics
Table Column To Histogram
Table Columns To XY
Table Row Statistics
View Table Data
Extract Sequence(s)
P(t) Derivative Calculation
P(t) Time Processing
Pulse Normalization
Time
Limits
Extraction/Interpolation

Write Table File

Calculate Basic Residual
Calculate
Residual
Diagnostic
Extract Residuals
Jacobian to Table
Column
Table
ScaleITransfonn
Table Row Index Logic
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XY Data Processing

Add Noise
Dual Scaleffransform
Enter XV Data
Extract Range
Fourier Transform on V
Histogram
Integrate
Select XV from XY Array
Single ScalelTransform
Smooth/Filter
Statistics
Read XV Data
Reduction
Remove Duplicates
Transpose
Vector Math
View XV Data

Create XY Array
Write XY File

Add XY to Array
Array ScalelTransform

7.3 Data Object Function Summary
Table 7.2 sUmnlarizes the function of all the data objects available. In addition, the required input
object or data type and the created output data type is specified. If the input or output is not an
object or external file (e.g. input from user), the input or output will be specified as none. Note
that for read objects, the default file extension is not required when opening a file.

Table 7.2: Data Object Function Summary
Object
Add Noise

Add XV to Array

Function/Input
Adds noise to Y data randomly based on a Uniform or Norma/
distribution. Used to create synthetic data.
Input: XV data
Output: XY data
Creates a collection of XY data !Tom a single XV data object. Each
time a change is made in the specified XV data object, the new XY data
are added to the array. For example, if an Extract XY object
(extracts XY data from a grid) is used as input, each time the Extraction

Array Scaleffransform

(Basic) Single Fit

Constant Value in the Extract XV object is changed (including
pressing the Apply button), the new XY data will be added to the array.
Input: XY data
Output: XV array
Perfonns mathematical operations on XY array data types.
Input: XV array
Output: XV array
Pairs field and simulated data to be selected as a constraint by the Fit
Selection tab in the Fit Specification nPre input window. Typically
used in the Fit Specification/Graphics tab of the Fit Specification nPre
input window.
Input: XY data
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Calculate Basic Residual

Calculate Residual Diagnostic

Output: fit specification
Processes residuals from selected residual data. Residuals can be sorted
in ascending (!Jill or descending (Down) order, plotted versus the X
Value or the data Index, and/or standardized to make the data
comparable to a standard nonnal probability distribution.
Input: Extract Residuals
Output: XY data
Creates data to plot a Ouantile N0ll11al or Standard nonnal residual plot.
Input: Extract Residuals
Output: Two XY data sets, one containing the manipulated data, the
second a diagnostic line (Quantile Line or CumNonnDist)
Combines fit specification objects to be selected as one constraint by the
Fit Selection tab in the Fit Specification nPre input window. A fit
specification object contains a pair of field and simulated data to be
selected as constraint. Typically used in the Fit Specification/Graphics
tab of the Fit Specification nPre input window.

Composite Fit

Create Curve from XY Data

Create Real Value

Create XY Array

Dual ScalefTransfonn

Enter Table Data

Enter XY Data

Extract Covariance Matrices

Input: Single Fit or Composite Fit
Output: fit specification
Creates functional approximations of XY data sets. The functions
available include: Linear, Cubic Spline, Polynomial, Step Mid and Step
Fu/I (see Section 7.1.5 for details).
Input: XY data
Output: curve data
Outputs a single user-specified value, which can be used as input for
many other objects.
Input: none
Output: real value
Creates a collection of XY data.
Input: XY data
Output: XY array
Perfonns mathematical operations on both the X and the Y of XY data.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Allows the user to input or modify table data. Table data can be input or
modified by hand, pasted from the clipboard, or updated from another
table data-type object (see Section 7.1.2 for details).
Input: none or table data
Output: table data
Allows the user to input or modify XY data. XY data can be input or
modified by hand, pasted from the clipboard, or updated from another
XY data-type object (see Section 7.1.2 for details).
Input: none or XY data
Output: XY data
Extracts covariance matrices from one or multiple simulations of an
nSIGHTS Optimizer Results object. Estimated covariance matrices use
the estimated standard deviation specified by the user for each
parameter. The confidence limits of the covariance matrix can be
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plotted using the

Extract Cube Indexes

Extract Grid

Extract Jacobian

Extract Optimizer Results Table

Input: nSIGHTS Profile Results
Output: grid data
Extracts XY data within a specified range.
lDput: XY data
Output: XY data
Extracts cube data from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
Range Results object.

Extract Range

Extract Range Cube

Input: nSIGHTS Range Results
Output: cube data
Extracts a grid from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS Range
Results object.

Extract Range Grid

Extract Real from Table

Extract Sequence(s)

Input: nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
Output: Jacobian data
Extracts a table containing optimized values, case parameters and/or
optimization status from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
Optimizer Results object.
Input: nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
Output: table data
Extracts a grid from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS Profile
Results object.

Extract Profile Grid

Extract Residuals

Confidence Limits plot object.

Input: nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
Output: covariance data
Extracts cube indices from cube data within set limits. Cube indices are
used to define the cube data to be plotted in a 3D plot.
Input: cube data
Output: cube indices
Extracts a grid from cube data such that every point of the grid
represents a specified constant value.
Input: cube data
Output: grid data
Extracts Jacobian data from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
Optimizer Results object.

Input: nSIGHTS Range Results
Output: grid data
Extracts a table column property (number of rows, minimum value,
maximum value, last row value, or specified row value) and converts it
to a real data-type. The real value is displayed in the object property
window, in the Current Value frame.
Input: table data
Output: real value
Extracts residuals (XY data) from one or multiple simulations of an
nSIGHTS Optimizer Results object.
lnput: nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
Output: XY data
Extracts XY data for one or multiple sequences, based on the sequences
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defined by sequence time data.

Extract Table Rows

Extract XY

Extract XY from XY Results

Input: nSIGHTS XY Results
Output: XY data
Conducts a forward or inverse Fourier transform on Y data.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Calculates the Pearson R or Spearman R correlation coefficients
between all column pairs within a table.
Input: table data
Output: table data
Creates the input data for a histogram plot based on cube, grid or XY

Fourier Transform on Y

Full Table Correlations

Histogram

Integrate

Interpolate Table Columns

Interpolate
Curve

XY

Jacobian to Table

Linear Color Map

Matrix Math

Data

Input: XY data and Sequence Time Interval Data
Output: XY data
Extracts a range of rows from a table column based on specified limits.
Input: table data
Output: table data
Extracts all X data from a grid corresponding to a specified constant Y
value, or all Y data for a specified constant X value.
Input: grid data
Output: XY data
Extracts one set of XY data from one or multiple simulations of an
nSIGHTS XY Results object.

from

data. The actual histogram is plotted using an XY Series plot object
on a plot page, with this object as the input. Note there are separate
objects for each data type.
Input: cube, grid or XY data
Output: cube, grid or XY data
Takes the integral of XY data.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Interpolates Y values based on a given value for X (the interpolant value
value). Values in the X table column must be in order of increasing
values.
Input: table data
Output: real value
Interpolates XY values based on curve data, for a specified number of
points and specified limits. This allows curve data to be plotted.
Input: curve data and if input X interpolation method, XY data
Output: XY data
Converts Jacobian data to table data.
Input: Jacobian data
Output: table data
Creates a color map with a linear variation between starting and ending
RGB or HSV values.
Input: none
Output: color map
Basic array mathematics (+,-,*,1) can be applied to two sets of cube data
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Merge Color Maps

Normalize

P(t) Derivative Calculation

.
P(t) Time Processing

Pen Set

Pulse Normalization

Read Color Map

Read Cube Data

Read Curve File

Read Grid Data

nSIGHTS
Read
Results

Optimizer

or grid data. Note there are separate objects for each data type.
Input: cube or grid data
Output: cube or grid data
Combines two color maps.
Input: color map
Output: color map
. Normalizes cube and grid data within specified data limits, based on a
powe~ value or both. Note there are separate objects for each data type.
Input: cube or grid data
Output: cube or grid data
Calculates the derivative of a pressure function (P(t».
Input: XY data·
Output: XY data
Applies one of four time functions to X data (Horner, Agarwal, Horner
Super or Bourdet Super). Used to create plots that require a time
function for the X axis, such as a Homer plot.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Creates a set of pens that can be used in plotting. Normally, the default
Standard Pen Set is all that is required.
Input: none
Output: pen set
Normalizes pressure XY data based on one of two equations: (Pi-P(t» /
(Pi-Po) and l-(Pi-P(t)) / (Pi-Po), where Pi is the static pressure and Po is
the initial pulse pressure. Both Pi and Po are to be specified in the
object property window.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Reads a color map from a specially formatted text file (default file
extension: *.cmap). This allows creation of color maps outside
nSIGHTS (for example, in an Excel spreadsheet) to meet special
requirements.
Input: external file
Output: color map
Reads cube data from an input file (default file extension: *.cube).
Input: external file
Output: cube data
Reads a curve data file (default file extension: *.nCRV). A curve file
may contain several curve data sets.
Input: external file
Output: curve data file for Select Curve File
Reads grid data from an input file (default file extension: *.grd).
Input: external file
Output: grid data
Reads an nSIGHTS optImIzer simulation results file (default file
extension: *.nOpt), specified in the Output File Setup nPre input
window.
Input: external file
Output: optimizer results file to be used by Extract Covariance
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Matrices, Extract Jacobian, Extract Optimizer Results
Table and Extract Residuals
Read nSIGHTS Profile Results

Read nSIGHTS Range Results

Reads an nSIGHTS profile simulation results file (default file extension:
·.nPro), specified in the Output File Setup nPre input window.
Input: external file
Output: profile results file used by Extract Profile Grid
Reads an nSIG~TS range simulation results file (default file extension:
• .nRng), specified in the Output File Setup nPre input window.
Input: external file
Output: range results file used by

Extract Range Cube

and

Extract Range Grid
Read nSIGHTS XY Results

Read Table File

Read XY Data

Read XYZ Label Data

Real Value(s) To Table

Reduction

Remove Duplicates

ScalefTransform

Select Curve from File

Select Range Cube

Reads an nSIGHTS XY simulation results file (default tile extension:
• .nXYSim), specified in the Output File Setup nPre input window.
Input: external file
Output: XY results file used by Extract XY from XY Results
Reads tabular data from a file.
Input: external file
Output: table data
Reads a list ofXY points from a file (default file extension: ·.dat).
Input: external file
Output: XY data
Reads a list ofXYZ co-ordinates and associated text labels from a file.
Input: external file
Output: XYZ label
Converts real values into table data.
Input: real value
Output: table data
Reduces the number of XY points by skipping points or by only keeping
points with a change in value greater than a specified maximum.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Removes duplicate values from X data', Y data or both. Duplicates can
be considered values that have differences less than a specified value.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Performs mathematical operations on a single real input value, cube data
or grid data. Note there are separate objects for each data type.
Input: real value, cube data or grid data
Output: real value, cube data or grid data
Selects a curve from a curve file. A curve file may contain several sets
of curve data.
Input: Curve File
Output: curve data
Used in real-time processing, allows the selection of a range cube data
set available during a run. Only for range mode simulations with three
variables specified as range variables.
Input: cube data
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Select Range Grid

Select XY from XY Array

Sequence Fit

Sequence Time Interval Data

Output: cube data
Used in real-time processing, allows the selection of a range grid data
set available during a run. Only for range mode simulations with two
variables specified as range variables.
Input: grid data
Output: grid data
Select an XY data set from an XY array. An XY array is a collection of
XY data sets.
Input: XYarray
Output: XY data
Similar to (Basic) Single Fit, except the fit can be limited to a range of
time or sequences. The Y data may also be interpolated based on
synthetic X data (See Section 7.1.4 for details). No interpolation occurs
if Input X is selected as the lntemolation Method.
Input: XY data
Output: fit specification
Reads a sequence time data file (default file extension: *.seqt).
Input: external file
Output: sequence time data file for

Single Fit
Single Scalerrransform

SmoothlFilter

Statistics

Sum Tables

Table Column Correlations

Table Column Math

Table Column Scalerrransform

Table Column Statistics

Extract Sequence(s)

See (Basic) Single Fit
Performs mathematical operations on either the X or the Y ofXY data.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Filters and smoothes XY data using one of the following methods: FFT
smooth, Median smooth, lolV pass and high pass.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Calculates basic statistics (e.g. sum, mean, minimum, maximum, etc.)
for X, Y cube or grid data. Four basic statistics are selected for output
as real values, typically used as data labels on a plot.
Input: XV, cube or grid data
Output: 4 real values
Sums the values between multiple tables. For example, the value in
column 2, row I of Table A will be added to column 2, row I of Table
B. A specified X column will not be summed.
Input: table data
Output: table data
Calculates the Pearson R and Spearman R correlation coefficients
between two specified columns of a table.
Input: table data
Output: real values
Basic mathematics (+,-,*,1) are applied to two table columns.
Input: table data
Output: table data
Performs mathematical operations on a specified column of a table.
Input: table data
Output: table data
Displays basic statistics (e.g. sum, mean, minimum, maximum, etc.) for
a specified column of a table. Four basic statistics are selected for output
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as real values, typically used as data labels on a plot.
Input: table data
Output: 4 real values
Creates the input data for a histogram plot based on a specified column

.

Table Column To Histogram

Table Columns To XY

Table Row Index Logic

Table Row Statistics

Time
Limits
Extraction/I nterpolation

Transpose

Vector Math

View Table Data

ViewXY Data

Write Color Map

Write Curve File

Write Table File

of a table. The actual histogram is plotted using an XV Series plot
object on a plot page, with this object as the input.
Input: table data
Output: XY data
Extracts two specified columns from a table to create XY data.
Input: table data
Output: XY data
Conducts Boolean Logic (AND, OR, XOR) between two sets of table
rows.
Input: Extract Table Rows
Output: table data
Displays basic statistics (e.g. sum, mean, minimum, maximum, ,etc.) for
a specified row of a table. Four basic statistics are selected for output as
real values, typically used as data labels on a plot.
Input: table data
Output: 4 real values
Extracts XY data for a range of sequences or time and within specified
data limits, and interpolates the extracted data.
Input: XY data and Sequence Time Interval Data if
Sequence Range Time Data selected.
Output: XY data
Switches the X and Y data (i.e. output X = input Y and output Y = input
X).
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Basic array mathematics (+,-,. /) can be applied to two sets of XY data.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Allows the user to view table data created in another object.
Input: table data
Output: table data
Allows the user to view XY data created in another object.
Input: XY data
Output: XY data
Writes a color map to a file.
Input: color map
Output: external file
Writes single or multiple curve data to a file.
Input: curve data
Output: external file
Writes a table to a file.
Input: table data
Output: external file
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Write XY File

Writes XY data to a file.
Jnput:
XY data
Output: external file
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8 PLOTTING
nSIGHTS supports two basic types of plots: a 2D XY Plot and a 3D XYZ Plot.
When a plot page is created through the page menu, several things happen:
1)

A new page is created in the object tree.

2)

Default objects .are added to the new page tree.

3)

A new top level window is created containing the basic plot.
contain only axes and axes increment labels.

At creation the plot will

This section will provide a basic overview of nSIGHTS's plotting capabilities. Plot objects and
their function will be discussed, as well as user interaction with plots and plot output.

8.1 Plot Objects
Plot objects are objects that are placed on a plot page and create a visual representation on the plot
window. It is necessary to add plot objects before any meaningful visualization (other than bare
axes and axe~/increment labe~s) is produced.
This section does not intend to detail every plot object. It will discuss plot object types, general
plot object concepts and summarize the available plot objects and their associated function. Each
plot object is described in detail in Appendix B.

8.1.1 Plot Object Types
Plot objects are categorized into the following object types:
Defallit

Plot objects that are automatically created upon the creation of a
plot page. They control the general layout of the plot and provide a
user-interface for ~etting axes and formatting options.

Data display

Plot objects that provide a visual representation of input objects
using the co-ordinate system defined by the plot axes. Visual
Data display
output is clipped within this co-ordinate system.
objects cannot be selected with the cursor, although some data
display objects report values based on the cursor location.
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Annotation

Plot objects that help explain the data display, such as a title or a
legend. Using a non-spatial 0 to 100 co-ordinate system for
placement, annotation objects can be located anywhere within the
plot window. When the cursor is over an annotation object, it will
be outlined with a red rectangle. After selecting the rectangle with
the left mouse button, the rectangle can be dragged to a new
position on the plot. nSIGHTS will not allow the rectangle to be
dragged out of the plot window.

Selection or Active

Plot objects used to select, enter and/or modify data on the plot with
the mouse.

The different object types are differentiated by the available options in the Plot Settings box in the
upper-right comer of the object property window. All non-default plot object types have a Plot
toggle in the Plot Settings box, that determines whether the object is to be visible on the plot or not.
For 2D Data Display objects, a Layer drop-down box is used to set" visibility (see Section 8.1.2.1
below). For data display objects with reporting capabilities, a Report toggle enables the objects
reporting function (see Section 8.1.2.2).

Figure 58. 2D Data Display Object Plot Settings Box
For 3D Data Display objects, the
8.1.2.1 below).
\

Poly Off value

PlotSettings~.;."

is used to fine-tune 3D object visibility (see Section

•.. ~ .... "- •. _....,_..

Ii PolvOff .J9·0E +OQ_ _

JI

,_ ~~ -, -, , " •.:. '==

,'3J Plot

Figure 59. 3D Data Display Object Plot Settings Box

For Annotation objects, there are no options in the Plot Setting box exc.ept for the
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[Plot Settings~_

gjPlot

Figure 60. Annotation Plot Settings Data Display Object
For Selection/Active objects, a Layer drop-down-box is used to set visibility, as with 2D data
display objects. If the Active toggle box is selected, the plot object will respond to mouse·clicks
when a plot is in selection mode. For example, for a Modify: Enter/Edit XV object, an XY point
will be created at the location of the mouse-click on the 2D window.
," Plot Settings
l.

tLayeroElI

~_._" __ .- ~

,-, •.~

ItJActive

~Plot

Figure 61. Selection/Active Plot Settings Data Display Object

8.1.2 Plot Object Concepts
8.1.2.1 Plot Object Visibility
Objects are drawn on the plot in the order that they are created (the order that appears in the object
tree). On a 2D plot, any object plotted before and in the same location as an object that produces
a solid color fill, such as Color Block or Grid Color Fill, will be visually obliterated by the solid
color fill. For example, if a contour object (Grid Contour object) is created before a fit surface
object (Grid Color Block object), the contours will be hidden by the solid color fill on the plot.
If the fit surface object is created before the contours, both objects will be visible on the plot.
To address this issue for 2D plots, plot object visibility is controlled with Plot Layers. Every data
display and selection/active object in a 2D plot is assigned to a layer from 0 to 7. Objects are
plotted by ascending layer index (i.e. all layer 0 objects are plotted, followed by layer I, followed
by layer' 2, etc). Within a layer, objects are plotted in order of definition, except if 2D anti·
aliasing is effective (see Section 2.4.4). In this case, solid objects are plotted first, followed by
lines.
Annotation plot objects do not have a layer assignment. Conceptually, all annotation objects are
viewed as existing on layer 8. They are the last objects plotted, and they are plotted in order of .
definition on each page.
For a 3D plot, object visibility is govern,ed by geometry. An exception occurs when two objects
are plotted in the same place. In this case, the last object plotted will be visible. Another
exception occurs when lines are plotted at the edges of, or over, polygons. Because of
imprecisions in the OpenGL renderer, the lines may appear stitched, with intermittent visibility.
These stitched lines can be rectified through the use of a polygon offset (PolyOff in the 1>10' Settings
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box).

Figure 62.
This field is only available for 3D plot objects that plot polygons. It slightly modifies the position
of the polygon, allowing the user to ensure that lines are visible. The effect of specific values
depends upon the version of OpenGL (1.0 or 1.1) and the depth in bits of the Z buffer. Generally,
if a polygon offset is required, a PolyOff value of 1.0 is acceptable.
There are special concerns for plot object visibility when producing Postscript output. These are
described in Section 8.3.1.

8.1.2.2 2D Plot Object Reporting
Many data display plot objects on 2D plots have a report capability. With the report capability
active (Report toggle checked in the Plot Settings frame), the object will display values associated
with the cursor position in the report area of the 2D plot window. For example, the Table Series
object will report the XY values of the data point closest to the cursor.
The upon area is located in the control bar at the bottom of the 2D plot window, adjacent to the
XY cursor location display. The report area for an object will be framed and includes the object's
1D at the top. The control bar, including the XY cursor location display and the report area, can be
turned off by selecting View-+Control Bar in the 2D plot window menu bar, or turning off the Show
Report Area toggle box in the Format frame of the 2D XY Main Menu object's property window.

8.1.3 Plot Object Summary
Available plot objects are summarized by type and availabiJity in the following table.
Table 8.1: Summary of Plot Objects
Type
Default

Objects
X Axis
Y Axis

2D Objects
2D-XY
2D Plot Anno
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3D-XYZ
ZAxis
3D Axes Label
3D Axes Format
3D Lighting
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Annotation

Data Display

Color Legend
Data Labels
Series Legend
User Labels
Confidence Limits (nPost only)
Grid Color Block
Grid Color Fill
Grid Color Point
Grid Contour
Grid Fishnet
XY Series

Extra Grid Lines
Sequence Grid Lines
XY Labels

XYZLabeis

Multiple Table Series
Single Table Series
Table Histogram
XY Array Horsetail (nPost only)
XY Histogram

Cube Color Block
Cube Color Point
Table Series

Modify: Enter/Edit XY
Analytics: Line Data

Selection!
Active

8.1.4 Default Plot Objects
Default plot objects control the general layout of the plot and provide a user-interface for setting
axes and formatting options. Default object property windows vary slightly according to plot
type, and are described in detail in Appendix B. Table 8.2 summarizes the default plot objects.

Table 8.2: Default Plot Objects Function Summary
Obiect
2D Plots
2D XY Main Menu
2DXY Axes
20 Plot Annotation
3D Plots
3D XYZ Main Menu
3D XYZ Axes
3D Axes Labels
3D Axes Format
3D Lighting

Function
Controls the general layout and characteristics of2D XY plots.
Defines the plot axes. There is one object for the X axis and one for the Y axis,
each with identical obiect property windows.
Provides control over axes labelling and the general appearance of all 2D XY
plots.
Controls the general layout and characteristics of 3D XYZ plots.
Defines the plot axes. There is one object for the X axis, one for the Y axis and
one for the Z axis, each with identical obiect property windows.
Provides control over axes labelling for 3D plots.
Provides control over general formatting ofJD plot axes.
Provides control over Open GL lighting used on all 3D plots.

8.1.5 Data Display Plot Objects
Table 8.3 summarizes the function of all the data display plot objects available. In addition, the
object input required for each object is specified.

Table 8.3: Data Display Plot Objects Function Summary
Object
Confidence Limits

Function/Input
Plots single or dual confidence limits ofa covariance matrix.
Input:

Extract Covariance Matrices
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Cube Color Block

Cube Color Point

Grid Color Block
Grid Color Fill
Grid Color Point
Grid Contour
Grid Fishnet
Multiple Table Series

Single Table Series

Table Histogram
Table Series

XY Array Horsetail

XY Histogram
XY Series

Plots color blocks around each cube data value for specified cube indices within
specified cube value limits.
Input: cube data, cube indexes and color map
Plots color points at each cube data value for specified cube indices within specified
cube value limits.
Input: cube data, cube indexes and color map
Plots color blocks around each node of the grid within specified grid value limits.
Input: grid data and color map
Plots color filled contours of the nodes ofa grid within specified grid value limits.
Input: grid data and color map
Plots color points representing each node of the grid within specified grid value limits.
Input: grid data and color map
Plots single color contours of the nodes of a grid at specified grid values.
Input: grid data
Plots grid lines of the grid, connecting all nodes of the grid. The number of grid lines
can be reduced, based on an X and Y modulus.
Plots one X and one Y column trom multiple selected tables using symbols and/or
lines.
Input: table data
Plots selected columns from single table using symbols and/or lines. Only one column
is selected as the X data column. Multiple columns can be selected for the Y data.
Input: table data
Plots two columns of table data as bars in a standard histogram format.
Input: table data
Plots selected columns trom single table using symbols and/or lines in a 3D plot. Only
one column is selected for each the X, Y and Z data columns.
Input: table data
Plots all XY data sets contained within an XY array. Within the Horsetail Color
frame, selection of Pen will draw all data set lines in the same color, whereas selection
of Color Map will draw each data set line in a different color.
Input: XYarray
Plots XY data as bars in a standard histogram format.
Input: XY data
Plots multiple XY data sets using symbols and/or lines.
Input: XY data

8.1.6 Annotation Plot Objects
Table 8.4 summarizes the function of the annotation plot objects available. In addition, the object
input required for each object is specified. If the input is none, the input required for the object is
to be typed by the user.

Table 8.4: Annotation Plot Objects Function Summary
Object
Color Legend

Functionllnput
Plots a color bar to indicate the color associated with each value.
Input: Color Cube Block, Color Cube Point, Color Grid Block, Color Grid Fill,
Color Cube Point, XV Array Horsetail.
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Creates a label block showing the status/value of selected object parameters. For real
valued labels, the label format can be specified.
Input: many objects produce one or more label outputs
Plots a grid line at a specified X or Y value. The grid line may also be labelled.
Input: none
Plots grid lines to define sequence intervals.
Input: Sequence Time Interl'al Data
Creates a legend block containing line/symbol information from one or more input
objects.
Input: Confidence Limits, Grid Contour, Grid Fishnet, Multiple Table Series,
Single Table Series, Table Series, XY Array Horsetail, XV Series.
Creates a text block containing user entered text.
Input: none
Plots 3D labels in a 2D data space.
Input: Read XYZ Labels, Create XYZ Label for Real
Plots 3D labels in a 3D data space.
Input: Read XYZ Labels, Create XYZ Label for Real

Data Labels

Extra Grid Lines
Sequence Grid Lines
Series Legend

User Labels
XY Labels
XYZ Labels

8.1.6.1 Plot Labels
Plot labels are generally created using annotation plot objects, although certain default and data
display objects contain plot label options. Within these plot objects, text boxes are available for
the user to type specific labels (e.g. a legend title).
nSIGHTS supports special formatting of labels by embedding non-printing codes in the text used
to create the labels. This allows for subscripts, superscripts, and special characters and fonnatting
control. The codes are outlined in Table 8.5.

Table 8.5: Special Formatting Codes
Special
Formatting
Superscripts
Subscripts
Superscript and
Subscript Control

Code

Description

<"text">
< text>
\SSSNNN

Text will appear as superscript. Superscripts cannot be nested.
Text will appear as subscript. Subscripts cannot be nested.
Subscript/superscript size ratio where NNN is ratio to base font size (100 =
1.00). NNN must be between 030 and 100. Default is 060.
Superscript offset. Position above baseline that superscript starts where NNN
is ratio to base font size (100 ::: 1.00). NNN must be between 050 and 100.
Default is 060.
Subscript offset. Position below baseline that subscript starts where NNN is
ratio to base font size (100 ::: 1.00). NNN must be between 0 10 and 050.
Default is 030.
Position between baselines of adjacent lines where NNN is ratio to base font
size (l00 ::: 1.00). NNN must be between 020 and 900. Default is 130. This
control remains in effect until another LS control is encountered.
NNN is character code between 000 and 255.

\SPONNN

\SBONNN

Line
Spacing
Control
for
multi-line labels
Special
Characters

\LSNNN

\C:::NNN
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New Lines

\n

Single line text fields can produce multiple line labels by embedding new-line
codes. This is useful for axes labels.

For example, the following shows the text entered in a User Label object, and the resulting
display on the plot, shown in figure 63:
\LS200Analysis Results:\nK=6.1 x lO<A_12 A> m/s
Analysis Results:
K=6.1 x 10,12 m/s

8.1.7 Selection/Active Plot Objects
Selection/active plot objects use the mouse to select, enter and/or modify data. They are only
available for 2D plots.
In order to select, enter or modify data on a 2D plot using a selection/active plot object, the cursor
must be in selection mode and the selection/active object must be in active mode. Selection mode
is enabled if the selection button, ~ in the 2D plot window toolbar, is selected. Active mode for
a selection/active object is enabled by a check marked Active toggle in the object's Plot Settings
frame.
Once in selection mode, the pop-up menu for the 2D plot window is modified to an object specific
pop-up menu.
Table 8.6 summarizes the function of the selection/active plot objects available. In addition, a
description of the object pop-up window and the required object input is provided. If the object
input is none, the input required for the object is based on mouse actions in the 2D plot window.
Table 8.6: Selection/Active Plot Objects Function Summary
Object
Analytics: Line Data

Modify: EnterlEdit XY

Function/Input
Allows the user to create a straight line on a 2D plot interactively. A line with 5
points is automatically created upon creation of the object. Each point in the line can
be dragged to move, rotate, extend or shrink the line. The location of the line, in
addition to its length, slope and Y intercept, are provided in the object property
window. Apply and Reset commands are available on the pop-up menu (right-click
on the 2D window to access this menu).
Input: none
Allows the user to create a new XY data set or add and delete points from an existing
data set interactively. Use the update button to refresh the points to the specified XY
data. To switch from enter to delete mode, use the commands in the pop-up menu
(right-click on the 2D plot window to access this menu). The pop-up menu also
includes Apply, Cancel and Delete All commands.
Input: none or XY data
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8.2 Plot Interaction
8.2.1 Plot Cursor

+

2D plots display a small cross-hair cursor:
If the control bar is enabled, the current cursor
location is given in the lower left comer of the window. If reporting is enabled for a plot object,
the report values for the current cursor position are also shown in the control bar.
The cursor on 3D plots is used only to adjust the position of plot annotation data.

8.2.2 Zoom and Selection mode
The cursor can be in one of two modes, zoom or selection. Zoom mode allows the user to change
the plot view (see Section 8.2.3), whereas selection mode allows the user to enter, modify or delete
data from selectioil/active objects interactively. Currently, selection mode has no significance
within a 3D view, as there are no selection/active objects available within a 3D view.
Each cursor mode has a button on the 2D plot window toolbar:
Selecting the @ button enables zoom mode.
Selecting the

0

button enables selection mode.

The last selected button will remain pressed in, indicating the current cursor mode.

8.2.3 Plot View
Both 2D and 3D plots use the concept of a view.
For a 2D plot, the view is defined by the axes limits of the plot. In zoom mode, the user can
change the view by dragging the mouse to outline a rectangle within the axes area (the cursor will
change to a magnifying glass), and releasing the mouse button. The view will zoom in on the
rectangle, with the axes maximizing to fit the available window space. The 2D plot window popup menu also provides zoom and pan options, based on the location of the cursor upon activation
of the menu (see Section 8.2.4).
In a 3D plot, the view includes the axes limits, plus the attitude and translation of the plot. Plot
attitude describes the viewer's perspective in the plot co-ordinate system and is defined in terms
of:
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elevation

The angle above the plot of the viewer co-ordinate. An elevation of 90
degrees means the viewer is looking directly down on the plot.

azimuth

The rotation of the plot. Azimuth 0 means the plot is not rotated and
(assuming +x is east and +y is north) the viewer is looking due north. For
example, azimuth -45 means the viewer is looking NW and +22.5 is NNE.

scale

The size of the plot data in the window. The absolute values of scale are
plot projection and data limits dependent. Small values of scale mean the
plot looks far away, larger values zoom-in on the plot.

Plot translation moves the position of the looked at point within the plot co-ordinate system. The
effect of absolute values are plot dependent.
All 3D plots have a control bar at the bottom of the window that contains sliders and buttons used
to change the view:

Figure 63. 3D Plot Control Bar
Attitude and Translation are controlled by the sliders shown in the figure above. The Reset buttons

are used to set attitude (AU button) and translation (Tran button) to default values. At! sets El/Az/Sc
to 90/0.0/1.0, while Tran sets XJY /Z to 0.0/0.0/0.0.
Normally the plotted view updates as the sliders are adjusted. This can be a slow process in
complex plots. If the QQ! toggle is selected, the view will not update until the slider stops moving.
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8.2.4 Plot Pop-Up Menus
Right clicking the mouse on a 2D plot (assuming the mouse is in zoom mode), or anywhere on the
screen in a 3D plot, will bring up the menu shown below in figure 64:

Zoom-<lUt x 1.1
Zoom-<lUt x 2
Zoom-<lUt x 5

..

"

Axes -, Data Umlls

-

-

Pan
Cc:vfTo~d

Figure 64. Plot Pop-Up Menu
For a 2D plot, the available zoom-in and zoom-out options will make the current cursor position
the centre of the new axes and then perform the selected action. The axes aspect ratio will remain
the same. On a 3D plot, the axes limits will be adjusted according to the zoom selection and
offset according to the current translation.
Other options on the pop-up menu are:
Axes 7 Data Limits

The axis limits are set to display all data associated with plot objects.

Pan

Redraws the plot with the axes centred on the current cursor location.

Copy to Clipboard

Places a bitmap containing the plot in the clipboard, where it can be pasted
'into other applications such as Power Point or Word.

If a plot is in selection mode, the right click pop-up menu may be selection/active object specific.
For example, the Modify: Enter/Edit XV object produces the following menu, in figure 65, when
active:
~iEciiI~
NJpIy
ClnCeI

DElete mode
8.',.t(f(l1~

Figure 65. Modify: Enter/Edit XY Menu
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See individual descriptions of selection/active objects for details on these pop-up windows in
Appendix B.
.

8.2.5 Plot Tool Bar
Both 2D and 3D plot windows contain a tool-bar for performing common plotting functions.

The first three buttons help manage plot views. As the view is changed through zooming or
panning for 2D or 3D plots, or attitude/translation for 3D, nSIGHTS remembers previous views,
in a view stack.
These views are accessed through the tool bar buttons:

mID

Jnitial view

Returns to the first view in the view stack.

~:

Previous view

Restores the previous view.

~

Reset view

Re-checks the limits of each object on the plot and performs an
autoscaling operation to reset the axes limits. Also clears the view
stack. This button needs to be used as you add new objects to a

plot with axes auto-scaling that are outside the current axes
range.
The next two buttons set and reset preferred views:
Set axes

Sets the current plot axes to manual and sets the manual axes limits
to the current plotted axes limits.

Reset axes

Resets the axes limits to the preferred limits. This button will not
be available until Set axes has been pressed at least once.

The next three buttons help manage plot animation and bitmap file output (see Section 8.3.2):

l1j

Set Auto/Manual dump

When pressed in, the bitmap output method is set to Auto
and a new bitmap file will be created every time the plot is
redrawn. When toggled out, the bitmap output method is
Semi-Auto.
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Plot Dump

Outputs the current plot as a bitmap file, and increments the bitmap
file counter. Note that multiple files will be created if the mode is
Semi-Auto and Dump frame count on the Bitmap Output File Setup dialog
is greater than 1.

Reset increment

Resets the next output increment to O.
animation sequence aft.er a mistake.

Useful for restarting an

The next group of three buttons have specia,l purposes:
Propagate view

Updates other plot windows of the same type with the current view.

Propagate size

Changes the horizontal and vertical size (in pixels) of all other plot
windows to match that of the current window.

Full screen

Toggles the plot window between full-screen mode and nonnal
mode.

The next two buttons toggle the plot between zoom and selection mode. At any time, only one of
the two buttons will be pressed in:
Zoom

Mouse actions are zoomluJlZoom.

Select

Mouse actions depend on active selection objects..

The final two buttons are:
Print

Sends the plot bitmap to the default printer. Use File ~ Print Setup
on the main nSIGHTS window to select the printer and
corresponding settings.

Refresh

Redraws the plot.

8.2.6 Plot Object Control
Selecting the Plot Control item in the Control menU of the plot window will cause a new dialog
window to appear, as shown in figure 66.
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Figure 66. Plot Object Control Menu
This dialog allows the user ~o change the Plot toggle setting of all plot objects on a single plot
without using each object's property window. The plot control dialog lists all objects defined for
a plot and specifies their current Plot setting with a toggle box control. This provides an easy
method for turning multiple objects off or on simultaneously. Other button usage is as follows:
Clear

Turns off all defined plot objects.

Set

Turns on all defined plot objects.

Close

Closes the dialog menu.

Apply

Applies changes within the control dialog.

8.3 Plot Output
nSIGHTS provides two basic types of graphics output: resolution independent postscript, and
. bitmap files. Still output images are produced using either PostScript or bitmap files, and
animations are recorded using bitmap graphics output.
For all types of plot output, the plot window below the
(2D plot) or attitude control area (3D plot) is extracted.

bu~on

bar and above the reporting area

8.3.1 Postscript Output
Postscript output consists of Postscript (PS), Encapsulated Postscript (EPS), computer graphics
metafile (CGM) or Hewlett Packard Graphics La~guage (HPGL) commands written to an output
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file which can then be printed or imported into another application. For convenience sake, in this
manual all resolution independent output will be described as Postscript.
Postscript output is created by selecting Postscript from the Output menu bar item on any plot
window:
The specific output file fonnat.
Vanilla postscript. This fonnat can be read by most postscript
viewers and can be converted to pdf by Adobe Distiller. It also
prints cleanly on tested PostScript printers. PS fonnat input has
been tested successfully with Corel Draw. Note that PS input files
do not contain a preview image.
Encapsulated postscript. Imports cleanly into Adobe Distiller and
Corel Draw. No preview image.
Encapsulated postscript with Windows compatible preview image.
Imports cleanly into MS Word and Corel Draw. Contains preview
image. Note that the preview image may be distorted. This is a
known bug.
.
Computer graphics metafile - experimental capability only. Not
tested or supported.
Hewlett Packard Graphics Language - experimental capability only.
Not tested or supported.

File Format

PS

EPSfWin

Orientation

Plot is not rotated. The horizontal dimension of the plot (in pixels)
is mapped to the page width (minus left and right margins) and the
vertical to the page height (minus top and bottom margins). Aspect
ratio of the plot is preserved with the plot window origin at the
bottom left of the page.
Plot is rotated 90 degrees counter-clockwise. The horizontal
dimension of the plot (in pixels) is mapped to the page. height
(minus top and bottom margins) and the vertical to the page width
(minus left and right margins). Aspect ratio of the plot is preserved
with the plot window origin at the bottom right comer of the page.

Portrait

Landscape

Output Size and

~argins

The defined size (in inches) of the plot mapping area.

Controls

Line Width Multiplier

Maps OpenGL line widths specified in pixels to Postscript line
widths specified in points (1 point =1/72 inch). The default setting
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is usually OK for 8.5 x 11 inch output. Larger output may require a
larger value.
Gamma Correction

Corrects color for the differences between printed and displayed
output. Values in the range of 1.0 to 4.0 seem to produce
acceptable output.

Z Buffer Multiplier

The postscript routines reduce the size of Postscript files by
removing hidden polygons. The algorithm used to do this relies
upon a software Z buffer. In some cases, small polygons may be
missed during the sorting process. They will appear as dropouts on
the fmal image. If this happens, a message will be written to the
terminal window of the form: Possible occlusion CUlling dropouts - check
output. In this case, the value of the Z buffer multiplier should be
increased by a factor of 2 to 4. Note that increasing this parameter
uses a lot of extra memory. Using a value of -1.0 will disable
hidden polygon removal.

Text Multiplier

Occasionally, there are minor differences between the metrics of the
bitmapped fonts displayed with OpenGL and the Postscript fonts.
nSIGHTS will ensure that font heights are correct (i.e. same ratio to
window size). However, font widths may differ slightly. These
differences will manifest typically as annotation text which may
exceed the enclosing frame size of an annotation object or runs off
the page. This parameter can be adjusted until text output in the
Postscript file looks correct.

Output File

The file that the postscript is written to when the Print button is
pressed.

Notes on Object Visibility in Postscript Output:
For 2D output, you cannot rely on the order of plotting within a layer to affect visibility. Use
separate layers to ensure visibility is correct.
For 3D plotting the postscript routines do not support polygon offset. With the exception of
outlines around symbols and polygons, plot objects must be specified to be unambiguously visible
if Postscript output is to be created ~orrectly. All 3D data display plot objects have a field called
Offset where an offset value can be added to the X, Y, and/or Z components of a plot object. The
user-entered value is added to the normal plotted values after all co-ordinate system
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transformations have been completed.
induced stitching effects should be used.

The smallest possible values to overcome renderer-

8.3.2 Bitmap Output
Bitmap output can be written to a file, or copied to the clipboard. Copying the plot image to the
clipboard, using the Copy To Clipboard command in the plot pop-up window, places a bitmap
containing the plot in the clipboard, where it can be pasted into other applications such as Power
Point or Word.
Bitmap file output is supported as TGA file or JPEG file format. The output set-up dialog is
accessed by seleCting Bitmap from the Output menu bar item on the plot window:
Output File Format

TGA

Output Method

Semi-Auto

Root File

arne

Next increment

Specifies the output format for the bitmap file:
TGA output is primarily used to create Windows AVI animations
(see below).
JPEG (or JPG) output is useful for e-mailing example results as it
generally results in smaller file size, and is more commonly used.
For animation support. The method used to animate output is to
create successive frames of an animation in nSIGHTS and then to
convert the frames to an animation using a third party tool (see
Section 8.3.3). For example, to create a five frame animation called
test.avi, the third party tool requires a sequence of files as follows:
testOOOO.tga, testOOOI.tga, testO002.tga, test0003.tga, test0004.tga.
Creates a new bitmap file after each plot redraw. The file name is
created from the base file name in the box Root File Name and the
increment number, right justified with leading zeroes in a 4 digit
field. After the file is written, the increment number is incremented
by 1.
File name and increment as for auto, however the file is created
when the Plot Dump button on the plot window tool bar is pressed.
Pressing the Plot Dump button will bring up a file selection box
where the output file name can be entered.
The first portion of the file name and (optionally) the file directory.
The value used in constructing the numeric component of the next
file name generated.
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The number of identical bitmap files created when the Plot Dump
button is pressed in Semi-Auto mode. This is useful for displaying a
fixed image for a specified time period in an anjmation.

Dump frame count

Special Note For Bitmap Output:
Bitmap output is created by extracting data from the plot window below the button bar and above
the reporting area (2D plot) or attitude control area (3D plot). The output routine will extract
whatever appears within this area, including overlappi~g windows and screen-savers. Before
creating animations, make sure that the window is clear of obstructions and that the screen saver
is turned OFF.

8.3.3 Plot Animations
The method used to animate output is to create successive bitmap frames of an animation in
nSIGHTS (see Section 8.3.2) and then to convert the frames to an animation using a third party
tool. For example, to create a five frame animation called test.avi, the third party tool requires a
sequence of files as follows: testOOOO.tga, testOOO1.tga, test0002.tga, test0003.tga, test0004.tga.
Currently, the best available tool is a shareware product called VideoMach. VideoMach reads
sequences of TGA files and produces AVI animations. The shareware product is available at:

http://www.gromada.com.
In general, 2D nSIGHTS animations use a limited number of colors and should be constructed
using the Microsoft RLE compressor. This is a lossless compressor which yields very small AVI
files if the 256 color option is selected.
\.;3D animations with OpenGL lighting frequently use more than 256 colors. Lossless AVI
coder/decoders (codecs) such as Microsoft Video 1 (with 100% compression quality and temporal
quality ratio of 1.0) give the best quality, albeit with larger output file sizes. Lossy compressors,
such as MPEG, frequently leave unattractive visual artifacts.
The most effective lossless
animation format (in terms of smallest file sizes) is the proprietary HAV format created by VM.
However, it is not supported for use in other third-party tools such as Director or Power Point and
requires use of the freeware HAV file player (also available. from www.gromada.com). The HAV
file play is superior to the Windows Media player in many ways.

8.3.4 View Animation Control
For 3D plot windows, selecting the View Animation item on the Control menu will cause a new toplevel dialog window to appear, as shown. This menu is used to control the view-related aspects of
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the 3D display independently of the slider bars, including smooth transitions from one view to
another. This feature, shown in figure 67, is useful for animations.

Figure 67. View Animation on the Control Menu
Each row on the menu gives two values for one element of a view. These correspond to the start
and end values for the view transition.
A toggle box item specifies whether log (on) or linear (oft) increments are to be used for the scale
·component of the view.
The other data item on the menu, # offrames, controls the size of the increment used in each step of
the transition.
The push buttons perform the following:
Step

Add one increment to each element of the current view. Increments are calculated
as increment (end value - start value) / # of frames. Step is most often used with
a small # of frames (20 or less) to verify the view transition before performing an
animation.

=

Anim.

Set the current view to the start view then perform # of frames steps as described
above. This is most often used in conjunction with Aautomatic@ TGA output (see
Section 8.3.2) to produce individual frames for creating an animation. While
animating, the text on the button will change to AStop@. Pressing the button will
stop the current animation.

2Start

Changes the current view to the start view.

2End

Changes the current view to the end view.
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, - - - - - - - - - - - -----------_._-.-_._--

Set Start

Sets the start view in the dialog to the current plot view.

Set End

Sets the end view in the dialog to the current plot view.

End2Start

Copy all end values to start values.
multiple view change animations.

Close

Closes the dialog.

This feature is useful when performing
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9 NPOST LISTS
nPost has a list page with functionality similar to the List menu in nPre (see Section 2.3.5.8). The
list page has an associated top-level window, which displays text infonnation regarding the list
objects within the list page. Whereas the list window in nPre displayed input infonnation, in
nPost, the list window displays output information.
Table 9.1 provides a summary of the available list objects, and the type of infonnation displayed
in the List window. List objects are described in detail in Appendix C.

Table 9.1:.List Obiects Function Summary
Object
Covariance List

Description
Provides the values of the covariance matrix.

Jacobian List

Input: Extract Covariance Matrices
Displays Jacobian data, as well as each parameter's and each fit's percentage
of the total sensitivity.

Optimization Results

Input: Extract Jacobian Data
Details Optimizer Results output, including a summary of the simulation, fit
value data, fitted parameter values, parameter correlation values and 95%
confidence intervals.
Input:

nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
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10 NPOST OUTPUT
nPost also has an output page, with its own set of objects. Some of these objects are available as
data objects in nPre. The page and its objects are for the sole purpose of exporting nSIGHTS data
into a text file, for use with nSIGHTS or other software packages.
Table 10.1 provides a summary of the available output objects, the type of data exported, and if
applicable, the nSIGHTS default file extension. Output objects are described in detail in Appendix.
D.

Table 10.1: Output Ob.iects Function Summary
Object
Write Color Map File

Write Curve File

Write Grid File

Write Table to File
Write XY Data to File

Description
Writes a color map to a file.
]nput: color map
File Extension: *.cmap
Writes single or multiple curve data to a file.
Input: curve data
File Extension: *.nCRV
Writes grid data to a file in standard, surfer or xyz format.
Input: table data
File Extension: *.grd
Writes a table to a file.
Input: table data
Writes XY data to a file.
Input: XY data
File Extension: *,dat
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11 TUTORIAL
The tutorial' in this section provides a guide to the process of developing an nSIGHTS application
for well test analysis. There are many ways nSIGHTS may be used to conduct well test analysis,
and this tutorial will focus on the.optimization of a constant-rate pumping test.
It should be noted that the focus of this tutorial is accessing the many tools available in nSIGHTS,
and not the interpretation of well-test results. The tutorial covers the following topics:

•

The set up of a model run and the creation of diagnostic plots (Entering Model Input).

•

The execution of the model (Executing the Model).

•

Evaluating model results, through a variety of different types of plots and text output
(Evaluating Model Results).

Field data for the tutorial is required, and is provided as a text file (PMP.DAT).

11.1 Test Description
The tutorial will use the draw-down period of a constant-rate pumping test for analysis. Details of
the test are summarized below.
•

Pressure units are kPa

•

Time units are hours

•

Duration of test is 100 hours

•

Test zone is isolated by packers

•

Test zone length (or formation thickness b) is 10 m

•

Pumping rate is -5 gpm (i.e. withdrawal of water)

•

Static formation pressure is 2000 kPa.

11.2 Entering Model Input
The first step in conducting well test analysis within nSIGHTS is to enter the well test
characteristics. nPre is the nSIGHTS module where data are input, and the model executed.
Start nPre. The nPre main menu will appear, as shown in figure 68.
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Figure 68. Entering Modellnput on nPre Main Menu
The main menu contains a list of nPre input windows within the nPre control bar. Each input
window contains dialogs for data input that describe the well test model. The default input
window is the Configuration input window. Note that the object description area displays
"Configuration - Main".
The tutorial will now proceed through the different input windows requmng input for this
example. Some windows have defaults that are sufficient for this example, and are therefore not
described.

11.2.1 Configuration Input
As most of the defaults apply to the well test, changes only need to be made in the
the Default Units tab:

1\1 ain

tab and

Tab: Select Optimizorion as the Simulation Type.

(l)

Main

(2)

Default Units:

Select hour for the Time units, and

USgpm

for the Volumetric now rate.

It is also wise to enter a description of the model run in the Test Description tab.
Save the model configuration as Tutorial.nPre, using the standard Windows save button, or
File7Save. Remember to save the configuration file from time to time.

11.2.2 Field Data Input
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----------------------------------------,

At this point, existing" field data are imported and plotted using the Auto Setup~Ficld Data Plots
command.
"
.
(l)

Select the Auto Setup~ Field Data Plots.

(2)

A dialog will appear as shown in figure 69: .
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Figure 69. Automated Field Data and Plot Setup Window
Keep the defaults, and select OK.
(3)

Two pages will be created in the Field Data object tree window: one data page and one
plot page. In the first data page, P_input, select the Read XY Data object,jPDAT.
• Use the browse button to fmd the file "PMP.DAT".
• Select the Apply button. Data Status will indicate that 251 pOlnt have been read.
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Figure 70. Read XY Data
(4)

Within the P_Cartesian plot page, select the Pressure XY Data Series object. Auto setup
has already selected the field data pressure and the simulated data pressure. Upon
selection of the object, its status will be updated to nonna!.
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Figure 71. XY Data Series

(5)

The Sequences Sequence Grid Lines object will plot grid lines defining the
beginning/ending of all sequences, once sequences are defined.

(6)

To view the field data plot, select the 20 plot window (Window-7Fld::P_Cartcsian). The
window should appear blank, with both axes set at a scale of 0 to 10. To re·scale the axes,
select the Reset View button (~l), or Axes->Data Limits from the 2D pop-up menu (right
click within the 20 plot window).
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Figure 72. Cartesian 2D Plot Window
(7)

To add axes labels to the plot, select the 2DpiotAnno object in the P_Cartesian 20 plot
page. In the Fo... mat frame, toggle on the Axis Label~ checkbox. In the Labels frame, type
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Time (hours) for the X Axis label, and Pressure (kPa) for the Y Axis label. Select the
Apply button. For the Y axis'labels to fit within the plot window, the left margin may need
to increased in the 2D-XY·object.
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Figure 73. 2DPlot Annotation
(8)

To change the title of the' plot, select the Title User Labels object in the P_Cartesian 2D
plot page, Change the Enter Title text to Field Pressure Data Time Series. Select the
Appl)' button.

11.2.3

Sequence Input

Sequences defin~ a time period that describes one set of well-bore conditions. For the example
test, only one sequence occurred: the draw-down period (a flow sequence). Sequence input
options are located under Sequence in the VI window.
Once sequences are defined, diagnostic plots of the simulated data can be generated (using Auto
These plots can be defined even though the simulation output does not yet
exist. The display of simulation output objects will remain empty and plot objects will show
incorrect object properties status Ctf ), until a simulation has been executed.
Setup-+Sequence Plots).

11.2.3.1

Defming the sequence

(1)

In the Sequences tab, keep the default sequence type and designation. Click in the Duration'
cell, and type 100. The sequence duration is therefore 100 hours.

(2)

Double click on the Sequence Data cell (currently says' "BAD"). A dialog will appear in a
separate window, as shown in figure 74:
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Figure 74. Flow Sequence Setup Dialog
This dialog describes the time stepping to occur within the sequence, as well as the
sequence well-bore boundary conditions:
• Type -5 in the Fixed flow text box.
• Change the Wellbore storage to Isolated.
• As the remaining defaults are [me, select the OK button.
(3)

The Sequence Data cell should now read "OK". The sequence has now been defined.

11.2.3.2

Generating diagnostic plots

(1)

Select Auto Setup~SequencePlots.

(2)

A dialog will appear as shown in figure 75:
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Figure 75. Sequence Data and Plot Setup
•
•
(3)

In the Flow Sequences frame, select Extract and Std Diagnostic checkboxes.
Select OK.

One data page and one plot page will be created.
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Figure 76. Extract Sequence Interval Window
(4)

The data page, F_01yrocess, will contain two Extract Sequence(s) objects:

•

F_01JPDATcontains the field pressure change data for the flow sequence F_01. The
pressure change is calculated from the pressure field data with the Adjust start and the
ABS(Y) checkboxes. Adjust start, with the start at 0.0, will subtract the initial pressure
from subsequent pressures, and ABS(Y) will take the absolute value of the offset
pressure. This is the same transform applied to the field pressure data in the dP
Scale/Transform object within the Field Data input window.

•

F_01_sPDAT contains the simulated pressure change data for the flow sequence F_01.
Pressure change is calculated as above.

The data page F_Olyrocess will also contain two P(t) Derivative Calculation objects,
F_01JdP/d/nt and F_01_sdP/d/nt, which calculate the derivative of the field and
simulated pressure changes, respectively, for the F_01 flow sequence.
(5)

The plot page, F_01_diag, plots field and simulated pressure change, as well as their
derivatives.

(6)

To
•
•
•

(7)

As well, the colors for the derivative objects should be changed, in order to differentiate
between pressure change and the derivative of pressure change. The line width of the
simulated derivative will also be increased, to correspond with the line width of the

increase the line width of the simulated pressure change:
Select the P object.
Change the line width of the simulated data to 3 pix.
Select Apply.
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simulated pressure data.
• Select the dlnP object.
• In the first color drop-down list (currently selecting Red), select Blue.
• In the second color drop-down list (currently selecting Green), select Magenta.
• Change the line width of the simulated data to 3 pix.
• Select Apply.
@iffiWiM.P
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Figure 77. Sequence - Process/Plot XY Data
(8)

To add a legend to the plot, create a new object in the F_Ol_diag plot page. Select
Object~New-+Anno: Series Legend. The Object menu is accessed by selecting any of the
objects in the F_Ol_diag plot page, and right-click to bring up the Object pop-up menu.
Alternatively, use the Object menu in the menu bar.
• Check the top toggle box, and select Series Legend P F_0l_diag Sequence from the
drop-down list. Check the second toggle box, and select Series Legend dlnP
F_01_diag Sequence from the drop-down list.
• Select the Appl)' button.
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Figure 78. Series Legend Sequence Process/Plot Window
(9)

To add axes labels to the plot, select the 2DpiotAnno object in the F_OJ_diag plot page.
In the Format frame, toggle on the Axis Labels checkbox. In the Labels frame, type Log
Elapsed Time (hours) for the X Axis label, and Log Pressure Change (kPa) and
Derivative for the Y Axis label. Select the Apply button. For the Y axis labels to fit within
the plot window, the left margin may need to increased in the 2D-XY object.

(10)

To change the title of the plot, select the Title User Labels object in the F_OJ_diag 2D
plot page. Change the Enter Title text to Standard Diagnostic. Select the Apply button.

(11)

The Optlnfo Data Labels object in the F_OJ_diag plot page will force the plot to be
updated with each step of the optimization. By default, this label is not plotted (i.e. the PIOI
toggle is off).

(12)

To view the plot, select the plot window using the Window7Seq::F_OJ_diag command.
Alternatively, select WindoW7Window List (or FIl), which brings up a window containing
a menu of all available windows, shown in figure 79.
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Figure 79. Windows Available List Window
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Select Seq::F_Ol_diag in the menu, and the window will be brought to the top. The window
list menu window is a convenient way to switch between the main and plot windows.
(13)

The plot window should appear blank, with both axes set at a scale of 0 to 10. To re-scale
the axes, select the Reset View button (~), or Axes->Data Limits from the 2D pop-up menu
(right click within the 2D plot window). The legend and data labels may be moved by
selecting the objects within the window, and dragging. Note that only field data is plotted,
since simulation data has not yet been created.
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Figure 80. Plot Window

11.2.4 Parameter Input
Parameter values are entered into the tables provided in the tabs of this input window. Only
parameters required (based on the current model configuration) will be shown.
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Figure 81. Paramete_r Input Window
The parameter value is entered into the Value cell. Before entering the parameter value, the units
should be defmed in the Units cell. Changing the Units cell after the Value cell will cause the value
to be converted to the new units.
Enter the parameter values, as specified in the following table
(check the units!). For parameters not specified, keep the default values.

Parameter
Formation tab
Formation thickness
Flow dimension
Static formation pressure
External boundary radius
Formation conductivity
Formation spec. storage
Test-zone tab
Well radius
Volume change from nonnal
Test-zone compressibility

Value

Units

10
1.6
2000
1.Oe+05
I.Oe-05
I.Oe-07

m
kPa
m
mls
11m

4
0.0
3.0E-08

m
mJ
IlPa

While entering the parameters, the width of the Value column may need to be adjusted in order to
view the value. Place the cursor on the table heading of the Value column, and double click. The
column will be automatically adjusted to fit the values entered within the column.
Each parameter also has a type, specified in the i l g column. The default type is Con.flalll. For an
optimization simulation, fitting parameters are specified by changing the parameter type to
Oplimize. Fitting parameters are the parameters the model adjusts in order to obtain an optimal fit
to field data.
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Once a parameter type has been changed to Optimize, the Value cell will read "BAD". Double
clicking on the Value cell will bring up an Optimized Value Dialog, with the inputs required for the
parameter. Once the optimized parameter inputs are completed correctly, and the dialog OJ<
button selected, the Value cell will read "OK".
OphHtllt'd Vafu'C Olmog

•

fI:j

Figure 82. Optimized Value Dialog Window
For this tutorial, change the parameter ~ to Oplimize for the parameters specified in the table
below. Then for each fitting parameter, double click on the corresponding Value cell, and
complete the required inputs of the Optimized Value Dialog, also specified in the table below. Note
that the Best Estimate Value is automatically the parameter value that was previously entered.
Parameter

Stepping

Value

Best
Estimate
Value

Estimated
std. dev.

1.0

3.0

1.6

Linear

1.0

1500 kPa

2500 kPa

2000 kPa

Linear

1.0

1.0E-6 mls

1.0£-4 mls

1.0£-5 mls

Logarithmic

1.0

1.0£-8 mls

1.0E-6 mls

1.0£-7 mls

Logarithmic

1.0

I.OE-9 mls

1.0E-7 mls

3.0E-8 mls

Logarithmic

1.0

Minimum

Maximum

Value

11.2.5 Fit Specification Input
Within this input window, the field and simulated data sets ~o be compared are specified using the
Auto Setup~Basic Fits command. These specified fits between field and simulated data are also
called constraints. The nSIGHTS model will adjust the specified fitting parameters in order to
achieve a match between the field and simulated data. The Fit Specification options are located
under Fit Specification in the VI window and is only available when the Simulation type is set to
"optimization" and/or Simulation sub-type to "range".
In general, multiple constraints will reduce the uncertainty of parameter estimates. However, to
give each constraint equal weight in the regression process, the range of Y values for each
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constraint must be equal or very similar. For a set of constraints that varies over several orders of
magnitude, the log of the constraint may be used.
Two constraints will be used in this example: pressure change and the derivative of pressure
change. As the Y value of the two constraints vary over several orders of magnitude, the log of
each constraint will be used.
(1)

Select Auto Setup~Basic Fits.

(2)

A dialog will appear as shown in figure 83:
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Figure 83. Fit Specification Input Setup Window
•
•

(3)

In the Cartesian Fits frame, remove the Fit selection.
In the Flow Sequence Fits frame, select Fit, log Pressure, log dPressurc, and Combined
checkboxes.
• Select OK.

One data page will be created:
• Four Single Scale/Transform objects take the log of field and simulated pressure
change and the derivative of pressure change.
• Two Single Fit objects pair field and simulated data, one fit for pressure change, and
the second fit for the derivative of pressure change.
• A Combined Fit object combines the two single fits, to be solved simultaneously by
the model.
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Figure 84, Fit Selection Tab of the Fit Specification Input Window
(4)

As well, within the Fit Selection tab, three Optimize? checkboxes will be selected. and the
adjacent drop-down lists will select each single fit, and the composite fit. For this
example, we only want to use the composite fit (i.e. we want the model to fit all three
constraints simultaneously), Therefore, the first two Optimize? checkboxes should be
unselected, leaving only the composite fit selected.
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Figure 85. Fit Selection Tab with Optimize Fit Selected
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11.2.6 Output File Setup Input
Within this tab, the available output files are specified. The Output File Setup option is located on
the UI window.
(1)

In the Optimization tab, select the checkbox Write optimization outPut.

(2)

In the File name box, use the browse button to specify the output file location. Name the
file TutoriaI.nOpt.

(3)

Select yes for

Store residuals

and Store Jacobian data drop-down-boxes.
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11.3 Executing The Model
Before executing the model, save the nPre configuration file.
To execute the model, select the Verbose command from the Run menu. A window will appear,
tracking the model as it conducts the simulations.
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Figure 86. Combined Optimization Fit 1D Screen
As there is only one case in this example, there is no progress bar (a progress bar tracks the
number of cases completed for runs with multiple cases).
To view the real-time progress of plots developed in the Processing Setup input window, select the
Minimize button. The run window and the main window will be 'minimized, leaving only plot
windows on the screen.
The model·run should take less than a minute. Once it is finished, look at the Seq:F_OI_diag plot,
which should now show data for simulated pressure and its derivative:
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Figure 87.
After examining this plot, close nPre.

11.4 Evaluating Model Results
Many tools are available in nSIGHTS to evaluate test results. The simulation mode used dictates
a test's output and consequently has a bearing on the analysis tool used. For example, a range grid
is only output for range runs. Due to the great number of tools, and the myriad of ways of
implementing these tools, only a few analysis tools will be examined in this tutorial. As the
tutorial model ran in optimization mode, the model results evaluation will be specific to
optimization mode.
Within this tutorial, a process for evaluating uncertainty in the well test simulation developed in
nSIGHTS will be followed, as described in an article by R. M. Roberts, R. L. Beauheim and J. D.
Avis (Quantifying Parameter Uncertainty in Well-Test Analysis, In Proceedings of International
Groundwater Symposium, pg 238-239, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA,
March 25-28, 2002), The focus of the tutorial will be the steps required to produce the various
plots, and not on interpretation of the results. The user is referred to the article above for details
on interpretation of results.
The steps in the uncertainty analysis are summarized as follows:
•

Evaluation of constraints and fitting parameters based on the sensitivity of fitting parameters
to the chosen constraints.

•

Residual analysis to determine whether the conceptual model adequately reproduces observed
data.
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•

Quantifying uncertainty in the estimates of fitting parameters, through:
• evaluation ofjoint confidence regions
• perturbation analysis
• uncertainty distributions for non-fitting parameters

Most of this analysis is conducted in nPost, des{gned as a post-processor for the nSIGHTS model.
The last two methods, perturbation analysis and uncertainty distributions for non-fitting
parameters, require the model to be run again under different conditions, and therefore are partly
conducted in nPre.

11.4.1 Evaluation of Constraints and Fitting Parameters
Within nPost, a plot of the Jacobian matrix is used to evaluate the sensitivity of fitting parameters
to the constraints. The sensitivity of a fitting parameter to a constraint indicates the effectiveness
of a constraint in providing' an estimate of that fitting parameter.
(I)

Open nPost.

(2)

Rename the default data page Input Data (by changing the object ID of the DataPgDesc
object).
~

(3)

Create a new object: Object~New~Read Input~nSIGHTS Optimizer Results.
The Object menu is accessed by selecting any of the objects in a page, and right-click to
bring up the Object pOp-Up menu. Alternatively, use the Object menu in the menu bar.
Note that the Object menu is page type specific.

(4)

The optimization results output file of the model run will be imported within this object.
• Select the file Tutorial.nOpt using the browse button.
• Select Apply.

(5)

Create a new data page. Rename the page Jacobian Data.

(6)

In the Jacobian Data data page, create a new object:
Extrllction~Extract Jacobian.

Object~New~nSIGHTS

Results

Select Apply.
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Figure 88. Select Jacobian Data Window
(7)

Create a new object: Object7 'ew7TabJe Processing7Jacobian to Table.
• Change the Object ID to Jacobian log P.
• In the Fit(s) drop-down-box, select F_OJ_logP.
• Select Apply.

-If

~e;.;;.'-.

Figure 89. Jacobian to Table Window
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(8)

Create a 2D plot page (Page7New 2D XY Plot).
• In the 2D XY object, change the name of the page to Jacobian log P Plot, and change
the left margin to 100. Select Apply.
• In the X Axis object, change the Axis T)'pe to Logarithmic.
• Select the 2D Plot Anno object. Check the Axis Labels box, and type Log Elapsed
Time (hours) for the X axis and Sensitivity for the Y axis labels. Select Apply.

(9)

Create a new object in the Jacobian log P Plot plot page: Object7New7Data: Single Table
Series.

•
•
•

The Table Data should already select log P .Jacobian.
Select the first five check boxes. The five fitting parameters should be automatically
selected in the drop-down-boxes (e.g. Test-zone compressibility).
Select Apply.

VI T' ,toriitl.nPosl

• nPos,

'

.. :' ... '" tln~

Figure 90. Table Data Series Window
(l0)

Create a legend for the plot: Object7New7 Anno: Series Legend.
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•
•
•
(11)

Select the first checkbox. The table series should already be selected in the adjacent
drop-down-box (Series Legend TableSeries Jacobian log P Plot).
Change the Legend Font Size to 12 point.
Select Appl)'.

View the plot by selecting the Jacobian log P Plot plot page from the Window menu, or
from'the Window List window. The axes limits will need to be reset (select Axes->Data
Limits in the 2D window pop-up menu), and the legend moved to an appropriate location
(simply drag with the mouse).
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Figure 91. Jacobian Log P Plot
(12)

Steps (7) through (11) can be repeated for the F_0i_log dP fit.

Now is a good time to save the nPost configuration file. Name the file Tutorial.nPost.

11.4.2Residual Analysis
Residuals are analyzed to determine whether the conceptual model sufficiently describes the
observed data. Residuals should reflect random noise in the data, and be approximately randomly
distributed (assuming the random noise to have a nonnal distribution). If the data are not nom1al,
the conceptual model needs to be re-examined, or a reason for the non-normal behavior found
(e.g. equipment problems that cannot be included in the conceptual model).
(1)

,Create a new data page. Rename the page Residual Data.

(2)

In the Residual Data page, create a new object:

Object~New~J1SJGHTS Results
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Extraction~Extract Residuals.

Residuals are obtained from the optimization results file,

already imported into nPost.
• Change the Object JD to log P Residuals.
• Select the first fit, RUIl #1 Only Case Combined F
• Select Apply.
(3)

Create a new object:

01 logP.

Object~New~Residual Processing~Calculate Residual Diagnostic.
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Figure 92. Residual Diagnostic Calculation Window
•
•
(4)

Change the Object 1D to log PRes Diag.
Keep the default input and settings, and select Apply.

Create a 2D plot page (Page~New 2D xv Plot).
• Change the name of the page to log PRes Diag and change the left margin to 125.
Select Apply.
• In the X Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to Decimal and 0.000, and select
Apply.

•

In the Y Axis object, change the

Increment Label Format

to Decimal and 0.000, and select

Apply.

•

(5)

Select the 2D Plot Anno object. Check the Axis Labels box, and type Normal
Distribution for the X axis and Residuals for the Y axis labels. Select Apply.

Create a new object in the log PRes Diag plot page: Object~New~Data: Xy Series.
• Select the first two check boxes. Select Quantile-Normal log PRes Diag and QuamileLine log
PRes Diag in the adjacent drop-down-boxes.
• Change the Quantile-Normal log PRes Diag XY Data representation from Line to Symbol.
• Select Apply.
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._.

Figure 93. Data XY Series
(6)

Create a legend for the plot: Object7New7Anno: Series Legend.
• Select the first checkbox. Select SeriesLegend XY Dola log PRes Diog from the adjacent
drop-down-box.
• Change the Legend Font Size to J2 point.
• Select Apply.

(7)

View the plot by selecting the log PRes Diag plot page from the Window menu, or from
the '"'in dow List window. The axes limits will need to be reset (select Axes->Data Limits in
the 2 D window pop-up menu), and the legend moved to an appropriate location (simply
drag with the mouse).
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Figure 94. Log P Residual Dialog Plot
(8)

Steps (2) through (6) can be repeated for the F_Ol_log dP fit.

11.4.3Evaluation of Joint Confidence Regions
Joint confidence regions delineate areas that have a specified probability of containing the true
parameter values. They evaluate the uncertainty in fitting parameter values due to fitting
parameter correlations and data noise. This section will describe how confidence regions are
plotted. Correlation coefficients are only calculated if there are multiple cases (e.g. perturbation
analysis or sampling mode), and the viewing of correlation coefficients will be shown in Section
11.4.4 on perturbation analysis.
(1)

Create a new data page. Rename the page Confidence Region Data.

(2)

Within

the

Confidence

Region

Data

data

page,

create

a new object:
Joint confidence
regions are obtained from the covariance matrix, stored in the optimization results file
already imported into nPost.
• Keep the defaults, and select Apply.
Object7New7nSIGHTS Results Extraction7Extract Covariance Matrices.

(3)

Create a 2D plot page (Page7New 2D XV Plot).
• In the 2D~XY object, change the name of the page to K and n Confidence Region,
change the left margin to 100. Select Apply.
• In the X Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to Scienl{fic and 0.0£+00, and
select Apply.
• In the Y Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to Scienr{fic and 0.000£+00, and
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•

select Apply.
Select the 2D Plot Anno object. Check the Axis Labels box, and type Hydraulic
Conductivity (m/s) for the X axis and Flow Dimension for the Y axis labels. Select
Apply.

(4)

Create a new object in the K and n Confidence Region plot page:

Object~New~Datll:

Confidence Limits.
• Select Formation Conductivity for

•
•

the X Variable and Flow Dimension for the Y Variable.
Select Dual as the Limit Type. This will create an ellipse surrounding the confidence
region. Single will display an error bar fot each axes.
Select Apply.

(5)

Create a legend for the plot: Object~New~Anno: Series Legend.
• Select the first checkbox. Select SeriesLegend Coval' Limits K and n COI?(idence Region from
the adjacent drop-down-box.
• Change the Legend Font Size to 12 point.
• Select Apply.

(6)

View the plot by selecting the K and n Confidence Region plot page from the Window
menu, or from the Window List window. The axes limits will need to be reset (select
Axes~Data Limits in the 2D window pop-up menu), and the legend moved to an
appropriate location (simply drag with the mouse). As well, the plot may need to be
resized in order to see the X axis increments (simply drag a comer of the plot window).
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Figure 95. K and n Confidence Region Plot
(7)

Steps (3) to (6) can be repeated for other parameter combinations.
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11.4.4Perturbation Analysis
Perturbation analysis consists of executing a model run in nPre with many simulations; the initial
estimates of fitting parameters for each simulation are randomly perturbed (i.e. initial estimate is
slightly increased or, decreased) and the model re-optimizes the fitting parameters from these
perturbed estimates. If each perturbation simulation results in a fitting parameter value close to
the initial estimate, the problem solution is unique and well-constrained.
In this tutorial, it will be demonstrated how to conduct a perturbation model run, and to create
three useful plots for analyzing perturbation results: a histogram, XY scatter plot and XYZ scatter
plot. As well, it will be shown how to view the correlation coefficients in a list page window.

It should be noted that the execution of the model for this ~xample will take considerably more
time than the simple optimization run (e.g. approximately 20 minutes on a IGHz dual-processor
Pentium III equipped with 2GB of RAM).

11.4.4.1

To conduct a perturbation model run

(1)

Open nPre.

(2)

Open the configuration file Tutorial.nPre (File?Open or the standard Windows open file
button).

(3)

Select the Optimization input window. Select the Perturbation tab.
• Check the Do optimization perturbation box.
• Change the Perturbation span to 0.40.
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Figure 96. Perturbation Optimization Input Window
(4)

In the Output File Setup input window, Optimization tab, change the file name to
TutoriaIPerturb.nOpt.

(5)

Select the Verbose command from the Run menu. As the model executes, a window will
track the progress of the model. Note that the estimated time remaining will fluctuate
considerably until several perturbation simulations have been conducted.
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Figure 97. Optimization: Pert#O19 Fit: CompositeFit
(6)

Exit nPre.

11.4.4.2
(1)

To create a histogram plot

Within nPost, and the Input Data page, create a new object:
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Input~nSIGATS Optimizer Results.' The optimization results output file of the perturbation
model run will be imported within this object.
• Select the file TutorialPerturb.nOpt using the browse button.
• Select Appl)'.

(2)

Create a new data page. Rename the page Perturb Results.

(3)

Within the Perturb Results data page, create a new object:
Extraction~Extract

•
•
•
•

Object~N('w~ nSJGHTS Results

Optimizer Results Table.

Select SimOptResults TutorialPerturb.nOpt as the nSJGHTS Opt Results to Select From.
At the bottom of the property input window, select the All button. All cases included
within the optimizer results file will be selected.
.
Select the Optimization status checkbox. This will include fit value data within the table
(e.g. SSE).
Select Apply.
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Figure 98. Data - Select Results
(4)

Within the Perturb Results data page, create a new object:
Processing~Table

•
•
•
•

Object~New~Table

Column To Histogram.

Change the Object ID to KTableHistogram.
Select SelectOptResults Perturb Results as the Table Data To Use.
Select Formation conductivity from the Table Column drop-down-box.
Select Apply.
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Figure 99. Data - Table Column Histogram Window
(5)

Create a 2D plot page (Page7New 2D XY Plot).
• In the 2D-XY object, change the name of the page to K Perturb Histogram. Select
Apply.

•
•

(6)

In the X Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to Scientific and 0.0£+00, and
select Apply.
Select the 2D Plot Anno object. Check the Axis Labels box, and type Hydraulic
Conductivity (m/s) for the X axis and Frequency for the Y axis labels. Select Apply.

Create a new object in the K Perturb Histogram plot page:

Object7New~Dntn: XY

Histogram.

•
•
•
(7)

Select the first checkbox, and select K Table Histogram Perturb Results from the
corresponding drop-~own-box.
Select %Al'oil for Histogram Width. Check Plot in Edges box.
Select Appl)'.

View the plot by selecting the K Perturb Histogram plot page from the Window menu, or
from the Window List windo~. The axes limits will need to be reset (select Axes->Data
Limits in the 2D window pop-up menu).
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Figure 100. K Perturb Histogram
(8)

Histogram plots can be created for other parameters, by repeating steps (4) to (7).

11.4.4.3
(1)

To create an XY scatter plot

Create a 2D plot page (Page-+New 2D xv Plot).
• Change the name of the page to K and n Perturb Scatter and change the left margin
to 100. Select Appty.
• In the X Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to SCientific and 0.0£+00, and
select Apply.
• In the Y Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to Decimal and 0.000, and select
Apply.

•

Select the 2D Plot Aimo object. Check the Axis Labels box, and type Hydraulic
Conductivity (m1s) for the X axis and Flow Dimension for the Y axis labels. Select
Apply.

(2)

Create a new object in the K and n Perturb Scatter plot page:

Object-+New~Data: Single

Table Series.
• Select Formotion conductivity as the X Data Column.
• Select the first checkbox, and select Flow Dimension from the corresponding drop-down-

•
•
(3)

box.
Change the Line to Symbol.
Select Apply.

View the plot by selecting the K and n Perturb Scatter plot page from the Window menu,
or from the Window List window. The axes limits will need to be reset (select Axes->Data
Limits in the 2D window pop-up menu).
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Figure 10 I. K and n Perturb Scatter Plot
(4)

A useful addition to the XY data plot are the confidence regions for each perturbation.
Return to the Perturb Results data page, and add an Extract Covariance Matrices object
(Object7New7nS1GHTS Results Extraction~ExtractCo\'ariance Matrices).

•
•
•
•
(5)

Select SimOptResults TutorialPerturb.nOpt from the nSIGHTS Opt ResuUs To Select From
drop-down list.
Check the Mul1iple checkbox in the Jndex Selection Value Source frame.
Press the All button.
Select Apply.

Return to the K and n Perturb Scatter plot page, and add

Object~Ncw~Data: Confidence

Limits.

•
•
•
•
(6)

Select Perturb Results as the Covariance Data.
Select Formation conductivity as the X variable, and Flow dimension as the Y variable.
Select Limit Type Dual.
Select Apply.

View the K and n Perturb Scatter plot page again.
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Figure 102. K and n Scatter Plot
(7)

XY scatter plots can be created for other parameter combinations, by repeating steps (1) to
(6).

11.4.4.4

To create an XYZ scatter plot

(I)

Create a 3D plot page (Page~New 3D XY Plot).
• Change the name of the page to K and n XYZ Scatter. Select Apply.
• In the X Axis object, change the Increment Label Format to Scientffic and O.OE+OO, and
select Apply.
• Select the 3D Axes Label object. Check the Axis Labels box, and type Hydraulic
Conductivity (mls) for the X axis, Flow Dimension for the Y axis labels and SSE for
the Z axis labels. Select Apply.

(2)

Create a new object in the K and n XYZ Scatter plot page: Object7New7Data: Table Series.
• Select Formation conductivity as the X Data Column, select Flow Dimension as the Y Data
Column, and select SSE as the Z Data Column.
• Change the Line to Symbol. Change the symbol to Filled C.
• Select Apply.
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Figure 103. 3D Table Data Series Window
(3)

View the plot by selecting the K and n XYZ Scatter plot page from the Window menu, or
from the Window List window. The axes limits will need to be reset (select Axes->Data
Limits in the 2D window pop-up menu). As well, the plot's view can be adjusted, using
the slider controls at the bottom of the window.
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(4)

XYZ scatter plots can be created for other parameter combinations, by repeating steps (I)
to (3). Confidence limits may also be added, if all three parameters are fitting parameters.

11.4.4.5

Viewing Correlation Coefficients

To view a table showing the correlation coefficients between parameters:
(Page~New List).

(I)

Create a list page

(2)

Within the list page, create a new object: Object~New~Optimization Results. The page will
automatically be named the object ID of this object.
• Select the SimOpfResulrs TurorialPerlurb.nOpl from the Optimization Results to List dropdown-box.
• Select Run#J in the Selected Runs to List frame.
• Select only the Parameter corre.lations checkbox "in the Listing Selections frame.
• Select Appl)'.

(3)

View the list page by selecting the OptRun:List page in the Window menu or the Window
List window menu. The list page will contain text, providing the correlation coefficients
between parameters.
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11.4.5 Uncertainty Distributions for Non-fitting Parameters
As with perturbation analysis, examining the uncertainty in fitting parameter uncertainty due to
non-fitting parameter estimates requires running many simulations in nPre. For each simulation, a
set of non-fitting parameters are determined randomly from an uncertainty distribution (i.e.
optimization-sampling mode) and the model re-optimizes the fitting parameters. Correlations
between non-fitting and fitting parameters can be observed from the results.

In this tutorial, it will be demonstrated how to conduct an optimization-sampling model run. As
with perturbation analysis, a useful plot is the XY or XYZ scatter plot. Variables in an XY or
XYZ scatter plot may be optimized parameters or sampled parameters. Extraction of results and
creation of XY scatter plots is described in the perturbation analysis section. During extraction of
the optimization results table (Extract Optimizer Results Table object), the Case P~ral11elers
checkbox should be selected in order to include sampled parameters in the resulting table data.
It should be noted that the execution of the model for this example will take considerably more
time than the simple optimization run (e.g. approximately 10 minutes on a 1GHz dual-processor
Pentium III equipped with 2GB of RAM).

To conduct an optimization-sampling model run:
(I)

Open nPre.

(2)

Open the configuration file Tutorial.nPre (FiJe70pen or the standard Windows open file
button).

(3)

Select the Optimization input window. Select the Perturbation tab.
• Uncheck the Do optimization perturbation box.

(4)

Select the Configuration input window. In the Main tab, select Sampling as the Simulation sub~.

(5)

In the Parameter tab, select non-fitting parameters to be sampled. For the parameters
outlined in the following table, select Sample in the ~ cell, and double click on the Value
cell to bring up the Sample Value Dialog. Enter the parameters provided jn the table below.

Parameter
Formation thickness
External boundary
radms
Well radius
(6)
(7)

Distribution
Uniform
Normal

Distribution Definition
Low limit 8 m
UDDer limit 15 m
Mean 1E05 m
St.dev. 100m

Normal

Mean 4 in

St.dev. 0.5 in

In the Sampling tab, select no for User specified variable correlations.
In the Output File Setup input window, Optimization tab, change the file name to
TutoriaISampling.nOpt.
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(8)

Select the Verbose command from the Run menu. As the model executes, a window will
track the progress of the model. Note that the estimated time remaining will fluctuate
considerably until several perturbation simulations have been conducted.
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Figure 106. Optimization Sample # 005 Fit: CompositeFit Window
(9)

Exit nPre.

To create XY and XYZ scatter plots
example of an XYZ plot:

In

nPost, refer to Section 11.4.4. The following
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Figure 107. K, nand XYZ Scatter Plot in nPost
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12 APPENDIX A - DATA OBJECT DESCRIPTIONS
12.1 Add Noise
What:

Adds noise to Y data randomly based on a Uniform or Normal distribution.

Why:

Used to create synthetic data.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 108. Add Noise Option

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Add Noise
Noise Distribution

A Uniform or Normal distribution can be selected.

Standard Deviation

For a nonnal noise distribution, the standard deviation limits
the range of the added noise.

Noise Ranlle

For a uniform distribution, the noise added to the data is
limited to the entered range.

Random Seed

The random seed used to generate the noise in the data is
entered, in order to be able to reproduce the added noise.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be used as
the object type in drop-down lists, and the label of the object
in a Series Legend.
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12.2 Add XY to Array
What:

Creates a collection of XY data from a single XY data object. Each time the
Apply button is selected within the specified input XY data object, new XY data
are added to the array. For example, if an Extract XY object (extracts XY data
from a grid) is used as input, XY data for different Extraction Constanl Value can
be added to the array by changing the Extraction Constant Value in the Extract XY
object and pressing the Apply button.

Why:

To create an XY array from a data source containing many sets of XY data, but
not in an XY array fonnat (e.g. a grid, a curve file or a table).

Used By:

Any object using an XY array, such as Array ScalelTransform or XY Array
Horsetail.

Appearance:
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Figure 109. XY to Array
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XYarray

Properties:
Input

xv Data

Select th~ input XY data source for the array. Each time the input
XY data source is changed (i.e. the Apply button is selected for the
input XY data object), the new XY data will be added to the array.

Status
# of rows

Indicates the number ofXY data sets in the array. Each XY data set
is one row within the array.
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12.3 Array Scaleffransform
What:

Performs mathematical operations on XY array data types.

Why:

Unit conversions or other data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using .an XY array, such as XY Array Horsetail or Select XY
from XY Array.

Appearance:
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Figure 110. Array Scale/Transform

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

XYarray

Output Data:

XYarray

Properties:
The input XY array data set that is scaled and/or transformed is
selected.

Xy Array Input Data

Data Components to Operate On

Ifselected, the X data of the array are scaled and/or transformed.
If selected, the Y data of the array are scaled and/or transformed.
The remaining scale/transform options are described in Section 7.1.3.
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12.4 (Basic) Single Fit
What:

Pairs field and simulated data to be selected as a constraint. Typically 'used in
the Fit Specification/Graphics tab of the Fit Specification nPre input window.

Why:

Used to detennine the field data that simulated data should be compared to
during an optimization or range simulation.

Used By:

Fit Selection tab of the Fit Specification nPre input window.

Appearance:

Figure 111. Single Fit Object Window

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

fit specification

Properties:
Field Data

Select XY or table data representing field data.

Simulation Results

Select XY or tabJe data representing simulation data.

Std dcv of measurement error

The standard deviation is used in the calculation of the Chi-squared
minimization function.

Field X Limits

The X limits of the data, usually time, can be limited between X min
and X max if the limited checkbox is selected.

Fit Status
Calculated Fit Value

Field Data Info

Once simulation results have been generated, the calculated fit value
for the specified field and simulated data will be displayed.
Provides basic infonnation about the field data selected, including
the total number of points, points before and after the simulation,
and the minimum and maximum X values.
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Simulation Data Info

Provides the same infonnation as Field Data Info, but for the selected
simulation data. Will not be active until simulation results have been
generated.
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12.5 Calculate Basic Residual
What:

Processes residuals from selected residual data. Residuals can be sorted in
•. ascending or descending order, plotted versus the X Value or the data Index,
and/or standardized to make the data comparable to a standard normal
probability distribution.

Why:

To manipulate residuals for the creation of specific plots.

Used By:

XY Series plot object.

Appearance:

. '.

Figure 112. Calculate Basic Residual Window
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

Extract Residuals

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Residual Data

Select the residual data to be processed.

Sorting
None

The residual data are not sorted.

!h2

The residual data are sorted in ascending order.

Down

The residual data are sorted in descending order.

X Output

X Value

The X value of the resulting residuals will be equal to the X value of the
input.
The X value of the resulting residu,:,ls will be equal to the index of the
input.

Options

Standardize

If selected, the residuals will be standardized to make the data comparable
to a standard normal probability distribution.
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12.6 Calculate Residual Diagnostic
What:

Manipulates selected residual data for a Quantile Normal or Standard normal
residual plot.

Why:

To plot a quantile normal or standard normal residual plot.

Used By:

XY Series plot object.

Appearance:
UbJfid

.

I LI

U

Figure 113. Calculate Residual Diagnostic Object Window

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

Extract Residuals

Output Data:

Two XY data sets, one contammg the manipulated data, the second a
diagnostic line (Quantile Line or CumNormDist)

Properties:
The residual data set manipulated is selected.

Residual Data
Diagnostic T)'pe

Points in

Quantile-Normal

Residual data are manipulated for a quantile-normal plot.

Standard

Residual data are manipulated for a standard-normal plot.

ormal Distribution

The number of points for the resulting normal distribution is
entered. .
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12.7 Composite Fit
What:

Combines fit specification objects. A fit specification object contains a pair of
field and simulated data to be selected as a constraint. Typically used in the Fit
Specification/Craphics tab of the Fit Specification nPre input window.

Why:

The model will fit all fits specified in this object simultaneously_

Used By:

Fit Selection tab of the Fit Specification nPre input window.

Appearance:
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Figure 114. Composite Fit Window

Input Data:

Single Fit, Sequence Fit or Composite Fit

Output Data:

fit specification

Properties:
For each checkbox selected, a fit object is selected. The additional box provides the calculated fit
value for each selected fit object, once simulation results have been generated.
Fit Status
Calculated Fit Value

Once simulation results have been generated, the calculated fit value
for the composite fit will be provided.
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12.8 Create Curve from XY Data
What:

Creates functional approximations of XY data sets. The functions available
include: Linear, Cubic Spline, Polynomial, Step Mid and Step Full. Each curve
type is described in Section 7.1.5.

Why:

Used to represent well-bore boundary conditions as a function of time, and
parameters as a function of radius or pressure.

Used By:

The Sequence tab and Parameter tab.

Appearance:

Figure 115. Curve Functions from XY Data

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

curve data

Properties:
Curve Input XY Data

The XY data set to be used as input data for the curve is selected.

Curve Type

The curve type is selected: Cubic Spline, Polynomial, Linear, StepMid and
SlepFull. Each curve type is described in Section 7.1.5.

Pol)'nomial Order

For polynomial curve types, the order of the polynomial, between J to 10,
is entered.

Spline Settings

For cubic spline curve types, the shape of the curve may be modified by
specifying the function slope at the extremes of the function or the spline
tension.

Slope

Function slopes at the extremes of the function are specified by the user
(User is selected), or are not forced to any specific slope (Natural is selected).

Start Slope

For user set slopes, the slope at the start of the function is specified.

End Slope

For user set slopes, the slope at the end of the function is specified.

Tension

Used to modify the shape of the function, increasing the tension factor has
an effect similar to pulling on either ends of a piece of string, whereas
decreasing the tension factor has the effect of providing slack to the piece
of string.
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12.9 Create Real Value
What:

Outputs a single user-specified value.

Why:

Used as input for many other objects.

Used By:

Many other objects.

Appearance:
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Figure 116. Creating a Real Value Object Number

Input Data:

none

Output Data:

real value

Properties:
Real Value Source

Real Value

Output Description

Specifies Master/Slave and expose properties. See Section 6.3 for more
information on these properties.
A real value is entered.
Provides a description of the object. which will be used as the object type in
drop-down lists, and the label of the object in a Series Legend.
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12.10 Create XY Array
What:

Creates a collection of XY data.

Why:

Used to create custom XY output from nPre. For example, data processing in
nPre can be output so that the same processing does not need to be repeated in
nPost.

Used By:

XY Data tab of the Output File Setup input window.

Appearance:
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Figure 117. Create XY Array Window

Application:

nPre

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XYarray

Properties:
XY data sets are added to the array by selecting a checkbox, and selecting an XY data object from
the corresponding drop-down list. A text box is also provided where a short description of the
XY data set may be entered.
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12.11 Data Page Description
What:

Contains documentation information. This object does not appear on any
object selection menu. It is automatically created when a data page is created,
and is always the first object on a data page.

Why:

To document data processing and visualizations. The object ID for these
objects is also used as the page identifier on the associated page button.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:
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Figure 118. Data Page Description Window

Input Data:

none

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Data Page Description

A large text box where up to 20 lines of text can be entered.
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12.12 Dual Scalerrransform
What:

Perfonns mathematical operations on both the X and the Y of XY data.

Why:

Unit conversions or other data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure 119. Dual Scale/Transfonn
Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Options
+veX only

If selected, the scale/transfonn options are only performed on positive X
values, and their corresponding Y values.

The remaining scale/transform options are described in Section 7.1.3.
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12.13 Enter Table Data
What:

Allows the user to input or modify table data. Table data can be input or
modified by hand, pasted from the clipboard, or updated from another table
data-type object.

Why:

Used to input or modify table data.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:

Figure 120. Enter Table Data Screen

Input Data:

none or table data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Input Table Data

Table data from an object selected in this drop-down list may be
entered into the table by selection of the Update button.
Upon selection of this button, the table will be replaced by the table
values of the object selected as the Input Table Data.

Update

Data Format

Specifies the numeric format of the data.
options are described in Section 6.3.3.

Number formatting

Entering data into the table, and the object specific pop-up window are described' in detail in
Section 7.1.2.
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12.14 Enter XY Data
What:

Allows the user to input or modify XY data XYdata can be input or modified
by hand, pasted froin the clipboard, or updated from another XV data-type
object.

Why:

Used to input 'or modify XV data.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure "121. Input or Modify XY Data Screen

Input nata:

none or XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
lnput XY Data

XY data from an object selected in this drop-down list may be
entered into the table by selection of the Update button.

Update

Upon selection of this button, the table will be replaced by the XY
values of the object selected as the Input XY Data.

~

Data Format

Specifies the numeric format of the data.
options are described in Section 6.3.3.

Number formatting

Entering data into the table, and the object specific pop-up window are described in detail in
Section 7.1.2.
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12.15 Extract Covariance Matrices
What:

Extracts covariance matrices from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
Optimizer Results object. The confidence limits of the covariance matrix can
be plotted using the Confidence Limits plot object.

Why:

For the plotting of confidence limits or the viewing of the covariance matrix in
a list page.

Used By:

Confidence Limits plot object, or Covariance List list object.

Appearance:
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Figure 122. Extract Covariance Matrices
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS Optimizer Results

Output Data:

covariance data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Opt Results To Select From

The optimizer results from which the covariance
matrices are to be extracted is selected.

Options
Fit components

Allows the covariance matrix of sub-fits to be
extracted. A sub-fit is a single fit of a composite fit.

Estimated

Covariance matrices use the estimated standard
deviation specified by the user for each parameter.
Covariance matrices use the actual
deviation calculated during the simulation.

Index Selection Value Source

standard

A selection box containing a list of the available
simulations allows the user to select the
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simulation from which to extract the covariance
matrix. One or multiple selections may be made.
Selection of the simulations may be slaved to another
extraction object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the simulations may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.
Multiple

Multiple simulations may be selected if this
checkbox is selected.
multip~e

selections, no simulations will be

None

Only for
selected.

All.

Only for multiple selections, all simulations will be
selected.

Run

Only for multiple selections, all simulations with the
same run identifier as the currently selected
simulation will be selected.

Case

Only for multiple selections, all simulations with the
same case identifier as the currently selected
simulation will be selected.

Fit

Only for multiple selections, all simulations with the
same fit as the currently selected simulation will be
selected.
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12.16 Extract Cube Indexes
What:

Extracts cube indices from cube data within set limits.

Why:

Cube indices are used to define the cube data to be plotted in a 3D plot.

Used By:

3D plot objects for cube data, Cube Color Block and Cube Color Point.

Appearance:
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Figure 123. Extract Cube Indexes

Input Data:

cuhe data

Output Data:

cube indices

Properties:
Cube Input

The cube data set from which indices will be extracted is selected.

Operation

The cube data can be limited by two variables, A and B,
representing the values at each point in the cube. If no data
limitations are desired, select A...2.UJ.y, and ensure the A Operation and
A value will include all data.

A and B

Values are extracted iflhe value complies with both A
restrictions and B restrictions.
Values are extracted if the value complies with either A restrictions
or B restrictions.
Data are only limited by the A value.

A Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the A value. See Section 6.3
for more information on these controls.

A Value

A value for the A variable is entered.

A Operalion

Cube data are limited to values "greater than", "greater than or
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equal to", "less than", or "less than or equal to" the A Value.
B Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the B value. See Section 6.3
for more information on these controls.

B Value

A value for the B variable is entered.

B Operation

Cube data are limited to values "greater than", "greater than or
equal to", "less than", or "less than or equal to" to the B Value.
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12.17 Extract Grid
What:

Extracts a grid from cube data such that every point of the grid represents a
specified constant grid axes value.

Why:

To view a slice of the cube data.

Used By:

Any object using grid data.

Appearance:
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Figure 124. Extract Grid Screen
. Input Data:
Output Data:

cube data
grid data

Properties:
Cube Input Data

The cube data set from which a grid is extracted is selected.

Extraction Options

The cube variable used as the grid X is selected.
The cube variable used as the grid Y is selected.
I ntem on log data

Extraction Constant Value Source

Extraction Constant Value

Linear interpolation between cube points is based on the log
of the cube point values.
Master/Slave and expose controls. See Section 6.3 for more
infonnation on these controls.
The grid is extracted for cube variable values at this entered
value (the cube variable is assumed to be the cube variable
not specified as ¢e giid X or grid V). If the cube variable
value occurs between cube points, the resulting grid point is
linearly interpolated.
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12.18 Extract Jacobian
What:

Extracts Jacobian data from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
Optimizer Results object.

Why:

Jacobian data can be viewed in a list page, or converted to a table for plotting.

Used By:

Jacobian to Table data object and Jacobian List list object.

Appearance:
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Figure 125. Extract Jacobian Data Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

"SIGHTS Optimizer Results

Output Data:

Jacobian data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Opt ResuJts To Select From

Index Selection Value Source

The optimizer results from which the Jacobian
matrix is to be extracted is selected.
A selection box containing a list of the available
simulations allows the user to select the simulation
from which to extract the Jacobian matrix.

Master

Selection of the simulation may be slaved to another
extraction object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.

Expose

Selection of the simulation may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed.
controls.
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12.19 Extract Optimizer Results Table
What:

Extracts a table containing optimized values, case parameters andlor
optimization status from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS Optimizer
Results object.

Why:

To examine optimization results.

Used By:

Any object using table data, and the Optimization Results list object.

Appearance:
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Figure 126. Extract Optimizer Results Table Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS Optimizer Results

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Opt Results To Select From

The optimizer results from which the optimization
results are to be extracted is selected.

Table Columns
Optimized values

If selected, includes optimized values

in the

extraction.
Case parameters

If selected, includes the values of case parameters
(e.g. suite, range or sampled values for the
simulation) in the extraction.

Optimization status

If selected, includes optimization status in the
extraction.

Index Selection Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the available
simulations allows the user to select the simulation
from which to extract the optimization results. One
or multiple selections may be made.
Selection of the simulations may be slaved to another
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extraction object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the simulations may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more infonnation on exposed
controls.
None

All simulations are unselected.

All

All simulations are selected.

Run

All simulations with the same run identifier as the
currently selected simulation are selected.

Case

All simulations with the same case identifier as the
currently selected simulation are selected.

Fit

All simulations with the same fit as the currently
selected simulation are selected.
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12.20 Extract Profile Grid
What:

Extracts a grid from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS profile results
object. The grid will have time and radius for axes, with a pressure value at
each point of the grid.

Why:

To examine pressure results as a function of time and radius, spatially.

Used By:

Any object using grid data.

Appearance:
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Figure 127. Extract Profile Grid Screen

Application:

oPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS Profile Results

Output Data:

grid data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Profile Results To Select From

The profile results from which the profile grid is to
be extracted is selected.

Index Seleclion Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the available
simulations allows the user to select the simulation
from which to extract the profile grid.

Selection of the simulation may be slaved to anolher
extraction object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the simulation may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.
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12.21 Extract Range
What:

Extracts XY data within a specified range.

Why:

To examine a specified interval within XY data.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 128. Extract Range Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Data Component-to Operate On

The XY range is extracted based on a range for
either X data or Y data. The limits of the range are
described by two variables, A and B.

Operation

The data are limited by two variables, A and B.

A andB

Values are extracted if the value complies with both
A restrictions and B restrictions.
Values are extracted if the value complies with either
A restrictions or B restrictions.
Data are only limited by the A value_

A Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the A value.
See Section 6.3 for more infomlation on these
controls.

A Value

A value for the A variable is entered.

A Operation

XY data are limited to values "greater than", "greater
than or equal to", "less than", or "less than or equal
to" to the A Value.
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B Value Source

Master/Slave and. expose controls for the B value.
See Section 6.3 for more infonnation on these
controls.

B Value

A value for the B variable is entered.

B Operation

XY data are limited to values "greater than", "greater
than or equal to", "less than", or "less than or equal
to" the B Value.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists, and the
label ofthe object in a Series Legend.
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12.22 Extract Range Cube
What:

Extracts cube data from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS range
results obje~t.

Why:

To examine the results of a range simulation with three range variables.

Used By:

Any object using cube data.

Appearance:
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Figure 129. Extract Cube Data Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS Range Results

Output Data:

cube data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Range Results To Select From

The range results from which the range cube
is to be extracted is selected.

Index Selection Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the
available simulations allows the user to select
the simulation from which to extract the
range cube.
Selection of the simulation may be slaved to
another extraction object. See Section 6.3.1
for more information on Master/Slave
controls.
Selection of the simulation may be exposed.
See Section 6.3.2 for more information on
exposed controls.
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12.23 Extract Range Grid
What:

Extracts a grid from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS range results
object.

Why:

To examine the results of a range simulation with two range variables.

Used By:

Any object using grid data.

Appearance:

Figure 130. Extract Range Grid Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS Range Results

Output Data:

grid data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Range Results To Select From

The range results from which the range grid
is to be extracted is selected.

Jndex Selection Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the
available simulations allows the user to select
the simulation from which to extract the
range grid.
Selection of the simulation may be sla:ved to
another extraction object. See Section 6.3.1
for more infonnation on Master/Slave
controls.
Selection of the simulation may be exposed.
See Section 6.3.2 for more infonnation on
exposed controls.
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12.24 Extract Real from Table
What:

Extracts a table column property (number of rows, minimum value, maximum
value, last row value, or specified row value) and converts it to a real data type.
The real value is displayed in the object property window, in the Current Value
frame.

Why:

To examine table column properties.

Used By:

Any object using real values.

Appearance:
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Figure 131. Extract Range From Table Screen

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

real value

Properties:
Table Data To Use

The table property is extracted from the selected
table.

Table Column

The table property
table column.

Operation

The table property extracted is selected: number of
rows, minimum column value, maximum column
value, last row value or specified row value.

Index of row to select (0 based)

If Specified row value is the table property extracted, the
row is specified according to the entered row index.

Current Value

Displays the extracted table property value.

IS

extracted from the selected
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12.25 Extract Residuals
What:

Extracts residuals (XY data) from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
Optimizer Results object.

Why:

To examine optimization residuals.

Used By:

Any object using residuals, such as Basic Residual or Calculate Residual
Diagnostic, as well as any object using XY data.

Appearance:

.1

Figure 132. Extract Residuals Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS Optimizer Results

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
nSIGHTS Opt Results To Select From

The optimizer results from which the residuals are to
be extracted is selected.

Index Selection Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the available
simulations allows the user to select the simulation
from which to extract the residuals.

Master

Selection of the simulation may be slaved to another
extraction object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.

Expose

Selection of the simulation may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.
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12.26 Extract Sequence(s)
What:

Extracts XY data for one or multiple sequences, based on the sequences
defined by sequence time data.

Why:

To examine simulation results within one or a set of defined sequences.

Used By:

Any object using XV data.

Appearance:

Figure 133. Extract Sequence Screen

Input Data:

XY data and sequence time interval data

Output Data:

XY dala

Properties:
XV Data To Extract From

The XV data set from which data are extracted is
selected.

Sequence Time Data

The sequence time data set is selected. In oPre, the
sequence time data set is by default a global object
defined in the Sequence input window. In oPost. the
sequence time data must be read in with a Sequence
Time Interval Dala object, or with XY or profile
simulation results.

# of Sequences

Single

Time Adjustment

The extracted X values, or time, may be adjusted by
resetting the start time, or by removing duplicate
Limes.

Pressure/Flo,,· Rale Adjtlstmenl

The extracted Y values, or pressure or flow rate,
may be adjusted.

AdjuSI Slart

or Multiple sequences may be selected.

If selected, all pressure or flow rate values are
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decreased by the starting pressurelt10w rate value, or
offset by the entered value.
Pressurelt10w rates are decreased by the starting
pressure/flow rate value
Pressure/flow rates are offset by the value entered in
the adjacent text box.
ABS(Y)

If selected, the extracted Y values are the absolute
value ofthe adjusted pressurelt10w rates.

log 1a(y)

If selected, the log of the adjusted pressurelt10w rates
is extracted.

Set final

If selected, the fmal pressure/flow rate is specified in
the adjacent text box.

Start Sequence Value Source

The sequences available in the specified Sequence
Time Data are listed, and the starting sequence is
selected. XY data will be extracted starting at this
sequence.

End Sequence Value Source

The sequences available in the specified Sequence
Time Data are listed, and if multiple sequences were
specified, the end sequence is selected.
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12.27 Extract Table Rows
What:

Extracts a range of rows from a table column based on specified limits.

Why:

To examine a subset of the data.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:
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Figure J 34. Extract Table Rows Screen
Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Table Data To Use
Table Column

Table rows are extracted from the selected table.
Table rows are extracted from the selected table
column.
The table rows are extracted according to a range of
values, specified by two limit variables, A and B.

Operation

A 3ndB

Rows are extracted if the value complies with both A
restrictions and B restrictions.
Rows are extracted if the value complies with either
A restrictions or B restrictions.

Rows are extracted if the value complies the A
restriction.
A Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the A value.
See Section 6.3 for more information on these
controls.

A Value

A value for the A variable is entered.

A Operation

Values are limited to values "greater than", "greater
than or equal to", "less than", or "less than or equal
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to" to the

A Value.

B Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the B value.
See Section 6.3 for more infonnation on these
controls.
.

B Value

A value for the B variable is entered.

B Operation

Values are limited to values "greater than", "greater
than or equal to", "less than", or "less than or equal
to" the B Value.
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12.28 Extract XY
What:

Extracts data from a grid corresponding to a specified constant X or Y value.
The resulting X value will be based on one of the grid axes, and the resulting Y
value is based on the value at each grid point.

Why:

To view a slice of grid data.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 135. Extract XY Data from Grid Screen

Input Data:

grid data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Grid Input Data

The grid data set from which the XY data are
extracted is selected.

Extraction Options
Constant:

The grid axes to be used as the extraction constant is
selected.

Iotern on log data

Linear interpolation between two grid points is based
on the log of the grid point values.

Extraction Constant Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls. See Section 6.3
for more information on these controls.

Extraction Constant Value

X and Y values are extracted for constant values of
the grid axes specified as Con~!an!: at this entered
value. If the constant value occurs between two grid
points, the resulting XY point is linearly interpolated.
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12.29 Extract XY from XY Results
What:

Extracts one set of XY data from one or multiple simulations of an nSIGHTS
XY Results object.

Why:

To examine simulation results (e.g. pressure as a function of time).

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure 136. Extract XY Data from XY Results Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

nSIGHTS XY Results

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
nSIGHTS

xv

xv Results To Select Prom

Data to Select

Index Selection Value Source

The XY simulation results from which the XY data
are extracted is selected.
Select the XY data from the XY data sets available
in the simulation"file.
A selection box containing a list of the available
simulations allows the user to select the simulation
from which to extract the XY data. One or multiple
selections may be made.

Master

Selection of the simulations may be slaved to another
extraction object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on·Master/Slave controls.

Expose

Selection of the simulations may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.

Multiple

Multiple simulations may be selected if this
checkbox is selected.
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None

Only for multiple selections, no simulations will be
selected.

All

Only for multiple selections, all simulations will be
selected.

Run

Only for multiple selections, all simulations with the
same run identifier as the currently selected
simulation will be selected.

Case

Only for multiple selections, all simulations with the
same case identifier as the currently selected
simulation will be selected.

Fit

Only for multiple selections, all simulations with the
same fit as the currently selected simulation will be
selected.
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12.30 Fourier Transform on Y
What:

Conducts a forward or inverse Fourier transform on Y data.

Why:

To observe frequency components of a test response.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 137. Fourier Transform on Y Screen

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV Fourier Transform

The XY data set to apply the Fourier transform is
selected.

Operation

Either a forward or inverse Fourier transform
calculated.

lnverse Options

For inverse Fourier transforms only, Y may be scaled
by 2/n, and X may be scaled by the entered value.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists, and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.

# of FFT points

The number of calculated Fourier transform points is
displayed.
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12.31 Full Table Correlations
What:

Calculates the Pearson R or Spearman R correlation coefficients between all
column pairs within a table. For example, for a table with three columns, the
correlation coefficient is calculated between column 1 and column 2, column 1
and column 3 and column 2 and column 3.

Why:

Determines the correlation between table columns.

Used By:

Any object using table data. The resulting coefficients can be viewed with the
View Table Data object.

Appearance:
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Figure 138. Full Table Correlations Screen

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data: the correlation coefficients using column I are within colunm 1 or
row 1, the correlation coefficients using column 2 are within column 2 or row
2, etc.; such that the correlation coefficient between column 1 and column 3
can be found in row 1, column 3 or row 3, column 1.

Properties:
Table Data To Use

The input table data set is selected.

Correlation Type

The correlation coefficient to be calculated is
selected: Pearson R or Spearman R. Other is for future
use and is not currently supported.

Options
log Data

If the table data are log
checkbox on.

transformed, toggle the
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12.32 Histogram
What:

Creates the input data for a histogram plot based on cube. grid or XY data. The
actual histogram is plotted using an XY Series plot object on a plot page. with
this object as the input. Note there are separate objects for each data type.

Why:

Manipulates data in order to plot a histogram.

Used By:

Any object using XY data. In particular. the XV Series plot object is used to
plot the histogram.

Appearance:

The appearance is identical for each data type. except for the name of the input
data frame. and an extra frame for XY data. The appearance is shown for XY
data:

Figure 139. Histogram Screen
Input Data:

cube. grid or XY data

Output Data:

cube. grid or XY data

Properties:
Cube/Grid/X" lnput Data

The input data set to be converted to a histogram is
selected.

Data Components to Operate On

XY data only. The value frequency of X data or Y
data may be calculated for the histogram.

.Histogram Limits
Automatic.

Bin minimum and maximums are

# of bins

The number of bins for the histogram are entered in
the text box:

Output X Value

The X value of the histogram is the Bin Value or the
Bin Index.

Bin Minimum Value Source

Master/Slave Controls for the bin minimum. if
specified. See Section 6.3.1 for more information on
Master/Slave controls.

Bin Minimum Value

If specified. the bin minimum is entered in the text

Information Only
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box.
Bin Maximum Value Source

Master/Slave Controls for the bin maximum, if
specified. See Section 6.3.1 for more information on
Master/Slave controls.

Bin Maximum Value

If specified, the bin maximum is
box.

entere~

in the text

Options
Log Histogram

The log of the X or Y data is calculated before the
value frequency is calculated.

Cumulative

Cumulative value frequencies are calculated.

Nom1alize

Value frequencies are normalized.
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12.33 Integrate
What:

Calculates the integral of XY data.

Why:

To find the area under an XY curve.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV Data to Integrate

The XY data set to be integrated is selected.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists, and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.
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12.34 Interpolate Table Columns
What:

Interpolates Y values based on a given value for X. Values in the X table
column must be in ascending order.

Why:

To determine a Y value based on any given X value.

Used By:

Any object using real values.

Appearance:

Option. _

QLogX
IntclpotO'lion Resutts.

_ QLogV
.•

Figure 141. Interpolate Table Columns Screen
Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

2 real values, one X value (interpolant value) and one Y value (interpolated
value).

Properties:
Table Data To Use

Table columns are interpolated from the selected
table.

X Data Column

Table column to be used as the X value.

Y Dafa Column

Table column to be used as the Y value.

Interpolant Value Value Source

Master/Slave controls for the interpolant value. See
Section 6.3 for more information on these controls.

Interpolant Value Value

The X value used to interpolate the Y value is
entered.

J nterpolation Method

Interpolation method is selected, described in detail
in Section 7.1.4.

Options

The log of the X or Y value may be taken after
interpolation.

In terpola tion Resu Its

Displays the resulting interpolated Y value.
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12.35 Interpolate XY Data from Curve
What:

Interpolates XY values based on curve data, for a specified number of points
and specified limits.

Why:

This object allows curve data to be plotted.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure 142. Interpolate XY Data from Curve Screen
Input Data:

curve data and if input X interpolation method, XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Curve to Interpolate

The curve to interpolate is selected.

Interpolation Method

Interpolation method is selected, described in detail
in Section 7.1.4.

Number of points

For all interpolation methods except Jnpul X,
determines the number of equally spaced X values
and corresponding interpolated Y values.

Log relative start

For Log (Relafive) interpolation method
determines the value of the first log X value.

Limit Settings

For all interpolation methods except Input X.

Input X

only,

Specified

The minimum and maximum X values are specified
in the Minimum and Maximum text boxes.

From Input

Determines the minimum' and maximum X values
automatically from the input data.
For the Input X interpolation method, XY data are
selected from which the X values are used to
calculate an interpolated Y value.
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12.36 Jacobian to Table
What:

Converts Jacobian data to table data.

Why:

To examine Jacobian data.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:

Figure 143. Jacobian to Table Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

Jacobian data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Jacobian Data To Convert

The Jacobian data set to convert is selected.

Table Columns

The resulting table columns will contain Fits or
Parameters.

Fit(s)

For parameter table columns, the fit for which
parameters will be extracted is selected. All fits or
any individual fit may be selected.

Parameter(s)

For fits table columns, the parameter for which fits
will be extracted is selected. All parameters or any
individual parameter may be selected.

Column 1 Data

The first column of the table will contain the fit or
parameter index.
X value

Options

The first column of the table will contain the fit or
parameter value.
Calculates the absolute value of sensItivIty
(sensitivity is calculated as the derivative of the
parameter value with respect to the residual).
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12.37 Linear Color Map
What:

Creates a color map with a linear variation between starting and ending RBG or
HSV values.

Why:

Used to support mapping of values to colors.

Used By:

Any object using color maps such as Merge Color Maps or color plot objects.

Appearance:
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Figure 144. Linear Color Map Method
Input Data:

no input

Output Data:

color map

Properties:
Color Specification Method

How end-point colors are defined.

Red/Green/Blue

Use RGB method of primary color components.

Hue/SaturationlVaJue

Use HSV method.

Number Of Colors

in Map

Color maps may consist of 5 to 256 separate colors.

Color Map Limits
Map Start

The RGB or HSV components of the color at the
start ofthe map.

Map End

The RGB or HSV components of the color at the end
of the map.
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12.38 Matrix Math
What:

Basic array mathematics' (+,-,*,1) can be applied to two sets of cube data or grid
data. Note there are separate objects for each data type.

Why:

Data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using cube or grid data.

Appearance:

The appearance is identical for each data type. The appearance is shown for
grid data:
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Figure 145. Matrix Math Screen
Input Data:

cube or grid data

Output Data:

cube or grid data

Properties:
Data Source A

The first cube/grid data set is selected.

Data Source B

The second cube/grid data set is selected. Data
source A and B must be of the same size (i.e. same
number of nodes in the grid or cube data).

Operation

The math operation between data source A and B is
selected. The two data sources can be added,
subtracted, multiplied, or divided.

Output Description

Provides
a
description
of
the
object,
which will be used as the object type
the
label
in
drop-down
lists,
and
of
the object iri a Series Legend.
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12.39 Merge Color Maps
What:

Combines two color maps. The two colors maps are joined together,such
that the beginning of map B is placed after the end of map A.

Why:

Provides flexibility in color map specification.

Used By:

Any object using color maps, including itself (a Merge Color Map may be
input for another Merge Color Map object).

Appearance:

Figure 146. Merge Color Maps Screen
Input Data:

two color maps

Output Data:

color map

Properties:
The color maps are selected in the Map A and Map B drop-down lists. The total number of colors
in the input maps must be less than 256.
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12.40 Normalize
What:

Normalizes cube and grid data within specified data limits, based on a power
value or both. Note there are separate objects for each data type.

Why:

For manipulating data, in particular for normalized plots.

Used By:

Any object using cube or grid data.

Appearance:

The appearance is identical for each data type, except for the name of the input
data frame. The appearance is shown for cube data:
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Figure 147. Normalize Cube & Grid Data Screen

Input Data:

cube or grid data

Output Data:

cube or grid data

Properties:
Cube/Grid lnput Data

The input data set to be normalized is selected.

Normalize Specification

Master/Slave
controls
for
the
normalize
specifications.
For more information on
Master/Slave controls, refer to Section 6.3.1.

Normalize Operation

Data are normalized within specified data limits.
Data are normalized based on a power value.
Data are normalized based on a power value within
specified data limits.
Limit Specification

For limit specified normalization, the input minimum
and maximum limits are automatically determined or
specified, and the output minimum and maximum
limits are specified.

Power Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the power
value. For more information on these controls, refer
to Section 6.3.
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Power Value

For power value nonnalization, the power value
entered in the text box.
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12.41 P(t) Derivative Calculation
What:

Calculates the derivative of a pressure function (P(t».

Why:

In particular, used to create constraints based on the derivative of pressure.

Used By:

Any object using XV data.

Appearance:
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Figure 148. pet) Derivative Calculation Screen

Input Data:

XV data, and if superposition of time is used, the output of a pet) Time
Processing object

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Input P(t) Data

The derivative is calculated for the selected input
pressure time series data.

Derivative Specification

Master/Slave
controls
for
the
derivative
specifications.
For more infonnation on
Master/Slave controls, refer to Section 6.3.1.

Derh'ative Type

One of four derivative types is selected:
or dYldln(X).

d)'fdX,

dYldlogJO(X), dJogJO(Y)ldlogJO(X),

Deriv31ivc Calculalion

All derivative calculation procedures calculate the
derivative at each data point based on a subset of
. data points on either side of the data point. The
derivative calculation will smooth noisy input data
before the derivative calculation in order to produce
a useful derivative.
The derivative is calculated based on the slope
between two adjacent data points. The X value for
the derivative is the linear average of the X value of
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the two data points.
data.

Only useful for very smooth
.

2 Point

The derivative is calculated based on the average
slope between the data point and two data points on
either side of the data point. The # points in Window
parameter determines which point on either side of
the data point to use. For example, if the # of point in
Window is 1, the points adjacent to the data point are
used. If the # of point in Window is 2, the second point
from the data point will be used. Only useful for
very smooth data.

Window

The data points within a window surrounding the
data point are used in the derivative calculation.

Log % Span

All points within a specified log X distance of the
data point are used in the derivative calculation. The
distance is specified by a percentage of the log range
of the entire data set (log(Xmax)-log(Xmin».

Lin % Span

All points within a specified X distance of the data
point are used in the derivative calculation. The
distance is specified by a percentage of the linear
range of the entire data set (Xmax-Xmin).

Log Value Span

All points within a specified X distance of the data
point are used in the derivative calculation. The
distance is specified as an absolute log range of the
entire data set (log(Xmax)-log(Xmin».

Lin Value Span

All points within a specified X distance of the data
point are used in the derivative calculation. The
distance is specified as an absolute linear range of
the entire data set (Xmax-Xmin).

Windowed Calculation

For Window, Lin/Log % Span and Lin/Log Value
Span methods, determines the derivative calculation
algorithm used.
Linear, Clark and Simmons
algorithms are available.

# points in Window

For 2 Point and Window calculations only,
determines which points to use for a 2 Point
calculation or the number of data points in the
window for a Window calculation.

Log Epsilon

Minimum Y value allowed for a log transform. If a Y
value is less than log epsilon, the derivative is not
calculated for that point.
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Adjusts Y values above the log epsilon (e.g.
increases values above zero to allow log
calculations).

Y Offset

Lin/Log % Span Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the lin/log %
span value. For more information on these controls,
refer to Section 6.3.

Lin/Log % Span Value

For Lin/Log % Span methods, the percentage of the
linear/log range of the entire data set is entered.

Lin/Log Span Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for lin/log span
value. For more information on these controls, refer
to Section 6.3.

Lin/Log Span Value

For Lin/Log Value Span methods, the absolute
linear/log range of the entire data set is entered.

Time Multiplier

The resulting Y value of the object is the calculated
derivative.
After the derivative has been calculated, the
derivative is multiplied by time for the Y output.

I

After the derivative has been calculated, the
derivative is multiplied by delta time for the Y
output.
Time Processing
Use Supemosition

Superposition may be conducted on time. The output
of a P(t) Time Processing object is selected in the
adjacent drop-down-box.

ABS(derivative Y)

If selected, the absolute value of the calculated
derivative Y value is output.

Options
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12.42 P(t) Time Processing
What:

Applies one of four time functions to X data (Horner. Agarwal, Homer Super or
Bourdet Super).

Why:

Used to create plots that require a time function for the X axis such as a Homer
plot.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure 149. pet) Time Processing Screen

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Input P(t) Data

Time processing is calculated for the X value of the
selected input pressure time series data.

Time Processing Specification

Master/Slave controls for the time processing
specifications.
For
more
information
on
Master/Slave controls, refer to Section 6.3.1.

Time Processing

One of four time processing functions is selected:
Homer, Agarwal, Homer Super and Bourdet Super.

Horner/Agarwal T Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the
Homer/Agarwal T Value. For more information on'
these controls, refer to Section 6.3.

Horner/Agarwal T Value

For Homer or Agarwal time processing, the Homer
time or Agarwal time is entered in the text box.

Superposition Input Q(t) Data

For Homer Super or Bourdet Super time processing,
the flow data to use in the time calculation is
specified in the drop-down list.

Options

For Homer Super or Bourdet Super time processing,
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the final value can be replaced.
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12.43 Pen Set
What:

Defines a set of pens to be used in plotting. Each pen set consists of 24 pens,
each of which may be defined to be different colors. Nonnally, the default
Standard Pen Set is all that is required.

Why:

Establishes the color of plot objects.

Used By:

All plot definitions.

Appearance:
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Figure 150. Pen Set Screen
Input Data:

no input

Output Data:

pen set

Properties:
Each pen is defined by an ID and a color. Selecting a color causes the color's current settings to
be shown on the sliders in the Pen Color Settings frame. Subsequent slider adjustments update the
selected color.
Pen Color Method

RGBorHSV

Pen Color Settings

The RGB or HSV values for the currently selected
pen.
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12.44 Pulse Normalization
What:

Normalizes pressure XV data based on one of two equations: (Pi-PH)) I (Pi·Pol
and 1·(Pi·P(t) f (Pi-Po). where Pi is the static pressure and Po is the initial pulse
pressure. Both Pi and Po are to be specified in the object property window.

Why:

Standard well test analysis normalization.

Used By:

Any object using XV data.

Appearance:
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Figure 151. Pulse Normalization Screen

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Input P(t) Data

The pressure Y values are normalized for the
selected input pressure time series data.

Pulse Normalizalion Type

Pressure is normalized based on one of two
equations: (Pi.relU J (pi· Po) or I-(Pi-P(t» I (Pi-Po).

PO(illilial pulse pressure) Value Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the initial pulse
pressure. For more information !>n these controls,
refer to Section 6.3.

PO(inilial pulse.' pressure) Value

The initial pulse pressure is entered in the text box.

Pi(slatic prtssure) Valut Source

Master/Slave and expose controls for the static
pressure. For more information on these controls,
refer to Section 6.3.

Pi(stalic pressure) Value

The static pressure is entered in the text box.

Options

Y can be multiplted by X.
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12.45 Read Color Map
What:

Reads a color map from a specially formatted text file (default file extension:
*.cmap).

Why:

Allows creation of color maps outside nSIGHTS (for example, in an Excel
spreadsheet) to meet special requirements.

Used By:

Any object using a color map.

Appearance:

o

Figure 152. Read Color Map Screen'
Input Data:

external file containing a color map definition

Output Data:

color map

Properties:
Color Map File Format

mView output format

. PV Wave native format

Color Map File

The format of the data in the input file (see File
Formats below).
The format produced by the object Write Color
Map.
PV Wave format.
The name of the' file (including the file path)
containing the color map data is entered in the text
box or the Browse button is used to find the file using
the standard Windows open file dialog.

Once the color map is read, the color map defined in the file will display in the color window.
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File Formats:
mView Output
The mView color map file format is as follows:
Line 1:

ncolor

# ofRGB data in file (max 256)

Line 2:

Red 1 Green I Blue 1

RGB values (reals 0.0 to 1.0)

Line n+l:

Red n Green n Blue n.

PVWave
The PV Wave color map file format is as follows:
Line 1:

Line n:

Red 1 Green 1 Blue 1·

RGB values (integers 0 to 255)

Red n Green n Blue n n maximum 256.
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12.46 Read Cube Data
What:

Reads cube data from an input file (default file extension: *.cube).

Why:

Allows use of cube data created or manipulated outside the current nSIGHTS
application (for example, in another nSIGHTS application).

Used By:

Any object using cube data.

Appearance:

Figure 153. Read Cube Data Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

external file containing cube data

Output Data:

cube data

Properties:
Cube Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the cube data is entered in the text box or
the Browse button is used to find the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog.
The format of the data in the input file.

File Format
Standard

Standard format output from nSIGHTS.
For future use, not currently supported.

Options

If X, Y or Z is a log value in the cube data file, it
should be specified in the ,appropriate checkbox. X
ID, Y ID and Z ID are used as the respective object
types in drop-down lists, and labels in a Series
Legend.

Data Status

Once the cube data file is loaded, the number of X, Y
and Z values are displayed.
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12.47 Read Curve File
What:

Reads a curve data file (default file extension: *.nCRV). A curve file may
contain several curve data sets.

Why:

Allows use of curve data created or manipulated outside the current nSIGHTS
application (for example, in another nSIGHTS application).

Used By:

Select Curve File

Appearance:
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Figure 154. Read Curve File Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

external file containing curve data

Output Data:

curve data file for Select Curve File

Properties:
Curve Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the curve data is entered in the text box or
the Browse button is used to find the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog. The curve file
format is based on the file format written by the
Write Curve File object.

Data Status .

Once the curve data file is loaded, the number of
curves in the curve file is displayed.
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12.48 Read Grid Data
What:

Reads grid data from an input file (default file extension: *.grd).

Why:

Allows use of grid data created or manipulated outside the current nSIGHTS
application (for example. in another nSIGHTS application).

Used By:

Any object using grid data.

Appearance:
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Figure 155. Read Grid Data Screen

Application:

oPost

Input Data:

external file containing grid data

Output Data:

grid data

Properties:
Grid Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the grid data is entered in the text box or
the Browse button is used to find the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog.

FilE' Format

One of four file formats can be selected. See the File
Formats section below for standard and XYZ lisl
file fonnals.

The standard fonnal produced by lhe object Write
Grid File.
The grid fonnat produced by Surfer Version 7
software. Select GS ASCll (·.grd) as the file fonnat.
XYZ List

List of XYZ points.
For future use, not currently supported.

Oeeimalion

The grid file is reduced based on the decimation
factor entered in the text box: every n grid points in
both X and Yare kept, where n is the decimation
factor.
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Opfions

If X or Y is a log value in the grid data file) it should
be specified in the appropriate checkbox. X ID and
Y ID are used as the respective object types in dropdown lists) and labels in a Series Legend.

Data Status

Once the grid data file is loaded) the number of X
and Y points in the grid are displayed.

File Formats:
For all grids) Xl and YI is at the bottom left hand comer (e.g. XI=O)YI=O).
Standard
The format produced by the obje'ct Write Grid File. The standard grid file fom1at is as follows:
Line I:

file heading

Line 2:

nXnY

Line 3:

Grid Value at XI)YI ... Grid Value at XI)Y20

Line a:

Grid Value at XI)(nY-I9) ... Grid Value at XI)nY

nX=number of X points) nY=number of Y points

Line a+l: Grid Value at X2)Yl ... Grid Value at X2,Y20

Last Line:

Grid Value at nX,(nY-19) ... Grid Value at nX,nY

XYZ list

The XYZ list grid file format is as follows:
Line I:

Xl) YI, Grid Value at XI ,YI

Line 2:

Xl, Y2, Grid Value at XI,Y2

Line nY:

Xl, nY, Grid Value at XI,nY

Line nY+I:

X2, YI, Grid Value at X2,YlnY= number ofYpoints

Line nX*nY: nX, nY, Grid Value at nX,nYnX=number of X points
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12.49 Read nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
What:

Reads an nSIGHTS optimizer simulation results file (default file extension:
*.nOpt), specified in the Outp~t File Setup nPre input window.

Why:

To examine optimization results created in nPre within nPost.

Used By:

Extract Covariance Matrices, Extract Jacobian, Extract Optimizer Results
Table and Extract Residuals.

Appearance:
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Figure 156. Read nSIGHTS Optimizer Results Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

optimizer simulation results file

Output Data:

optimizer results file

Properties:
Optimizer Results Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the optimizer results is entered in the text
box or the Browse button is used to fmd the file using
the standard Windows open file dialog.

File Status

Once the optimizer results file is loaded, the number
of runs, cases and fits in the file, as well as the type
of optimization runs (e.g. Sampled) and the contents
of the file (e.g. Contains Residuals yes) are
displayed.
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12.50 Read nSIGHTS ProfIle Results
What:

Reads an nSIGHTS profile simulation results file (default file extension:
*,nPro), specified in the Output File Setup nPre input window,

Why:

To examine simulation results created in nPre within nPost.

Used By:

Extract Profile Grid

Appearance:
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Figure 157. Read nSIGHTS Profile Results Screen

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

profile simulation results file

Output Data:

profile results file

Properties:
Profile Simulation Results Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the profile results is entered in the text
box or the Browse button is used to find the file using
the standard Windows open file dialog.

File Status

Once the profile results file is loaded, the number of
runs and cases in the file are displayed.
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12.51 Read nSIGHTS Range Results
What:

Reads an nSIGHTS range simulation results file (default file extension:
·.nRng), specified in the Output File Setup nPre input window.

Why:

To examine range results created in nPre within nPost.

Used By:

Extract Range Cube and Extract Range Grid

Appearance:
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Figure 158. Read nSIGHTS Range Results Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

range simulation results file

OUlput Data:

range results file

Properties:
Range Resulls Dafa File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the range results is entered in the text box
or the Browse button is used to find the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog.

File Status

Once the range results file is loaded, the number of
runs, the number of grids or cubes in the file, and the
type of data (i.e. grid or cube data) are displayed.

Information Only
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12.52 Read nSIGHTS XY Results
What:

Reads an nSIGHTS XY simulation results file (default file extension:
*.nXYSirn), specified in the Output File Setup oPre input window.

Why:

To examine XV simulation results created in oPre within oPost.

Used By:

Extract XY from XY Results

Appearance:

=--_~t.g
Figure 159. Read nSIGHTS XV Results Screen

Application:

oPost

Input Data:

XY simulation results file

Output Data:

XV results file

Properties:
XV Simulation Resulls Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the XY results is entered in the text box
or the Browse button is used to find the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog.

File Status

Once the XV results file is loaded, the number of
runs and cases in the file are displayed.

Information Only
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12.53 Read Sequence Time Interval Data

*.seqt).

What:

Reads a sequence time data file (default file extension:

Why:

Contains time information for sequences defined in nPre, which are required
for nPost objects.

Used By:

Extract Sequence(s) and Time Limits Extraction/Interpolation

Appearance:

Figure 160. Read Sequence Time Interval Data Screen
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

external file containing sequence time data

Output Data:

sequence time data

Properties:
Sequence Time Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the sequence time data is entered in the
text box or the Browse button is used to find the file
using the standard Windows open file dialog.

Data Status

Once the sequence time file is loaded, the number of
sequences in the file is displayed.

File Format:

The sequence time data file format is as follows:
Line 1:

SeqID StartingTime

Line 2:

SeqID StartingTime

Line n:

SeqID StartingTime EndTime

n=number of sequences

Note: The sequence ID cannot contain embedded spaces.

Information Only
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12.54 Read Table File
What:

Reads tabular data from a file.

Why:

Allows use of table data created or manipulated outside the current nSIGHTS
application (for example, in another nSIGHTS application or a spreadsheet).

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:

Figure 161. Read Table File Screen
Input Data:

external file containing tabular data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Table File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the table data is entered in the text box or
the Browse button is used to fmd the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog.

File Format

One of four file fonnats can be selected.
Table values are separated by spaces, each line
representing one row. If Read Column IDs is selected,
the first row is assumed' to have column IDs
separated by spaces or commas, with no embedded
spaces. If Read Row IDs is selected, the first value in
each row is considered the row ill.
Same as Basic file format, except that commas
separate table values.
Standard Tecplot output table.
For future use, not currently supported.

Options

If column and/or row IDs are present in the table
data file (Basic or CSV file fornlats), the appropriate
checkbox is selected.

Information Only
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Data Status

Once the table file is loaded, the number of columns
and rows in the table are displayed.

Information Only
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12.55 Read XY Data
What:

Reads a list ofXY points from a file (default file extension: *.dat).

Why:

Allows use of XY data created or manipulated outside the current nSJGHTS
application (for example, in another nSIGHTS application or a spreadsheet).

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure] 62. Read XY Data Screen
Input Data:

external file containing XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV Data File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the XY data is entered in the text box or
the Browse button is used to find the file using the
standard Windows open file dialog.

File Format

One of three file formats can be selected.
XY values are separated by commas or spaces, one
row per line. All data after the first two values of
each line are ignored. If ID from Column Hcndcl' is
selected, the first line of file contains column header
names, without embedded spaces.
XY values are separated by commas or spaces, one
row per line. Columns selected as the X data and the
Y data are specified in the X column index and Y
column index fields. If ID from Column Hendel' is
selected, the first line of file contains column header
names, without embedded spaces.
For future use, not currently supported.

Options

Information Only
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ID from Column Header

If selected, the ID is obtained from the Y column
header.
If not obtained from the column header, the ID is
specified in the text box. The ID is used as the
object type in drop-down lists, and the label in a
Series Legend.

X column index

For table file formats, the table column to use for X
data is specified.

Y column index

For table file formats, the table column to use for Y
data is specified.

Data Status

Once the XY data file is loaded, the number of XY
points is displayed.

Information Only
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12.56 Read XYZ Label Data
What:

Reads a list ofXYZ co-ordinates and associated text labels from a file.

Why:

Used to specify 3D labels for plotting.

Used By:

3D plot object XYZ Labels.

Appearance:
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Figure 163. Read XYZ Label Data Screen

Input Data:

external file containing XYZ co-ordinates and associated text labels

Output Data:

XYZ label

Properties:
XYZ Labellnpuf File

The name of the file (including the file path)
containing the XYZ label data is entered in the text
box or the Browse button is used to find the file using
the standard Windows open file dialog.

FiJe Format

One of two file fonnats can be selected.
List of XYZ points and text separated by spaces. See
the File Formats section below for details on the file
fonnat.
For future use, not 'currently supported.
Once the XYZ label file is loaded, the number of
labels in the file is displayed.

Data Status

File Formats:
Points
The Points file fonnat is as follows:
Line]

Xl - 1 Yl - 1 ZI - 1

FirstLabelText

Line 2

Xl - 2 YI - 2 ZI - 2

SecondLabelText
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Line n

Xl - n YI - n

Zl n

Line n+1

[blank]

Line n+2

X2 1 Y2 I Z2 I

nthLabelText

Group2Labell Text

Information Only
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12.57 Real Value(s) To Table
What:

Converts real values into table data.

Why:

Collects real values from an object with changing input (e.g. uses exposed
controls) and configures the real values in table fonnat. For example, the
statistics of an XY slice of a grid can be stored in a table for several different
grid slices.

Used By:

Any object using table data. In particular, the table may be viewed using the
View Table Data object.

Appearance:
Objed
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Figure 164. Real Value(s) Converted to Table Screen
Input Data:

real value

Output Data: t

table data

Properties:
Table Options
Clear Rows

Clears the table. A subsequent change in the real
values defined in the Table Columns frame will add a
new row to the table.

Save table data

Saves the current table values
configuration file.

Table Columns

In

the nSIGHTS

In each line, a real value object can be selected from
the drop-down list. The column header is input into
the adjacent text box.
The
line is
activated/deactivated with the checkbox at the
beginning of the line.

Status
# of rows

The number of rows represents the number of table
rows created.

# of columns

The number of columns will reflect the number of

. Information Only
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table columns defined in the Table Columns frame.
Apply

Will add one row to the table, containing the current
values of the real values in each table column.
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12.58 Reduction
What:

Reduces the number of XY points by skipping points or by keeping points such
that the change in value between consecutive points is maximized below a
specified maximum.
.

Why:

Reduces very large XY data sets into a data set of a more manageable size.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 166. Reduction Screen

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV Data Reduction

The XY data set to be reduced
drop-down list.

IS

selected m the

Operation

Data Reduction Operation

The method of reducing the XY data is selected.

Skip

Values in the XY data set are skipped, according to
the specified interval.

Maximum Change

Points are removed such that the difference between
consecutive point values is maximized below a
specified maximUm, for both X and Y data.

BOlh

Values are skipped, unless the difference between
consecutive point values is greater than the specified
maximum.

Point. Skip Jnterval

For skip data reduction, the interval at which points
are skipped are entered. For example, with a point
skip interval of 2, every other point remains within
the data set.
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log X change

For maximum change data reduction, the maximum
change in X values is based on log X if this
checkbox is selected.

Maximum X Change

For maximum change data reduction, the maximum
difference in values between two consecutive X
points is entered.

log Y change

For maximum change data reduction, the maximum
change in Y values is based on log Y if this
checkbox is selected.

Maximum Y Change

For maximum change data reduction, the maximum
difference in values between two consecutive Y
points is entered.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists, and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.

Reduction Status

The number of input points and output points are
displayed, indicating the extent of the data reduction.

Information Only
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12.59 Remove Duplicates
What:

Removes duplicate values from X data, Y data or both. Duplicates are
considered values that have differences less than a specified value.

Why:

Reduces the size of the data set, or improves its appearance in plotting.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 167. Remove Duplicates Screen

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XY Remove Duplicate

Duplicates will be removed from the XY data
selected in the drop-down list.

X Values
Remove Duplicate X Values

X duplicates are only removed if Yes is selected.

Data Reduction Operation

Detennines which duplicate X value to keep: the
Minimum, Maximum, Average, First or Last Y value.

Duplicate X Limit

Duplicates are considered values that
differences less than this specified value.

have

Remove Out of Sequence X Points X points are assumed to be ordered in ascending

order. Points that do not fit within this ascending
order will be removed if Yes is selected.
Y Values

Remove Duplicate Y Values

Y duplicates are only removed if Yes is selected.

Duplicate Y Limit

Duplicates are considered values that
differences less than this specified value.

have

\

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
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used as the object type in drop-down lists, and the
-label of the object in a Series Legend.
Reduction Status

The number of input points and output points are
displayed, indicating the number of duplicates
removed_

Information Only
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12.60 ScalelTransform
What:

Performs mathematical operations on a single real input value, cube data or
grid data. Note there are separate objects for each data type.

Why: .

Unit conversions, other data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using real values, cube data or grid data.

Appearance:

The appearance is identical for each data type, except for the name of the input
data frame. The appearance is shown for cube data:

Figure 168. Cube Scale/Transform Screen

Input Data:

real value, cube data or grid data

Output Data:

real value, cube data or grid data

Properties:
Real To Scale/Transform or Cube/Grid Input Data

The input data set to be scaled and/or
transformed is selected.

The remaining scale/transform options are described in Section 7.1.3.

Information Only
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12.61 Select Curve from File
What:

Selects a curve from a curve file. A curve file may contain several sets of
curve data.

Why:

Allows manipulation or plotting of one curve stored within a curve file.

Used By:

Any object using curve data.

Appearance:

Figure] 69. Select Curve from File Screen

Application:

nPre

Input Data:

Read Curve File

Output Data:

curve data

Properties:
Curve File To Select From

The curve file from which the curve data are
extracted is selected.

Index Selection Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the available
curve data sets allows the user to select the curve
data to extract.
Selection of the curve data may be slaved to another
object. See Section 6.3.1 for more information on
Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the curve data may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.
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12.62 Select Range Cube
What:

Used in real-time processing, allows the selection of a range cube data set
available during a run. Only for range mode simulations with three variables
specified as range variables.

Why:

Used to plot simulation range cube data during the simulation.

Used By:

Any object using cube data.

Appearance:

.•

I

Figure 170. Select Range Cube Screen

Application:

nPre

Input Data:

cube data

Output Data:

cube data

Properties:
Index Selection Value Source

A selection box contammg a list of the available
range cube data sets allows the user to select the
range cube data to extract.
Selection of the range cube data may be slaved to
another object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the range cube data may be exposed.
See Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.
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12.63 Select Range Grid
What:

Used in real-time processing, allows the selection of a range grid data set
available during a run. Only for range mode simulations with two variables
specified as range variables.

Why:

Used to plot simulation range grid data during the simulation.

Used By:

Any object using grid data.

Appearance:

Figure 171. Select Range Grid Screen
Application:

nPre

Input Data:

grid data

Output Data:

grid data

Properties:
]ndex Selection Value Source

A selection box contammg a list of the available
range grid data sets allows the user to select the
range grid data to extract.
Selection of the range grid data may be slaved to
another object.
See Section 6.3.1 for more
information on Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the range grid data may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.

Information Only
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12.64 Select XY from XY Array
What:

Select an XY data set from an XY array. An XY array is a collection of XY
data sets.

Why:

To examine, manipulate or plot one XY data set within an XY array.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure )72. Select XY for XY Array Screen
Input Data:

XYarray

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XY Data Array To Select From

The XY array from which the XY data are extracted
is selected.

Index Selection Value Source

A selection box containing a list of the available XY
data sets in the array allows the user to select the XY
data to extract.
Selection of the XY data may be slaved to another
object. See Section 6.3.1 for more information on
Master/Slave controls.
Selection of the XY data may be exposed. See
Section 6.3.2 for more information on exposed
controls.
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12.65 Sequence Fit
What:

Similar to (Basic) Single Fit, except the fit can be limited to a range of time or
sequences. The Y data of both field and simulated data may also be
interpolated based on synthetic X data (See Section 7.1.4 for details). No
interpolation occurs if Input X is selected as the IntemolatiolJ Method. Typically
used in the Fit Specification/Graphics tab of the Fit Specification nPre input
window.

Why:

Used to determine the field data that simulated data should be compared to
during an optimization or range simulation, limited within defined sequences.

Used By:

Fit Selection tab of the Fit Specification nPre input window.

Appearance:
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Figure 173. Sequence Fit Screen

Application:

nPre

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

fit specification

Properties:
XY Field Data

Select XY data representing field data.

Simulation Results

Select XV or table data representing simulation data.

Time Data To Use
All lnput

Field and simulation data are not limited by time or
sequences, i.e. all data are used for interpolation.

Sequence Range

Field and simulation data are limited by one or more
sequences, as defined in the Sequence Range frame.
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Time Range

Field and simulation data are limited by a time range
defined by a minimum and maximum time in the
Time Range frame.

Sequence Range
Seq times

The sequence time data set to be used is selected. By
default, the sequence time data are a global object
defmed in the Sequence input window.
The sequences available in the specified Sequence
Time Data will be listed in the drop~down-box, and
the starting sequence is selected.
Field and
simulation data starting at this sequence are included
in the fit.
The sequences available in the specified Sequence
Time Data will be listed in the drop-down-box, and
Field and
the ending sequence is selected.
simulation data up to the end of this sequence are
included in the fit.

Time Range
Minimum

Minimum time of the time range included in the fit.

Maximum

Maximum time of the time range included in the fit.

Interpolation Method

I

umber of points

Interpolation method is selected, described in detail
in Section 7.1.4. If no interpolation is desired, select
the Input X method. Interpolation and related options
apply to both field and simulated data.
For all interpolation methods except Input X,
determines the number of equally spaced X values
and corresponding interpolated Y values.

Log relative start

For Log (Relative) interpolation method
determines the value of the first log X value.

Limit Settings

For all interpolation methods except Input X

only,

Specified

The minimum and maximum X values are specified
in the Minimum and Maximum text boxes.

From Input

Determines the minimum and maximum X values
automatically from the input data.

Std dev of measurement error

The standard deviation is used in the calculation of
the Chi-squared minimization function.

Fit Status
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Calculated Fit Value

Once simulation results are generated, the calculated
fit value for the specified field and simulated data
will be displayed.
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12.66 Single Fit
See (Basic) Single Fit
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12.67 Single Scaleffransform
What:

Performs mathematical operations on either the X or the Y of XY data.

Why:

Unit conversions or other data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV Input Data

The input XY data set that is scaled and/or
transformed is selected.

Data Components to Operate On

If selected, the X data are scaled and/or transformed.
If selected, the Y data are scaled and/or transformed.
The remaining scale/transform options are described in Section 7.1.3.

Information Only
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12.68 SmoothIFilter
What:

Filters and smoothes XY data using one of the following methods: FFT SInoo/h,
Median s117oo/h, low pass and high pass.

Why:

Smoothes and filters anomalies within data for improved data approximations
or plotting.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 175. SmoothlFilter Screen

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV SmoothlFilter

The input data set that is smoothed and filtered
selected in the drop-down-box.

IS

Smooth/Fi Iter
Smoo1hIFilter Ooeration

The method of smoothing and filtering is selected in
the drop-down-box.

FFTSmoolh

A fast Fourier transform is applied to the data,
removing high frequency values.

Median Smooth

Takes the average value within a window.
larger the window, the greater the smoothing.

Low Pass

Removes high frequency components.

High Pass

Removes low frequency components.

FFT Smooth Parameter

For FFT Smooth, indicates the strength of the
smoothing:
the greater the magnitude of the
parameter, the greater the smoothing.

# ofpoin1s in half window

For Median Smooth, determines the number of
points in half a window.
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# of FFT points to keep

Output Description

For Low or High Pass, determines the number of
points to keep: the greater the number of points kept,
the less smoothing of the data.
Provides a description of the object, whjch will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists, and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.

Information Only
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12.69 Statistics
What:

Calculates basic statistics (e.g. sum, mean, minimum, maximum, etc.) for XV,
cube or grid data. Four basic statistics are selected for output as real values,
typically used as data labels on a plot.

Why:

For examination of data. Can also be included as labels for plots.

Used By:

Any object using real values.

Appearance:

The appearance is identical for each data type, except for the name of the input
data frame, and an extra frame for XY data. The appearance is shown for XV
data:
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Figure 176. Statistics Screen

Input Data:

XV, cube or grid data

Output Data:

4 real values

Properties:
Cube/Grid/XV lnput Data

Statistics are computed for the input data selected.

Data Components to Operate On

XY data only. Statistics are calculated for X data or
Y data.

Data to Output

The statistics to output as real values are selected
from four drop-down-boxes (four real values are
output).

Result Values

The total of all non-null values.
Minimum

Minimum non-null value.

Maximum

Maximum non-null value.
Sum/N

Variance

Sum«Yi - Mean)2) IN, where Yi

Std. dey.

Sqrt(Sum«Yi - Meani) /(N -1))
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Maximum - Minimum
Number of non-null data.
Number of null data.
% non-null

N/(N + N_null)

* 100.

Note that only N, N Null and % non-null will be calculated if N
only calculated if N > 1.

=O.

Variance and Std. dev. are
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12.70 Sum Tables
What:

Sums the values between multiple tables. For example, the value in column 2,
row 1 of Table A will be added to column 2, row 1 of Table B. A specified X
column will not be summed. A maximum of 24 tables may be summed,
including the base table.

Why:

To combine data within a table.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:

Figure 177. Sum Tables Screen
Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Selects the table to which the tables specified in the
Tables to Add frame are added. The X column and
table size are obtained from this base table.

Base Table

X Column Processing

skip X column

Tables to Add

If selected, the specified column in the drop-downbox will be excluded from table addition. The
column will appear in the output table as it appears
in the base table.

A checkbox and associated drop-down-box indicates
the tables to sum with the base table. Each table
selected must be the same size as the base table (i.e.
equal number ofrows and columns).
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12.71 Table Column Correlations
What:

Calculates the Pearson R and Spearman R correlation coefficients between two
specified columns of a table.

Why:

Determines the correlation between table columns.

Used By:

Any object using real values.

Appearance:
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Figure 178. Table Column Correlations Screen

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

4 real values: Pearson R, Spearman R, X column ID and the Y column JD

Properties:
Table Data To Use

The input table data set is selected.

X Table Column

The table column to be used as the X value
selected.

Y Table Column

The table column to be used as the Y value is
selected.

IS

Options

If the X data are log transformed, toggle the
checkbox on.
If the Y data are log transformed, toggle the
checkbox on.
Results

Once the Apply button is selected, the calculated
Pearson R and Spearman R correlation coefficients are
displayed.
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12.72 Table Column Math
What:

Basic mathematics (+,-, *,I) are applied to two table columns.

Why:

Data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure 179. Table Column Math Window
Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Table Data To Use

The input table is selected.

X Data Column

The column to be used as X data is selected.

Y Data Column

The column to be used as Y data is selected.

Math Operations

The math operation between column X and Y is
selected. The two columns can be added, subtracted,
multiplied or divided.

Options

The X data can be log transformed before the math
operation is conducted.
The Y data can be log transformed before the math
operation is conducted.
full table is output

Result Column lD

If selected, the output table will contain all the
columns of the input table, with an additional
column containing the math results. If not checked,
the output table will contain three columns, one X
column, one Y column and one math results column.
The column containing the math results will have a
column ID as specified in the text box.
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12.73 Table Column Scaletrransform
What:

Performs mathematical operations on a specified column of a table.

Why:

Unit conversions, other data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:

Figure 180. Table

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data

C~lumn

Scale/Transform Window

Properties:
Table Data To Use

The input table data set that is scaled and/or
transformed is selected.

Table Column

The table column that is scaled and/or transformed.

The remaining scale/transform options are described in Section 7.1.3.
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12.74 Table Column Statistics
What:

Calculates basic statistics (e.g. sum, mean, minimum, maximum, etc.) for a
specified column of a table. Four basic statistics are selected for output as real
values, typically used as data labels on a plot.

Why:

For examination of table column data. Can also be included as labels for plots.

Used By:

Any object using real values.

Appearance:
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Figure 181. Table Column Statistics Window

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

4 real values

Properties:
Table Data To Use

Statistics are calculated on a column of the table data
selected.

Table Column

Statistics are calculated on the specified table
column.

The remaining options are described in the Statistics object description in this Appendix.
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12.75 Table Column To Histogram
What:

Creates the input data for a histogram plot based on a specified colunm of a
table. The actual histogram is plotted using an XV Series plot object on a plot
page, with this object as the input.

Why:

Manipulates data in order to plot a histogram.

Used By:

Any object using XY data. In particular, the XY Series plot object is used to
plot the histogram.

Appearance:

Input Data:
Output Data:
Properties:
Table Data To Use

Selects the input table data from which a colunm is
converted to a histogram.

Table Column

The value frequency of the table colunm selected is
calculated for the histogram.

The remaining options are described in the Histogram object description in this Appendix.
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12.76 Table Columns To XY
What:

Extracts two specified columns from a table to create XY data.

Why:

To convert table data to XY data.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:

Figure 183. Table Columns to XY Window
Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Table Data To Use

XY data are extracted from columns of the table data
selected.

X Data Column

The specified tabie column is used as the X data.

Y Data Column

The specified table column is used as the Y data.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.
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12.77 Table Row Index Logic
What:

Conducts Boolean Logic (AND, OR, XOR) between two sets of table rows.

Why:

Used to limit selection of simulations according to several parameter values,
using the Master/Slave facility (the object's Index Selection Value Source will be a
slave to this Table Row Index Logic object). For example, extraction of
optimization results can be limited to simulations with a hydraulic conductivity
and a flow dimension greater than specified values.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:

Figure 184. Table Row Index Logic Window
Application:

nPost

Input Data:

output from Extract Table Rows

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Row Index Source A

Select table rows, extracted from an Extract Table
Rows object, to be compared with the table rows
specified as Source B.

Row lndex Source A

Select table rows, extracted from an Extract Table
Rows object, to be compared with the table rows
specified as Source A.

Operation

One of three Boolean logic operators may be selected:

AANDB

Row Indexes that occur in both A and B are output
(i.e. only indexes common to A and B).

AORB

Row Indexes that occur in either A or B are output (i.e.
all A indexes and all B indexes).

AXORB

Row Indexes that occur in either A or B, but not both,
are output (i.e. all indexes in A and B except those
indexes common to A and B).
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12.78 Table Row Statistics
What:

Calculates basic statistics (e.g. sum, mean, minimum, maximum, etc.), as well
as confidence limits and the median, for all rows of it table. The statistics are
output in table format, and may be viewed as a table with the View Table Data
object.

Why:

For examination of table row data. Can also be included as labels for plots.

Used By:

Any object using real values.

Appearance:
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Figure 185. Table Row Statistics Window

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Table to Summarize

A table data object is selected, from which statistics
will be calculated for each row of the table.

X Column Processing
skip X column

Options

A11 stati sl ics
confidence limits

If selected, the specified column in the drop-downbox will be excluded from the row statistics.
Each option determines the statistics calculated. The
statistics calculated are viewed by viewing the
resulting table data with a View Table Data object.
If multiple options are selected, the mean, min and
max are only output once.
If selected, outputs the statistics outlined for the
Statistics object for each table row.
If selected, outputs the following statistics for each
table row:

Mean

(sum of all non-null values)/(number of non-null
data)

Min

Minimum non-null value.

Max

Maximum non-null value.

Upper95

Upper 95% confidence limit.
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Lower95

Lower 95% confidence limit.
If selected, outputs the following statistics for each
table row:

Mean

(sum of all non-null values)/(number of non-null
data)

Min

Minimum non-null value.

Max

Maximum non-null value.

Median

The middle number of non-null data, i.e. half the
non-null data have values greater than the median,
and half have values less than the median. If the
number of non-null data is even, the median is the
average ofthe two middle numbers.
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12.79 Time Limits Extraction/lnterpolation
What:

Extracts XY data for a range of sequences or time and within specified data
limits, and interpolates the extracted data.

Why:

Allows the examination of XY within a specified time frame.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 186. Time Limits Extraction/Interpolation Window
Input Data:

XY data and sequence time interval data jf Sequence Range time_data selected.

OUlput Data:

XY data

Properties:

xv Input Data

Select XY data to extract andlor interpolate.

Time Data To Use
AlIlnpul

XY data are not limited by time or sequences, i.e. all
data are used for interpolation.

Sequence Range

XV data are limited by one or more sequences, as
defined in the Sequence Range frame.

Time Range

XV data are limited by a time range defined by a
minimum and maximum time in the Time Rang('
frame.

Sl.'qut>nce Range

Seq

ljme~

The sequence time data set to be used is selected. In
nPre, the sequence time data are by default a global
object defined in the Sequence input window. In
nPost, the sequence time data must be read in with a
Sequence Time Interval Data object, or with XV or
profile simulation results.
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The sequences available in .the specified Sequence
Time Data will be listed in the drop-down-box, and
the starting sequence is selected. XY data starting at
this sequence is extracted.
The sequences available in the specified Sequence
Time Data will be listed in the drop-down-box, and
the ending sequence is selected. XY data up to the
end of this sequence is extracted.
Time Range

Minimum

Minimum time ofthe time range extracted.

Maximum

Maximum time of the time range extracted.

Interpolation Method

Interpolation method is selected, described in detail
in Section 7.1.4. If no interpolation is desired, select
the Input X method.

Number of points

For all interpolation methods except Input X,
determines the number of equally spaced X values
and corresponding interpolated Y values.

Log ,-elative start

For Log (Relative) interpolation method
determines the value of the first log X value.

Limit Settings

For all interpolation methods except Input X

only,

Specified

The minimum and maximum X values are specified
in the Minimum and Maximum text boxes.

From Input

Determines the minimum and maximum X values
automatically from the input data.
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12.80 Transpose
What:

Switches the X and Y data (i.e. output X

Why:

To manipulate data.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

=input Y and output Y =input X).

Appearance:

Figure 187. Transpose Window
Irwut Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
XV Transpose

Selects the XY input data for which the X and Y will
be transposed.

Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down lists and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.
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12.81 Vector Math
What:

Basic array mathematics (+,-,* /) can be applied to two sets ofXY data.

Why:

Data manipulations.

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 188. Vector Math Window

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Data Source A

The ftrst XY data set is selected.

Data Source B

The second XY data set is selected. Data source A
and B must be of the same size (i.e. same number of
XY points),

The math operation between data source A and 8 is
selected. The two data sources can be added,

Operation

subtracted, multiplied or divided.
Output Description

Provides a description of the object, which will be
used as the object type in drop-down li$ts, and the
label of the object in a Series Legend.
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12.82 View Table Data
What:

Allows the user to view table data.

Why:

Used to view table data created in another object, such as Real Values(s) to
Table or Table Row Statistics.

Used By:

Any object using table data.

Appearance:
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Figure 189. View Table Data Table Window
Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

table data

Properties:
Input Table Data

Table data from the object selected are viewed in this
property window.

Data Format

Specifies the numeric format of the data.
formatting described in Section 6.3.3.

Data are viewed in the table once the
the Enter Table Data object.

Apply

Number

button has been selected. To modify table data, use
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12.83 View XY Data
What:

Allows the user to view XY data.

Why:

Used to view XY data created in another object, such as Read XV Data or
Dual Scale Transform,

Used By:

Any object using XY data.

Appearance:
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Figure 190. View XY Data Window

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Input XY Data

XY data from the object selected are viewed in this
property window.

X/YData format

Specifies the numeric fonnat of the X and Y data.
Number fonnatting options are described in Section
6.3.3.

Data are viewed in the table once the
Enter XY Data object.

Apply

button has been selected. To modify XY data, use the
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12.84 Write Color Map
What:

Writes a color map to a text file.

Why:

Allows a color map to be used or manipulated outside the current nSIGHTS
application.

Appearance:
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Figure 191. Write Color Map Window

Application:

nPre, nPost as an output object

Input Data:

color map

Output Data:

text output file containing color map information compatible with Read Color
Map, default file extension *.cmap .

Properties:
Color Map Source

Selects the color map data to be output.

Color Map Output File

The path and name of the output file is entered in the
text box or the Browse button is used to find the file
path using the standard Windows open file dialog.

The output file is only written once the Apply button is selected.
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12.85 Write Curve File
What:

Writes single or multiple curve data to a text file. Up to 24 curves may be
included in one file.

Why:

Allows curve data to be used or manipulated outside the nSIGHTS application
(for example, in another nSIGHTS application).

Appearance:

Figure 192. Write Curve File Window

Application:

nPre, nPost as an output object

Input Data:

curve data

Output Data:

text output file containing curve file information compatible with Read Curve
File, default file extension * .nCRV

Properties:
Curve Output File

The path and name of the output file is entered in the
text box or the Browse button is used to find the file
path using the standard Windows open file dialog.

Curve Object

Curve data to be included in the output file is
selected with the checkbox and adjacent drop-down
list. Up to 24 curve data objects can be written to the
output file.

Curve Description (mandatory)

This
A description of the curve is required.
description is used as the curve ID once the file is
loaded into another nSIGHTS application.

The output file is only written once the Apply button is selected.
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12.86 Write Table File
What:

Writes a table to a text file.

Why:

Allows table data to be used or manipulated outside the nSIGHTS application
(for example, in another nSIGHTS application).

Appearance:
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Figure 193. Write Table File Window

Application:

nPre, nPost as an output object

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

text output file containing table data compatible with Read Table File

Properties:
Table Data Source

Selects the table data to be output.

Options
Col Headers

If selected, the first line of file contains column
header names, right justified.

Row Descriptions

If selected, each row is prefaced by a row identifier.

Table Output File

The path and name of the output file is entered in the
text box or the Browse button is used to find the file
path using the standard Windows open file dialog.

The output file is only written once the Apply button is selected.
File Format:
The table is written as a text file with each column right justified in a field 16 characters wide,
each column separated by a space (Basic file format for the Read Table File object). Numeric
values are written in scientific notation with 9 digit precision.
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12.87 Write XY File
What:

Writes XY data to a text file.

Why:

Allows XY data to be used or manipulated outside the nSIGHTS application
(for example, in another nSIGHTS application).

Appearance:
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Figure] 94. Write XY File Window
Application:

nPre, nPost as an output object

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

text output file containing XY data compatible with Read XY Data, default
file extension *.dat

Properties:
XV Data Source

Selects the XY data to be output.

Options

Col Headers

XY Output File

If selected, the first line of file contains column
header mimes, right justified.
The path and name of the output file is entered in the
text box or the Browse button is used to find the file
path using the standard Windows open file dialog.

The output file is only written once the Apply button is selected.
File Format:
The XY data are written as a text file with each column right justified in a field 16 characters
wide, each column separated by a space. Numeric values are written in scientific notation with 9 .
digit precision.
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13 APPENDIX B - PLOT OBJECT DESCRIPTIONS
This Appendix is divided into four sections:
(l)

Default Plot Objects

(2)

Data Display Plot Objects

(3)

Annotation Plot Objects

(4)

Active Plot Objects

Default plot objects are automatically created upon creation of a plot page, whereas data display,
annotation and active plot objects are created using the Object~New command. Within the
selection menu of the Objcct~N{'w command, data display object names are prefixed by Data:,
annotation object names are prefixed by Anno:, and active objects have prefixes specific to the
object.
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DEFAULT PLOT OBJECTS
13.12D XY Main Menu
What:

Controls the general layout and characteristics of 2D XY plots.

Appearance:
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Figure 195. 2D XY Main Menu Window

Properties:
ObjectlD

For plot pages the object ID of the main menu is
used as the title of the plot window itself, and as the
identifier for the page in the object tree.

Plot pen set

The pen set to be used for all objects on the plot.
This restricts all objects on the plot to the same
palette of 24 colors (except for objects which use
color maps to display data).

Background Pcn

The pen color used for the background in the plotting
area.

Plot Dimensions

Size of the window area. Pressing any of the buttons
sets the X and Y of the window accordingly.
Custom window sizes can be set manually with the
following commands:

Horizontal size

X dimension in pixels.

Vertical size

Y dimension in pixels,

Format
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Show report area

If selected, the bottom of the plot window will
contain an area for displaying cursor related data.

Minimum Plot Margins (Pixels)

The distance between the plot axes/frame and the
edge of the plotting area.

The following dialog prompts are also available on the 2D XV Axes objects. Changes made here
will be automatically updated in the 20 XY Axes objects.
X/Y Axis Type

Linear or logarithmic axes can be defined.

XIV Increment Label Format

Numeric format for labels at each major increment.
Numeric format is discussed further in Section 6.3.3.

X/V Cursor Reporting Format'

Numeric format for the X or Y value of the current
cursor location in the cursor reporting area. This
format is also used for all report,ing plot objects that
do not have a specific reporting format. Numeric .
fonnat is discussed further in Section 6.3.3.
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13.2 2D XY Axes
There are two default plot objects to define the plot axes, one for the X axis and
one for the Y axis, each with identical object property windows.

What:
Appearance:
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Figure ·196. 2D XY Axes Window
Properties:
Increment Style

Axes increments are represented by grid lines (Grid),
tic marks (Tic), or not plotted (None).
Style for labelled increments.
Style of unlabelled increments between major
increments.

Axis Type

Linear or logarithmic axes can be defined. This
dialog prompt is also available on the 2D XV Main
Menu object.
Changes made here will be
automatically updated in the 2D XV Main Menu
object.

Axes Limits

Defines the domain of the plot.
Axes are adjusted to enclose all defined plot objects.

Linear min

The left (X axis) or bottom (Y axis) co-ordinate of
the plot if a linear axis is used.

Linear max

The right (X axis) or top (Y axis) co-ordinate of the
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plot if a linear axis is used.
Log min

The leftlbottom co-ordinate of the plot if a log axis is
used.

Log max

The right/top co-ordinate of the plot if a log axis is
used.

Major Jncrement Setup

Distance between labelled increments for linear axes.
Increments are set automaticaJ]y based on data range.

Major increment

Minor Increment Setup

Value to use ifnot Auto.
Number of minor increments between each major
increment for linear axes.
Increments are set automatically based on major
increment size.

Minor per major

Value to use ifnot

AUIO.

The following dialog prompts are also available· on the 2D XY Main Menu object. Changes
made here will be automaticaJ]y updated in the 2D XY Main Menu object.
Increment Label Format

Numeric format for labels at each major increment.
Numeric format is discussed further in Section 6.3.3.

Cursor Reporting Format

Numeric format for the X or Y value of the current
cursor location in the cursor reporting area. This
format is also used for aJ] reporting plot objects that
do not have a specific reporting fonnat. Numeric
fonnat is discussed further in Section 6.3.3.
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13.3 2D Plot Annotation
What:

Provides control over axes labelling and the general appearance of all 2D plots.

Appearance:
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Figure 197. 2D Plot Annotation Window

Properties:
Control
Plot Anno?

If not selected, axes related annotation is not shown
on the plot.

Axes/Tic Pen

The pen color used for the axes lines, tics, and labels.

Grid Pen

The pen color used for any increment grid lines.

Format

Toggle control over components of alll1otation
Axis labels

If selected, labels will be drawn to the left of the left
Y axis and underneath the bottom X axis.
If selected, the axes (including tics) are drawn on the
top and right as well as the bottom and left.
Increment labels will not be drawn on these mirror
axes.

Axis lines

Axes lines will only be drawn if this is selected.

Grid On Top

If major or minor grid lines are used, this controls the
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order in which the grid is drawn - before the plot
data objects (toggle not set) or after the plot data
objects (toggle selected).
If toggle Axis labels is set, the text entered here will be
displayed at the appropriate axis.

Labels

Label displayed under bottom X axis.
Label displayed to left of left Y axis.
Label Font

The font used for axis labels.
discussed in Section 6.3.4.

Increment Font

The font used for axes increment labels.

Axes Line

The offset of the axes line in pixels away from the
data plotting area, and the thickness of the lines used
to draw the axes.

Major Tics

The length of the major tics m pixels and their
thickness.

Minor Tics

The length of the mmor tics in pixels and their
thickness.

Grid 'Lines

The thickness of major and mlllor grid lines in
pixels.
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13.4 3D XYZ: Main Menu

.

Controls the general layout and characteristics of 3D XYZ plots.

What:
Appearance:
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Figure 198. 3D XYZ: Main Menu Window
Properties:
Ob.iectID, Plot Pen Set, Background Pen, Plot Dimensions,

and 1inimum Plot Margins are as

described for the 2D XV: Main Menu.
How 3D space is converted to a 2D representation.

Projection
Perspective

Lines diminish with distance from the view coordinate.

Orthographic

Relative sizes remain the same at all distances from
the view co-ordinate.

Field of View

For Perspective, the angle of the viewing lens. Smaller
values reduce perspective distortion.
Used to set the relative lengths of the plotted axes.
The X axes has a relative length of 1.

XYZ Properties

X:Y axes length ratio

Controls length ofY (horizontal axes).

x:z axes

Controls length of Z (vertical axes).

length ratio
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13.53D XYZ Axes
What:

There are three default plot objects to define the plot axes, one for the X axis, one
for the Y axis and one for the Z axis, each with identical object property windows.

Appearance and Properties:

Appearance and all dialog items in the object property windows were previously described for the
2D XY Axes object property window.
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13.6 3D Axes Labels
What:

Provides control over axes labelling for 3D plots.

Appearance:
P" IIIC'ome'" labets

I
I
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Figure 199. 3D Axes Labels Window

Properties:
Control

Axis labels

Labels are plotted at each axis if turned on.

Increment labels

Numeric values of major increments are plotted at
each axis if turned on.

Auto Position labels

The orientation and location of labels are adjusted as
the view azimuth and elevation are changed.
If toggle Axis labels is selected, the text entered here
will be displayed at the appropriate axis

Labels

Label displayed under X axis.
Label displayed under Y axis.
Label displayed adjacent to Z axis.
The font used for axes labels.
described in Section 6.3.4.

Label Font

Jncrement

Fonl

The font dialog

IS

The font used for axes increment labels.
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Label Orientation/Position

Controls text plane, orientation and position of X, Y,
and Z labels if Auto Pm-.ition Labels is not selected.

XYaxes
plane'

VerticaJ or horizontal.

X axis labelling is at X axis associated with Y min or
Ymax.
Y axis labelling is at Y axis associated with X min or
X max.

XZ or YZ, nonnal or reversed.
Z axis labelling is at Z axis associated with Y min or
Ymax.

Z axis labelling is at Z axis associated with X min or
X max.
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13.7 3D Axes Format
What:

This rather complex menu provides control over general formatting of 3D plot
axes.

Appearance:

Figure 200. 3D Axes Format Window

Properties:
Axes Line Pen

The pen color used for the axes lines.

Major Tic/Grid Pen

The pen color used for major tics and grid lines (and
the increment labels and axes labels).

Minor Tic/Grid Pen

The pen color used for minor tics and grid Jines.

Layout

A 3D plot is a cube which has ~ sides available for
axes tics and grid lines. The controls in the Layoul
frame provide complete control over the appearance
of each side. There are four controls for each axes
direction on each plane. The AU@ controls affect
the horizontal axes on v'ertical planes and the AX@
axes on the horizontal planes. The AV@ controls
affect the vertical axes (Z axes) on vertical planes
and the AY@ axes on the horizontal planes.
If set, the bottom XY plane (XY-) is used as a
template for the XZ and YZ planes which are on the
far side of the data view from the viewer.
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Controls presence of major tics/grid lines:

Maj
N

T
G

No tic marks/grid lines.
Tic marks at major increments.
Grid lines at major increments.
Controls presence of minor tics/grid lines:

Min
IV

r
G

No minor tic marks/grid lines.
Tic marks at minor increments.
Grid lines at minor increments.
Controls presence of axes lines:

Line
N

+
B

No axes lines drawn.
Axes line drawn at other axes minimum.
Axes line drawn at other axes maximum.
Axes line drawn at both ends of other axes.
Controls presence of tics (if major or minor tics are
specified):

Tics

+
B

Tics drawn at other axes minimum.
Tics drawn at other axes maximum.
Tics drawn at both ends of other axes.

Axes Line

The offset of the axes line in pixels away from the
data plotting area, and the thickness of the lines used
to draw the axes.

Major Tics

The length of the major tics in pixels and their
thickness.

Minor Tics

The length of the minor tics in pixels and their
thickness.

Grid Lines

The thickness of major and minor grid lines
pixels.

In

Note: All axes lines and tic marks can be disabled by pressing the Clear button for the menu.
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13.83D Lighting
What:

Provides control over Open GL lighting used on aJl 3D plots.

Appearance:
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Figure 20 I. 3D Lighting Window

Properties:
Overall detennination of lighting

Conlrol
Use lighting

If set, OpenGL lighting is used. If not set there is no
lighting and object edges will need to be displayed to
gain perspective information.

Use c!efllUl! light

If set, a point source diffuse light and ambient

(background) lighting are used.

If not set, only

ambient lighting is used.
Show light

Shows the location of the diffuse light as a black

cube. The vector from the center of the view to the
light is shown as a straight red line.
Ambient l.ight

A combination control that sets the color and relative
intensity of the ambient light.

Derault Diffus(' Lighl

A combination control that sets the color and relative
intensity of the directional light.

Dffaull Specular Light

Not used at this time.
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Light position

Relative

How the position of the diffuse light is specified.
Light position is relative to the current view
elevation and azimuth.
Light is at a fixed XYZ, independent of the view.
The actual location of the light source.

Position data

Delta elevation

For relative position, added to view elevation.

Della azimuth

For relative position, added to view azimuth.

Fixed elevation

For fixed position.

Fixed azimuth

For fixed position.

Inverse Disl.

1 I distance to light.
infinite.

A value 0.0 means light is
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DATA DISPLAY PLOT OBJECTS
13.9 Confidence Limits
What:

Plots single, dual or triple confidence limits of a covariance matrix.

Why:

To plot confidence limits of data.

Used By:

Series Legend

Appearance: This object appears different in 2D and 3D.
2D

Figure 202. 2D Confidence Limits Window
3D

Input Data:

Extract Covariance Matrices

Output Data: series legend specifications
Properties:
Covariance Data

Confidence limits are plotted for the covariance data
selected.

Pen

The color of the confidence limjts is selected from
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the plot window's plot pen set.
X Variable

A parameter is selected for the X axis from a list of
available parameters based on the covariance data
selected.

Y Variable

A parameter is selected for the Y axis from a list of
available parameters based on the covariance data
selected.

Z Variable

For 3D plot object, a parameter is selected for the Z
axis from a list of available parameters based on the
covariance data selected.

Confidence Limits

A probability is selected (99.0, 95.4, 90.0, 68.3) for
the confidence limits. The probability indicates the
likelihood the true parameter values are within the
plotted confidence error bar or region.

Limit Type
Single

An error bar for each axes will define the confidence
limits.

Dual

An ellipse will be used to define the confidence
region. In 3D, an ellipse is plotted in all three planes
(XY,YZ and XZ).

Triple

For 3D plot object, an ellipsoid will be used to define
.the confidence region.

Plot Format
Line

The only plot fonnat for Single limit type. For Dual
limit type, the confidence region is plotted as a Line
surrounding the region. For Triple limit type, the
lines of the slices and meridians of the ellipsoid are
drawn.

Solid

For Dual or Triple limit type, the ellipse/ellipsoid
defining the confidence region is solid, filled with
the color defined in Pcn.
For 3D plot object, plots the same infonnation as for
plot fonnat, but the lines are plotted as threedimensional tubes.

Tube

Line

Ellipse Pts

For Dual limit type, the number of points defining
the ellipse of the confidence region can be defined.

Ellipsoid Slices

For 3D plot object and Triple limit type, defines the
resolution of the ellipsoid. For example, if the
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ellipsoid was a globe, the slices would represent the
globe's latitude.
Ellipsoid Meridians

For 3D plot object and Triple limit type, defines the
resolution of the ellipsoid. For example, if the
ellipsoid was a globe, the meridians would represent
the globe's longitude.

Line Thickn('ss

The thickness of, the error bars, ellipse line or slices
and meridians is defined in pixels.

Tube Extrusion

For 3D plot object and Tube plot format.

Cap Ends

. Polygon type

Polygon size

The ends of the tube are filled with a polygon, such
that the viewer cannot see inside the tube.
The tube can be several shapes: Triangle, Square,
Octagon or Round.
Point size of each polygon of the tube in pixels.

Legend Description
New Label

Offset

A label used for the Series Legend object can be
entered in the text box. If the New Label checkbox is
not selected, the Object ID is used as the legend label.
For 3D plot object, XYZ offset is used to improve
visibility of objects (see discussion of 3D plot object
visibility in Section 8.1.2.1).
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13.10 Cube Color Block
What:

Displays color blocks around each cube data value for specified cube indices
within specified cube value limits. Blocks are colored according to the
associated value.

Why:

Displays cube data in a 3D plot window.

Used By:

Color Legend

Appearance:
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Figure 204. Color Cube Block Window
Input Data:

cube data, cube indexes and color map

Output Data:

color map limit specifications

Properties:
Cube Data To Plot

The cube data set to be plotted is selected.

Cube Indexes

The indexes of cube data to be plotted are selected.
Cube indexes are defined in an Extract Cube
Indexes object.

Limit Selection

A master/slave control to connect the data limits to
those specified in another object (e.g. Cube Color
Point, Grid Color Block, etc.). Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

ColorMap

The color map used to associate colors with data
values is selected.

Data Limits

Controls how data values in the input data are
mapped to colors in the input color map. This
involves minimwn and maximum data limit values
that correspond to the first and last color in the color
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map respectively.
If set, then the data limits are extracted from the data,
based on the Auto Source. If not set, then the data
limits specified by the Min and Max properties are
used.
If set, the log range is mapped to the colors, and the
log of the data values are used in calculating the
mapped color. Otherwise, linear mapping is used.
Auto Source

The method for
automatically.

determining
'

the data

limits

All Dola

The data limits are based on all data values.

Cuhe in View

The data limits are based on the data values within
the window view.
Minimum data value for color mapping.
Maximum data value for color mapping.

Ou t-of~Ra nge

Colors used for data values outside the data limits.
Values below the minimum data limit are given the
first color in' the color map, values above the
maximum data limit are given the last color in the
color map.
Values outside the data limits range are not plotted.

Reduction Factor

Factor by which the plotted blocks are reduced.
Reduction is performed by shrinking the block along
the lines between block vertices and the enclosed
node by the factor.

Edges

Controls the plotting of block edges with lines.
If selected, edges are plotted.
Color for edges selected from the plot window's plot
pen set.
Edge line thickness.
PolyOff

3D Co-ordinate Mapping

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.
Determines which cube variable is plotted as the X,
Y and Z axis. Once the input data has been selected
and applied, the three Cube dialog prompts will be
replaced with the name of each cube variable.
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Offset

XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility,
Section 8.1.2.1).
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13.11 Cube Color Point
What:

Displays points at each cube data value for specified cube indices within
specified cube value limits. Points are colored according to the associated
value.

Why:

Displays cube data in a 3D plot window.

Used By:

Color Legend

Appearance:
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Figure 205. Cube Color Point Window
Input Data:

cube data, cube indexes and color map

Output Data:

color map limit specifications

Properties:
Cube Data To Plot

The cube data set to be plotted is selected.

Cube Indexes

The indexes of cube data to be plotted are selected.
Cube indexes are defined in an Extract Cube
Indexes object.

Limit Selection

A master/slave control to connect the data limits to
those specified in another object (e.g. Cube Color
Block, Grid Color Block, etc.). Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Color Map

The color map used to associate colors with data
values is selected.

Data Limits

Controls how data values in the input data are
mapped to colors in the input color map. This
involves minimum and maximum data limit values
that correspond to the first and last color in the color
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map respectively.

If set, then the data limits are extracted from the data,
based on the Aul0 Source. If not set, then the data
limits specified by the Min and Max properties are
used.
If set, the log range is mapped to the colors, and the
log of the data values are used in calculating the
mapped color. Otherwise, linear mapping is used.
Auto Source

The method for
automatically.

determining

the

data

limits

All Dalo

The data limits are based on all data values.

Cube in View

The data limits are based on the data values within
the window view.
Minimum data value for color mapping.
Maximum data value for color mapping.

Out-of-Range

Colors used for data values outside the data limits.
Values below the minimum data limit are given the
first color in the color map, values above the
maXimum data limit are given the last color in the
color map.
Values outside the data limits range are not plotted.

Symbol

Select from available symbols: X, +, square, circle,
triangle, diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled
triangle and filled diamond.
The approximate
relative size in pixels is also selected.

Edges

Controls the plotting of point edges with lines. Only
available for filled symbols.
If selected, edges are plotted.
Color for edges selected from the plot window's plot
pen set.
Edge line thickness.
PolyOff

3D Co-ordinate Mapping

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.
Determines which cube variable is plotted as the X,
Y and Z axis. Once the input data has been selected
and applied, the three Cube dialog prompts will be
replaced with the name of each cube variable.
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Covariance
Jacobian
OptRun

Covariance List
Jacobian List
Optimization Results

.'
Covariance
Jacobian
List Optimization Run.

16.4 Output Objects
Output Obiect Names
Object Tree
Object Menu
Write Color Map File
WriteColorM ap
Write Curve File
WriteCurveArray
WriteGrid
Write Grid File
WriteTable
Write Table to File
WriteXY
Write XY Data to File

Object Description
Write Color Map
Write Curve File
Write Grid
Write Table
Write XY Data
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Vector Math
Statistics
Add XY to Array

XYMath
XYStatistics
XYToXYArray

XY Math
XY Statistics
XY To XY Array

16.2 Plot Objects
Plot Object Names
Obiect Tree
2DAnalytic
2DPlotAnno
2D-XY
3D Lighting
3DAxesFormat
3DAxesLabel
3DXY Data
3D-XYZ
ColorContour
ColorCubeBlock
ColorCubePoint
ColorGridBlock
ColorGridFiII
ColorGridPoint
ColorLegend
Covar Limits
DataLabels
EditXYOnPlot
Grid Fishnet
GridLine
Multiple Table
SequenceGridLines
SeriesLegend
TableHistogram
TableSeries
TableXYZ
UserLabels
X Axis
XY Data
XYHistogram
XY Horsetail
XY Labels
XYZ Labels
Y Axis
ZAxis

Obiect Menu
Analytics: Line Data
2D Plot Annotation
2D XY Main Menu
3D Lighting
3D Axes Format
3D Axes Labels
XY Series
3D XYZ Main Menu
Grid Contour
Cube Color Block
Cube Color Point
Grid Color Block
Grid Color Fill
Grid Color Point
Color Legend
Confidence Limits
Data Labels
Modify: EnterlEdit XY
Grid Fishnet
Extra Grid Lines
Multiple Table Series
Sequence Grid Lines
Series Legend
Table Histogram
Single Table Series
Table Series
User Labels
2D XY Axes
XY Series
XY Histogram
XY Array Horsetail
XY Labels
XYZLabels
2D XY Axes
3D XYZ Axes

Object Description
2D Line Analysis
2DPlot Annotation
2D XY Plot
3D Light Setup
3D Axes Formatting
3D Axes Labelling
3D XY Data
3D XYZ Plot
Grid Contour
Cube Color Block
Cube Color Point
Grid Color Block Fill
Grid Color Range Fill
Grid Color Point
Color Legend
Covariance Matrix Confidence Limits
Data Labels
EnterlEdit XY On Plot
Grid Fishnet
2D Grid Line
Multiple Table Data
Sequence Lines
Series Legend
Table Histogram
Table Series
3D Table Data Series
User Labels
Single ID Axis
XY Data
XY Histogram
XY Array Horsetail
XY Labels
XYZ Labels
Single ID Axis
Single ID Axis

16.3 List Objects
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ReadLabelArray
ReadOptSimResults
ReadProfileSimResults
ReadRangeS imResu Its
ReadSeQuenceTimes
ReadTable
ReadXY
ReadXYSimResults
Real srr
RealToTable
Reduction
Remove Duplicate
ResidualDiagnostic
SelectCurve
SelectOptCovar
SelectOpUacob
SelectOptResid
SelectOptResults
SelectProfi Ie

Read XYZ Label Data
Read nSIGHTS Optimizer Results
Read nSIGHTS Profile Results
Read nSIGHTS Range Results
Read Sequence Time Interval Data
Read Table File
Read XY Data
Read nSIGHTS XY Results
Scalerrransform
Real Value(s) To Table
Reduction
Remove Duplicates
Calculate Residual Diagnostic
Select Curve from File
Extract Covariance Matrices
Extract Jacobian
Extract Residuals
Extract Optimizer Results Table
Extract Profile Grid

SelectRangeCube
SelectRangeGrid
SelectRTCube
SelectRTGrid
SelectXY
SelectXY fromX YSimResults
SequenceFit
SingleFit
SmoothlFilter
SumTables
Table Col srr
TableColCorr

Extract Range Cube
Extract Range Grid
Select Range Cube
Select Range Grid
Select XY from XY Array
Extract XY from XY Results
Sequence Fit
(Basic) Single Fit
SmoothlFilter
Sum Tables
Table Column Scalerrransform
Table Column Correlations

TableColumnMath
TableH istogram
TableInterpVal
TableRangeExtract
TableRowlndexLogic
TableRowStatistics
TableStatistics
TableToReal
TabieToXY
Transpose
ViewTable
ViewXY
WriteColorMap
WriteCurveArray
WriteTable
WriteXY
XY Array srr
XY Range Extract
XYSIT
XYHistogram

Table Column Math
Table Column To Histogram
Interpolate Table Columns
Extract Table Rows
Table Row Index Logic
Table Row Statistics
Table Column Statistics
Extract Real from Table
Table Columns To XY
Transpose .
View Table Data
View XY Data
Write Color Map
Write Curve File
Write Table File
Write XY File
Array Scalerrransform
Extract Range
Single Scalerrransform
Histogram

Read Labels
Read Optimizer Results File
Read Profile Sim Results File
Read Range Results File
Read Sequence Times
Read Table Data
Read XY Data
Read XY Sim ResultsFile
.
Real Scalerrransform
Real Values To Table
XY Reduction
XY Remove Duplicates
Residual Diagnostic
Select Curve
Select Covariance Matrices
Select Jacobian Data
Select Residuals
Select Results
Select Profile from Profile Sim
Results
Select Range Cube
Select Range Grid
Select RunTime Range Cube
Select RunTime Range Orid
Select XY
Select XY from Results
Sequence Fit
Single Fit
XY SmoothlFilter
Sum Tables
Table Column Scalerrransform
Table
Column
Calculate
Correlation
Table Column Math
Table Column Histogram
Interpolate Real from Table
Table Column Range Extract
Table Row Index Logic
Table Row Summary Statistics
Table Column Statistics
Extract Real from Table
Extract XY From Table
XY Transpose
View Table Data
View XY Data
Write Color Map
Write Curve File
Write Table
Write XY Data
XY Array ScalelTransform
XY Range Extraction
XY ScalelTransform
XY Histogram
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16 APPENDIX E - OBJECT NAMES
Object names sometimes appear different in the object menu, the object tree and the object
description area. The following tables provide alternate names given the object name in the
object tree, sorted alphabetically. Object names u'sed in the user manual, including object
description appendices, refer to the object menu name.
16.1

Data Objects

Data Obiect Names
Object Tree
AddNoise
BasicResidual
BasicTimeExtract
CompositeFit
CreateCurve
CreateRealValue
CreateT imeProcess
CreateXYArray
Cube SIT
CubeExtractGrid
CubeHistogram
CubeMath
CubeNormalize
CubeStatistics
CubeTolndex
Curvlnterp
DatapgDesc
Derivative
Dual XY SIT
EnterTable
EnterXY
ExtractSeQuence
FFT
FullTableCorr
Grid SIT
GridExtractXY
GridH istogram
GridMath
GridNormalize
GridStatistics
Integrate
JacobianToTable
LinColorMap
MergeCoJorMap
PenSet
PulseNormalize
ReadColorMao
ReadCubeData
ReadCurveArray
ReadGridData

Object Menu
Add Noise
Calculate Basic Residual
Limits
Time
Extraction/l nterpolation
Comoosite Fit
Create Curve from XY Data
Create Real Value
P(t) Time Processing
Create XY Array
ScalefTransform
Extract Grid
Histogram
Matrix Math
Normalize
Statistics
Extract Cube Indexes
Internolate XY Data from Curve
P(t) Derivative Calculation
Dual Scale/Transform
Enter Table Data
Enter XY Data
Extract SeQuence(s)
Fourier Transform on Y
Full Table Correlations
ScalelTransform
Extract XY
Histogram
Matrix Math
Normalize
Statistics
Integrate
Jacobian To Table
Linear Color Map
Merl!e Color Maps
Pen Set
Pulse Normalization
Read Color Map
Read Cube Data
Read Curve File
Read Grid Data

Obiect Descriotion
XY Add Noise
Basic Residual Calculation
Extractllntell'olate XY Data by
Time Limits
Comoosite Fit
Create Curve Data
Create Real Value
Create Time Process Data
Create XY Array
Cube ScalelTransform
Cube Extract Grid
Cube Histogram
Cube Math
Cube Normalize
Cube Statistics
Cube To Index
Curve Intcrnolate
Data Page Description
Create Derivative Data
Dual XY ScalelTransfoml
Enter Table Data
Enter XY Data
Extract Sequence Interval
XY Fourier Transform
Calculate Full Table Correlation
Grid Scale/Transform
Grid ExtractXY
Grid HistOl!ram
Grid Math
Grid Normalize
Grid Statistics
XYlntel!rate
Jacobian To Table
Linear Color Mao
Meme Color Maps
Pen Set
Nomlalize Pulse Data
Read Color Map
Read Cube Data
Read Curve File
Read Grid Data
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15 APPENDIX D - NPOST OUTPUT OBJECT DESCRIPTIONS
As most nPost output objects are identical to nPre data objects, refer to Appendix A for a
description of all output objects except Write Grid File.

15.1 Write Grid File
What:

Writes a grid to a text file.

Why:

Allows grid data to be used or manipulated outside the nSIGHTS application
(for example, in another nSIGHTS application).

Appearance:

Figure 239. Write Grid File Window

Application:

nPost

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

text output file containing grid data compatible with Read Grid Data, default
file extension *.grd

Properties:
Grid Data Source
Grid File Format

Selects the grid data to be output.
One of four file formats can be selected. See the
Read Grid Data object description for standard and
XYZ list file formats.
.
The standard grid file format.
The grid format produced by Surfer Version 7
software, based on the GS ASCII (*.grd) file fonnat.
List ofXYZ points.

XYZLisl

For future use, not currently supported.
The name of the output file is entered in the text bar
or the Browse button is used to find the file path using
the standard Windows open file dialog.

Grid Output File

The output file is only written once the

Apply

button is selected.
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or cases allows the user to select the runs or cases to
be viewed in the list window.
Covariance Matrix
Estimated

Covariance matrices use the estimated standard
deviation specified by the user for each parameter.
Covariance matrices use the actual
deviation calculated during the simulation.

Sub-fits

standard

Allows the covariance matrix of sub-fits to be
extracted. A sub-fit is a single fit of a composite fit.

Multiple List Output
All Cases

Results for each case selected in the Selccted Runs to
List are displayed.

Best Fit

Only the best fit of all selected cases are displayed.

Statistics

Provides statistics (minimum, maximum, mean and
standard deviation) of the Fit Value and Fitted
Parameter Value data.

Listing Selections

Specifies which optimization results to display in the
list window.
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14.3 Optimization Results
What:

Displays optimizer results output, including a summary of the simulation, fit
value data, fitted parameter values, parameter correlation values and 95%
confidence intervals in a list window.

Why:

Provides

Used By:

Nothing.

text values of optimization results.

Appearance:
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Figure 238. Optimization Results Window
Input Data:

nSIGHTS Optimizer Results

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Optimization Results To List

Select the nSIGHTS Optimizer Results object to
be displayed in the list window.

Listing T)'pe

All cases will be displayed in the Selected Runs to List
window.
Only runs will be displayed in the Selected Runs to List
window. .
Control

Clears all runs or cases selected in the Selected Runs to
List window.
Selects all runs or cases in the Selected Runs to List
window.
Selected Runs to List

A selection box containing a list of the available runs
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14.2 Jacobian List
What:

Displays Jacobian data, as well as each parameter's and each fit's percentage of
the total sensitivity in a list window.

Why:

Provides

Used By:

Nothing.

text values and properties of the Jacobian matrix.

Appearance:

,.===m

--_._---------~
Figure 237. Jacobian List Window

Input Data:

Extract Jacobian Data

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Jacobian Data To List

Select the Extract Jacobian Data object to be
displayed in the list window.
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14 APPENDIX C - NPOST LIST OBJECT DESCRIPTIONS
14.1 Covariance List
What:

Displ,ays the values of the covariance matrix in a list window.

Why:

Provides

Used By:

Nothing.

text values of the covariance matrix,

Appearance:
•

bjeClIO

[ICoverienc:e .

Figure 236. Covariance List Window
Input Data:

Extract Covariance Matrices

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Covariance Data To List

Select the Extract Covariance Matrices object to
be displayed in the list window.
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formatting options are as described for Points to Keep.
Points to Delete

Points selected with the mouse in Detl'te mode are
represented by the specified symbol. Once the Apply
command is selected, ·the selected points will be
deleted from the object. Symbol formatting options
are as described for Points to Kcep.

Pcn for Connccting Line

Existing and entered points are connected by a line
of the specified color.

Pop-Up Window:
Within the 2D plot window, in select mode, a new pop-up window specific to this object is
available, as shown in figure 235:

~ --oeiete mOde

t~
f

.

Enter: mode·
Deie~AII

_.

Figure 235.
Apply

Equivalent to the Apply button on the Modif)/:
Enter/Edit XV object's property window.

Cancel

Equivalent to the Cancel button on the Modify:
Enter/Edit XY object's property window.

Delete mode

Once selected, all clicks of the mouse near an
existing point will change the point's symbol to the
Points to Delete symbol. Once the Apply button is
selected, all points with the Points to Delete symbol
will be deleted.

Enter mode

New points, represented by the Entered Points symbol,
will be created with each click of the mouse in the
2D plot window. A line will connect the point with
the previously selected, created or closest point.
Once the Apply button is selected, all points with the
Entered Points symbol will be entered.

Delete All

All points within all active Modify: Enter/Edit XV
objects will be deleted.
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13.33 Modify: EnterlEdit XY
What:

Object creates or deletes XY data points.

Why:

Allows the user to create a new XY data set or add and delete points from an
existing data set interactively.

Used By:

Any object using XY data points.

Appearance:

8.1
• Pen for Conneding Uno .
I

.u
Figure 234. Modify: Enter/Edit XY Window

Input Data:

none or XY data

Output Data:

XY data

Properties:
Jnput XV Data

Select an XY data source to be edited. Will not be
used as a source unless the Update button is selected.

Update

The Update button will delete all existing points, and
create new points based on the XY points of the
object selected as Input XY Data.

Points to Keep

Existing points are represented by the specified
symbol.

Symbollype

One of the available symbols is selected: X, +,
square, circle, triangle, diamond, filled square, filled
circle, filled triangle and filled diamond.

Symbol size

The approximate relative size of the symbol in pixels
is selected.
Select the color of the symbol from the plot
window's plot pen set.

Entered Points

Points entered with the mouse (in Enter mode) are
represented by the specified symbol. Once the AppJ)'
command is selected, the entered points will be
represented by the Points to Keep symbol. Symbol
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within the 2D window rotates and changes the length
of the analytic line. Symbol fonnatting options are
as described for the Crnter Point.
Line End Handle

Two points on each end of the analytic line are
represented by the specified symbol. Dragging
either of these points within the 2D window changes
the length of the analytic line, as well as the location
of the line end. Symbol fonnatting options are as
described for the Centr!" Point.

Line

The analytic line fonnatting options.
The line pattern is selected: Solid, Dashed, or Douh!e-

Line type

Dash.

Thickness of the line in pixels.

Linethk

Select the color of the symbol from the plot
window's plot pen set.
The resulting line properties are provided, including
the center point X and Y co-ordinate, the line length,
the X and Y component of the line length, the line
slope and the line Y intercept.

Results

Pop-Up Window:
Within the 2D plot window, in select mode, a new pop-up window specific to this object is
available, as shown in figure 233:
0

fi'i"io'~,->::<0- ....- .... -.

Anelytics

Reset

Figure 233.

Apply

Equivalent to the Apply button on the Analytics:
Line Data object's property window.

Reset

Returns the analytic line to the default location,
length and rotation.
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ACTIVE PLOT OBJECTS
13.32 Analytics: Line Data
What:

Creates a line with 5 points in a 2D plot window. Each point in the line can be
dragged to move, rotate, extend or shrink the line. The location of the line, in
addition to its length, slope and Y intercept, are provided in the object property
window, and are output as data labels.

Why:

Allows the user to create a straight line on a 2D plot interactively.

Used By:

Data Labels

Appearance:
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Figure 232. 2D Analytic Line Data Window

Input Data:

none

Output Data:

data labels of line properties

Properties:
The center of the analytic line is represented by the
specified symbol. Dragging the center point moves
the entire line.

Center Point

Symbol type

One of the available symbols is selected: X, +,
square, circle, triangle, diamond, filled square, filled
circle, filled triangle and filled diamond.

Symbol size

The approximate relative size of the symbol
in pixels is selected.
Select the color of the symbol from the plot
window's plot pen set.

Rotation Handle

Two points, one each between the center and the
ends of the analytic line, are represented by the
specified symbol. Dragging either of these points
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ordinate.
Vertical Align

Vertical justification relative to the label co-ordinate.

Label Font

Specifies the font used for labels. Font formatting
options are described in Section 6.3.4.

Offset

XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility,
Section 8.1.2.1).
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13.31 XYZ Labels
What:

Displays 3D labels in 3D data space.

Why:

Text annotation of data values, cultural features.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:

.. - .

.,

Figure 231. XYZ Labels Window

Input Data:

Read XYZ Labels, Create XYZ Label for Real

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Label Data Source

Select the object containing the source of the XYZ
labels.

Label Pen

Pen color used for labels, selected from the plot
window's plot pen set.

Label Plane

The plane onto which the text will be displayed is
detennined by the current view elevation. The label
plane is horizontal if the view elevation is greater
than 45 degrees, vertical otherwise.
Vertical

The text is displayed orthogonal to the XY plane.

Horizontal

The text is displayed parallel to the XY plane.

Label XY Rotation

Label rotation in the XY plane is perpendicular to the
current view azimuth.
Rotation

If not Auto, the rotation angle of the label in the XY
plane is entered in degrees (0.0 is parallel to X axis).

Horizont;:tl Align

Horizontal justification relative to the label co-
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13.30 XY Labels
What:

Displays 3D labels in a 2D data space.

Why:

Text annotation of data values, cultural features.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:

Figure 230. XY Labels Window

Input Data:

Read XYZ Labels, Create XYZ Label for Real

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Label Data Source

Select the object containing the source of the XY
labels.

Label Pen

Pen color used for labels, selected from the plot
window's plot pen set.

Horizontal Align

Horizontal justification relative to the label coordinate.

Vertical Align

Vertical justification relative to the label co-ordinate.

Legend

F~nt

Specifies the font used for labels. Font formatting
options are described in Section 6.3.4.

Clip to Axes

XY labels outside the current axes limits will not be
plotted.

Options

XY label location will be offset by the entered value
(based on a 0-100 annotation co-ordinate space).
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text boxes within the scroll box, one text box per line
of resulting label text.
Selected

Checkbox must be selected for the entered label to be
included in the legend box.

L:lbel Text

Label text is entered in the text box.

J u~l ifical ion

Justification of the label text within the legend box..
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13.29 User Labels
What:

Annotation object that displays a legend box containing user entered text.

Why:

Standard annotation.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:

Figure 229. User Labels Window

Input Data:

none

Output Data:

none

Properties:
L.egend Box Location & Size

x. Y Position

Location of upper left comer of the legend in a 0-100
annotation co-ordinate system.

Legend 80x Format

Places the legend box on an opaque rectangle of

background color (allows labels to be overlaid on
data areas).
Places a rectangular frame around the legend box.
Legend Pen

Pen color used for labels and frame, selected from
the plot window's plot pen set.
Thickness (in pixels) of frame.

ugend Font

Specifies the font used for labels. Font fannalling
options are described in Section 6.3.4.

Label Texi

Twelve lines of user·input label can be displayed by
each User Labels object. The text is entered in the
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the plot window's plot pen set.
Thickness (in pixels) of frame.
lA'gend Font

Specifies the font used for labels. Font formatting
options are described in Section 6.3.4.

Legend Label

Additional label placed in upper right comer of
legend.

Legend Data

Legend data from 12 different input objects can be
displayed by each Series Legend object. The input
objects are selected in the scroll box, one input
object per line.

Selected

Checkbox must be selected for the input objects to be
included in the legend.

Data Source

Series data to include in the legend are selected.
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13.28 Series Legend
What:

Annotation object creates a legend box for describing symbols and/or lines
used by other plot objects.

Why: .

Standard plot annotation.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:

Figure 228. Series Legend Window
Input Data:

Confidence Limits, Grid Contour, Grid Fishnet, Multiple Table Series,
Table Series, XY Array Horsetail, XY Series.

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Legend Box Location & Size

x, Y Position

Location of upper left comer of the legend in a 0-100
annotation co-ordinate system.

Data Size

Length in 0-100 space of symbol/line display.

# points

Number of points in symbol/line display.

Legend Box Format

Places the series legend on an opaque rectangle of
background color (allows legend to be overlaid on
data areas).
Places a rectangular frame around the series legend.
Legend Pen

Pen color used for labels and frame, selected from
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,..

system from the start to the end of the grid line.

H

Horizontal justification.

v

Vertical justification.
Offset space between the grid line and the label.
Creates a blank in the grid line, where the grid line
and label intersect.
Specifies the font used for the label. Font formatting
options are described in Section 6.3.4.

Label Font

Options
Show END label

A grid line is created for the starting time of each
sequence, in addition to the end time of the last
sequence. If this checkbox is selected, a label of
"END" will be placed adjacent to the grid line
representing the end time of the last sequence.
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13.27 Sequence Grid Lines
What:

Displays a gnd line to define sequence intervals. Grid lines are created for the
starting time of each sequence and for the end time of the last sequence. The
grid lines may be labelled with the sequence identifier.

Why:

To emphasize the beginning and starting points of sequences.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:
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Figure 227. Sequence Grid Lines Window
Input Data:

Sequence Time Interval Data

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Sequence Times Input'

The sequence time data set is selected. In nPre, the
sequence time. data are by default a global object
defined in the Sequence input window. In nPost, the
sequence time data must be read in with a Sequence
Time Interval Data object, or with XY or profile
simulation results.

Grid Line Format

Line type

The grid line pattern is selected:

Solid, Dashed, or

Double-Dash.

Line thk

Thickness of the grid line in pixels.
Select the color of the grid line from the plot
window's plot pen set.

Label Format

If selected, the sequence identifier will be placed
adjacent to the grid line.
Position of the label, based on a 0-100 co-ordinate
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If selected, a label will be placed adjacent to the grid
line.
Position of the label, based on a 0-100 co-ordinate
system from the start to the end of the grid line.
!::!.

Horizontal justification.
Vertical justification.

orr

Offset space between the grid line and the label.
Creates a blank in the grid line, where the grid line
and label intersect.

Label 'Font

Specifies the font used for the label. Font formatting
options are described in Section 6.3.4.

Label

Label text is user-input in the text box.
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13.26 Extra Grid Lines
What:

Displays a grid line at a specified X or Y value. The grid line may also be
labelled.

Why:

To emphasize a value in the X or Y axis.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:

Figure 226. Extra Grid Lines Window
Input Data:

none

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Grid X/Y Value Value Source

A master/slave control to connect the Grid XlY
Value to a value specified in another object (e.g.
another Extra Grid Lines object). Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Grid XIV Value Value

The X or Y value at which the grid line will be
drawn.

Grid Line Format

The Gl'id
ordinate.

X/Y Value Value

will represent an X co-

The Grid
ordinate.

XIV Value Value

will represent a Y co-

Select the color of the grid line from the plot
window's plot pen set.
Line thk

Thickness of the grid Jine in pixels.

Line type

The grid line pattern is selected:

S()/id, Doshed,

or

Double-Dash.
Label Format
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described in Section 6.3.4.
Each Data Labels object can plot up to 6 data labels,
plotted consecutively within one legend box, one
data label per line. The scroll box in the property
window contains 6 input areas, separated by
horizontal lines. Each input area is used to describe
.one data label.

Data Labels

The toggle box in the upper left corner of each input
area must be selected to plot the selected data label.
Data Source

The data label to be plotted is selected in the adjacent
drop-down list.

Ju~tificatioll

Each data label is justified within an enclosing subrectangle. This property controls the justification
within the sub-rectangle.

New format

If the data value is associated with a numeric value,
the user can override the existing fonnat. Numeric
fonnatting options are described in Section 6.3.3.

New Label

If selected, the existing description associated with
the label is overridden. The first text box will create
a label in front of the data (e.g. data descriptor), the
second text box will create a label after the data (e.g.
units of the data).
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13.25 Data Labels
What:

Annotation object that displays property and input settings for other objects in
a legend box.

Why:

Ensures annotation is updated as objects change.

Used By:

Nothing (no obje'ct output).

Appearance:

Figure 225. Data Labels Window

Input Data:

many objects produce one or more label outputs

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Legend Box Location

x, Y Position

Location of upper left comer of legend box in a 0100 annotation co-ordinate system.

Opaque

Places text on opaque rectangle of background color.

Format

Places a rectangular frame around data label.
Pen color used for text and frame, selected from the
plot window's plot pen set.
Thickness (in pixels) of frame.
Legend Label

User-input label placed above specified data labels.

Minimum Data Pield Width

Specifies minimum width of label, based on the
number of characters.

Legend Font

Specifies the font used for the legend label and the
specified data labels. Font formatting options are
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Actual number of increments, if Auto is not selected.
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Hal' length

Aspect ratio

Height (if vertical) or width (if horizontal) in
annotation units.
Width (if vertical) =length I aspect ratio.

Legend Box Format

Draws tic marks at increments.
Opaque

Places the color b~r and annotation on an opaque
rectangle of background color (allows bar to be
overlaid on data areas).
Places a rectangular frame around the color bar and
annotation.
Thickness (in pixels) of frame.
Specifies the font used for increments and t.he main
label. Font fonnatting options are described in
Section 6.3.4.

Legend Font

Main Label

Includes a data label next to the color bar.
If selected, the data label is above the color bar (if
horizontal), or to the left of the color bar (if vertical).
If not selected, the data label is below the color bar
(if horizontal) or to the right of the color bar (if
vertical).
When toggled on, the main label is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
main label is based on the object ID of the selected
color object.
Inc. Label

If selected, the increment labels are placed above the
color bar (if horizontal), or to the left of the color bar
(if vertical). If not selected, the increment labels are
placed below the color bar (if horizontal) or to the
right of the color bar (if vertical).
Increment Label Format

Specifies the numeric fonnat of the increment labels.
Number fonnatting is described in Section 6.3.3.

Jncrements

Specifies the number of increments in the color bar.
The number of increments is based on data type
(lin/log) and range. Not implemented.
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ANNOTATION PLOT OBJECTS
13.24 Color Legend
What:

Annotation object that 9isplays a color bar and associated data limits.

Why:

Gives numeric context to.plot objects using color maps.

Used By:

Nothing (no object output).

Appearance:
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Figure 224. Color Legend Window
Input Data:

Color Cube Block, Color Cube Point, Color Grid Block, Color Grid Fill,
XY Array Horsetail

Output Data:

none

Properties:
Color Legend Data Source

Select the color plot object the color legend will
represent.

Orientation
HoriZ0111C1/

Legend is horizontal.

Right

Legend is vertical, main label is read from top to
bottom.

Left

Legend is vertical, main label is read from bottom to
top.
Pen color used for label, tics, and frame,
selected from the plot window's plot pen set

Legend Pen

Legend Box Location & Size

x, Y Position

Location of upper left comer of bar
annotation co-ordinate system.
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selected: Triongle, Square, Octagon or ROllI/d.
Tube size

The relative size of the tube in pixels is selected.

SymEdge$

If selected, plots a line around plotted symbols.

TubeEdges

If selected, plots a line around plotted tubes.

Edge Pen

Select the color of the symbol or tube edges.

Edge line thk

Thickness of edge lines in pixels.

PolyOff

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.

Edges

Z Value Source

Master/Slave controls for the Z value. Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Z Value

XY values will be plotted at the constant Z value
entered.

30 Co-ordinate Mapping.

Detennines which X, Y and Z values are plotted as
the X, Y and Z axis.

Series Label
New label

Offset

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the object output ID of the input XV
data.
XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility,
Section 8.1.2.1).
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The toggle box in the upper left comer of input area
must be selected to plot the selected XY series. The
XY series to be plotted is selected in the drop-down
list.

Select

The XY series is plotted as lines and/or symbols.
Select the color of the lines and/or symbols from the
plot window's plot pen set.
Symbol type

Available if ~ is not Line, one of the available
symbols is selected: X, +, square, circle, triangle,
diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled triangle
and filled diamond.

Symbol size

The approximate relative size of the symbol in pixels
is selected.

Line type

Available if ~ is not Symbol, the line pattern
selected: Solid, Dashed, or Double-Dash.

Line thk

Thickness of the line in pixels.

New label

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the object output lD of the input XY
data.

IS

3D Plot Object Properties:
Each XY Data Series object can plot only one XYZ series, using X and Y from the selected XY
data, and Z values specified as the Z value source.
Plotting Spec.

The XY series is plotted as lines and/or symbols.
Select the color of the lines and/or symbols from the
plot window's plot pen set.
Symbol type

Available if ~ is not Line, one of the available
symbols is selected: X, +, square, circle, triangle,
diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled triangle
and filled diamond.

Symbol size

The relative size of the symbol in pixels is selected.

Line type

Available if ~ is not Symbol, the line pattern
selected: Solid, Dashed, Double-Dash or Extruded.

Line thk

Thickness of the line in pixels.

Tube type

Available if

Line type

IS

is Extruded, the tube pattern is
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13.23 XY Series
What:

Displays multiple XY data using symbols and/or lines.

Why:

Standard XY data display.

Used By:

Series Legend

Appearance: This object appears different in 2D and 3D.
2D

Figure 222. 2D XY Data Series Window
3D
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Figure 223. 3D XY Data Series Window
Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

2D Plot Object Properties:
Each XY Data Series object can' plot up to 8 XY series, each plotted using a different fonnat.
The scroll box contains 8 input are~s, separated by horizontal lines. Each input area is used to
describe one XY series.
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Histogram bars are plotted as Jines.
X Value

Histogram bars are plotted as bars, with a thickness
specified as an X increment.
Histogram bars are plotted as bars, with a thickness
specified as a pixel width. Similar to lines, however
a rectangle is created which can be surrounded by an
edge.

%Avail

Histogram bars are plotted as bars, with a thickness
specified as percentage of the minimum distance
between bars.

Line Thk

For histogram bars plotted as lines, the line thickness
is specified.

X Thick

For histogram bar thickness specified as an X value,
the thickness as an X increment is specified.

Pixels

For histogram bar thickness specified as a pixel
width, the thickness in pixels is specified.

% Available

For histogram bar thickness specified as the
percentage of space between X values, the thickness
as a percentage is specified.

Edges

For all histogram width types except line.

If toggled, edges of the bars will be plotted using the
pen color and pixel thickness specified within this
dialog frame.
Legend

New label

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the object ID of the input object.
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13.22 XY Histogram
What:

Plots XY data as bars in a standard histogram format.

Why:

Standard histogram data display.

Used By:

Series Legend

Appearance':

Figure 221. XY Histogram Window

Input Data:

XY data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Properties:
XV Data to Plot

The XY dala set to be plotted is selected.

Histogram Pen

All histogram bars are plotted in the specified color.

Baseline

Histogram bars will extend down to the X axis,
regardless of the Y value at the X axis.
Histogram bars will extend down (or up) to the Y
value specified in the Baseline Value box.
Baseline Value

If Value is specified as the Bas('linc, the minimum Y
value of the histogram bars is specified.

X Position

The X value of histogram bars is based on the index
value (e.g. the first Y value is plotted at an index of
1, the second at an index of2, etc.)
The X value of histogram bars is based on the X
value in the data set.
Histogram Width
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13.21 XY Array Horsetail
What:

Displays all XY data sets contained within an XY array.

Why:

Standard XY data display of many XY data sets.

Used By:

Series Legend, Color Legend

Appearance:

I

j

Figure 220. XY Array Horsetail Window

Input Data:

XYarray

Output Data:

series and color legend specifications

Properties:
Xl' Data Array to Plot

The XY array data set to be plotted is selected.

Horsetail Color

All data set lines are plotted in the same color.
Color Map

Each data set line is plotted in a different color.

Single Color Pen

If Pen is selected, select the color of the lines from
the plot window's plot pen set.

Color Map

If Color Map is selected, select a color map from the
drop-down list.

Horsetail Line Options
Line thk

Thickness of the line in pixels.

Line type

The line pattern is selected: Solid, Dashed, or DoubleDash.

Legend
New label

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the object ID of the input ?bject.
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The XY series is plotted as lines and/or symbols.
Select the color of the lines and/or symbols from the
plot window's plot pen set.
Symbollype

Available if Type is not Line, one of the available
symbols is selected: X, +, square, circle, triangle,
diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled triangle
and filled diamond.

Symbol size

The relative size of the symbol in pixels is selected.

Line type

Available if :I.YM is not Symbol, the line pattern is
selected: Solid, Dashed, Double-Dash or E.rll"udf!d.

Line thk

Thickness of the line in pixels.

Tube type

Available if Line type is EXfmded, the tube pattern is
selected: Triangle, Sqllare, Octagon or Round.

Tube size

The relative size of the tube in pixels is selected.

SymEdges

If selected, plots a line around plotted symbols.

TlIbeEdges

If selected, plots a line around plotted tubes.

Edge Pen

Select the color of the symbol or tube edges.

Edge line thk

Thickness of edge lines in pixels.

PolyOff

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.

Edges

Series Label

New label

Offset

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the column JD of the Z data.
XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility,
Section 8.1.2.1).
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13.20 Table Series
What:

In a 3D plot, displays columns of single table as XYZ data using symbols
and/or lines.
.

Why:

Standard XYZ data display.

Used J:Jy:

Series Legend

Appearance:
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Figure 219.Table XYZ Series Window

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Properties:
Table Data

The table data set to be plotted is selected

X data column

The column in the input table that will fonn the X
co-ordinate of the series.

Y data column

The column in the input table that will fonn the Y
co-ordinate of the series.

Z data column

The colunm in the input table that will fonn the Z coordinate of the series.

Options
Plot all rows

If toggled off, only rows I to the specified # of rows
will be plotted.

# or rows to plot

If Plot all rows is toggled off, the maximum number of
rows to be plotted is specified.

Plotting Spec.
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The X value of histogram bars is based on the X
value in the data set.
Histogram Width

Histogram bars are plotted as lines.
X Value

Histogram bars are plotted as bars, with a thickness
specified as an X increment.
Histogram bars are plotted as bars, with a thickness
specified as a pixel width. Similar to lines, however
a rectangle is created which can be surrounded by an
edge.

% Avail

Histogram bars are plotted as bars, with a thickness
specified as percentage of the minimum distance
between bars.

Line Thk

For histogram bars plotted as lines, the line thickness
is specified.

X Thick

For histogram bar thickness specified as an X value,
the thickness as an X increment is specified.

Pixels

For histogram bar thickness specified as a pixel
width, the thickness in pixels is specified.

% Available-

For histogram bar thickness specified as the
percentage of space between X values, the thickness
as a percentage is specified.

Edges

For all histogram width types except line.
If toggled, edges of the bars will be plotted using the
pen color and pixel thickness specified within this
dialog frame.

Legend
New label

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the object ID of the input object.
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13.19 Table Histogram
What:

Plots two columns of table data as bars in a standard histogram format.

Why:

Standard histogram data display.

Used By:

Series Legend

Appearance:
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Figure 218. Table Histogram Window

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Properties:
Table Data to Plot

The table data set to be plotted is selected.

Histogram Pen

All histogram bars are plotted in the specified color.

X Data Column

The table column to be used as the X data is selected.

Y Data Column

The table column to be used as the Y data is selected.

Baseline

Histogram bars will extend down to the X aXIS,
regardless of the Y value at the X axis.
Histogram bars will extend down (or up) to the Y
value specified in the Baseline Value box.
Baseline Value

If Value is specified as the Baseline, the minimum Y
value of the histogram bars is specified.

X Position

The X value of histogram bars is based on the index
value (e.g. the first Y value is plotted at an index of
I, the second at an index of2, etc.)
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The toggle box in the upper left comer of input area
must be selected to plot the selected XY series.
The table column from the selected table to be used
as the Y data of the series.
The XY series is plotted as lines and/or symbols.
Select the color of the lines and/or symbols from the
plot window's plot pen set.
Symbol type

Available if Type is not Line, one of the available
symbols is selected: X, +, square, circle, triangle,
diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled triangle
and filled diamond.

Symbol size

The approximate relative size of the symbol in pixels
is selected.

Line type

Available if ~ is not Symbol, the line pattern is
selected: Solid, Dashed, or Douhle-Dash.

Line tllk

Thickness of the line in pixels.

New label

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the column ID of the Y data in the
input table.
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13.18 Single Table Series
What:

In a 2D plot, displays columns of single table as XY data using symbols and/or
lines. Only one column is selected as the X data column. Multiple columns can
be selected for the Y data.

Why:

Standard XY data display.

Used By:

Series Legend

Appearance:

Figure 217. Single Table Series Window

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Properties:
Table Data

The table data set to be plotted is selected

X data column

The column in the input table that will form the X
co-ordinate of the series.

Options
Plot all rows

If toggled off, only rows 1 to the specified # of rows
will be plotted.

# of rows to plot

If Plot all rows is toggled off, the maximum number of
rows to be plotted is specified.

Each Single Table Series object can plot up to 8 XY series from one table, all using the same X
values specified in the x data column. A different format can be used to plot each XY series
selected. The scroll box contains 8 input areas, separated by horizontal lines. Each input area is
used to describe one XY series.
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symbols is selected: X, +, square, circle, triangle,
diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled triangle
and filled diamond.
Symbol size

The approximate relative size of the symbol in pixels
is selected.

Line type

Available if DI2f is not Symbol, the line pattern is
selected: Solid, Dashed, or Douhle-Dash.

Line thk

Thickness of the line in pixels.

New label

When toggled on, the label output is entered by the
user in the adjacent text box. When toggled off, the
label output is the object output JD of each table
input.
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13.17 Multiple Table Series
What:

hi a 2D plot, displays columns of up to 8 multiple tables as XY data using
symbols and/or lines. X and Y data columns are specified for each table.

Why:

Standard XY data display.

Used By:

Series Legend'

Appearance:
t
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Figure 216. Multiple Table Series Window

Input Data:

table data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Properties:
Each Multiple Table Series object can plot up to 8 XY series. The scroll box contains 8 input
areas, separated by horizontal lines. Each input area is used to describe one XY series. A
different format can be used to plot each XY series selected.
The toggle box in the upper left comer of input area
must be selected to plot the selected XY series. The
table data object from which to extract the XY series
is selected from the adjacent drop-down-box.

Select

The table column from the selected table to be used
as the X data of the series.

y.

The table column from the selected table to be used
as the Y data of the series.
The XY series is plotted as lines and/or symbols.
Select the color of the lines and/or symbols from the
plot window's plot pen set.

Symbol type

Available if

~

is not Line, one of the available
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Lines, or 3D Tubes.
Line Thickness

The thickness of the grid fishnet lines is selected.
The line pattern of the grid fishnet lines is selected.

Tube Extrusion

For 3D plot object and Tube~ plot type.

Cap Ends

The ends of the tube are filled with a polygon, such
that the viewer cannot see inside the tube.

Polygon type

The tube can be several shapes: 7/'ianglC', Squm·e,
Octagon or Round.

Polygon size

Point size of each polygon of the tube in pixels.

Options
X

ll1odulu~

Reduces the number of X grid points included in the
fislmet by the user-specified factor.

Piol Last X

Ensures that the last X grid line (grid line at
maximum X value) is plotted.

Y modulus

Reduces the number of Y grid points included in the
fislmet by the user-specified factor.

Plot Last Y

Ensures that the last Y grid line (grid line at
maximum Y value) is plotted.

L('gend Label

If New Label is toggled, up to 40 characters of userentered text in the text box is used in. legend label
data output by the object. If the New Label checkbox
is toggled off, the default legend label data will be
the object ID.

3D Co-ordinate Mapping

For 3D plots, determines which grid and Z variable
is plotted as the X, Y and Z axis.

Offset

XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility,
Section 8.1.2.1).
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13.16 Grid Fishnet
What:

Plots grid lines of the grid, connecting all nodes of the grid. The number of
grid lines can be reduced. based on an X and Y modulus.

Why:

To view the grid in a plot window.

Used By:

Series Legend

Appearance: This object appears different in 2D and 3D.
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Figure 214. 2D Grid Fishnet Window
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Figure 21 S. 3D Grid Fishnet Window

Input Data:

grid data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Properties:
Grid Dala

The grid data set to be plotted is selected.

p,"

The color of the grid fishnet is selected from the plot
window's plot pen set.

Plot Typt'

For 3D plots, the grid fishnet can be plotted as 20
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Number of contour increments to plot. Contour lines
will be drawn for number + 1 values. Enter 0 to plot
a single line at the start value.
Line Format

The appearance of each contour line. Color, line
width, and line pattern can be specified..

Legend Label

If the New Label is toggled, up to 40 characters of
user-entered text in the text box is used in legend
label data output by the object. If the New Label
checkbox is toggled off, the default legend label data
will be the object ID.

Options

XYZ line output

If set, the contour data are exported from the object
as XYZ co-ordinate array data. Note that the XYZ
line output is calculated even if the Plot toggle is off.

3D Co-ordinate Mapping

For 3D plots, determines which grid and Z variable
is plotted as the X, Y and Z axis.

Offset

XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility,
Section 8.1.2.1).
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Grid Data To Plot

The grid data set to be plotted is selected.

Zvalue

For 3D plots, a Z value needs to be identified to plot
XY data in a 3D plot.
Same

The grid value at each grid co-ordinate is used as the
Z value.

Glher Grid

Grid value is based on the grid value from another
grid of the same size.

Constant

The grid is plotted at a constant Z value. The Z
value may be" specified, or based on the Z value of
another object.

Z Value Crid

For 3D plots, a grid is selected of the same size as
the Crid Data To Plot. The value from the selected
grid is used as the Z value.

Fixed Z Value Value Source

For 3D plots, Master/Slave controls for a Constant Z
value. For grids extracted from a cube, the grid
extraction value may be used as the constant Z value.
Master/Slave controls are described i.n S~ction 6.3.1.

Fixed Z Value Value

For 3D plots and Constam Z value, the constant Z
value at which to plot the grid.

Contour Specification

A master/slave control to connect the contour
specifications to those specified in another object
(e.g. another Grid Contour object). Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Jncrement Size

How the contour increment is specified.

Specified

Enter minimum and increment, calculate maximum.

Calculated

Enter minimum and maximum, calculate increment.

Jncrement Type

Increments are equally
logarithmic data space.

Jncrement Values

The contour lines to plot.

spaced

m

linear

or

Data value of first contour to plot (minimum contour
value).
Data value of last contour to plot (maximum contour
value) ifJncrement Size is Calcu.lated.
Inc Size

Delta between lines if Increment Size is Specified. For
log increments the value is in terms of log cycles.
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13.15 Grid Contour
What:

Displays single contour lines of the nodes of a grid based on specified grid
values. '

Why:

Display grid conto,:""s in a plot window.

Used By:

Series Legen.d

Appearance:

This objeCt appears different in 2D and 3D.

2D

Figure 212. 2D Color Contour Window
3D

Input Data:

grid data

Output Data:

series legend specifications

Prop'erties:
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Auto Source

The method for determining the
automatically.

data

limits

All Data

The data limits are based on all data values.

Grid in View

The data limits are based on the data values within
the window view.
Minimum data value for color mapping.
Maximum data value for color mapping.

Out-of-Range

Colors used for data values outside the data limits.
Values below the minimum data limit are given the
first color in the color map, values above the
maximum data limit are given the last color in the
color map.
Values outside the data limits range are not plotted.
Select from available symbols: X, +, square, circle,
triangle, diamond, filled square, filled circle, filled
triangle and filled diamond.
The approximate
relative size in pixels is also selected.
Controls the plotting of point edges with lines. Only
available for ftlled symbols.

Edges

If selected, edges are plotted.
Color for edges selected from the plot window's plot
pen set.
Edge line thickness.
PolyOff

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.

3D Co-ordinate 1apping

For 3D plots, determines which grid and Z variable
is plotted as the X, Y and Z axis.

Offset

For 3D plots, XYZ offset is used to improve the
visibility of objects (see discussion of 3D plot object
visibility, Section 8. I .2.1).
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Grid Data To Plot

The grid data set to be plotted is selected.

Zvalue

For 3D plots, a Z value needs to be
identified to plot XY data in a 3D
plot.
Same

The grid value at each grid co-ordinate is used as the
Z value.

Olher Grid

Grid value is based on the grid value from another
grid of the sanle size.

Conslanl

The grid is plotted at a constant Z value. The Z
value may be specified, or based on the Z value of
another object.

Z Value Grid

For 3D plots, a grid is selected of the same size as
the Grid Data To Plot. The value from the selected
grid is used as the Z value.

Fixed Z Value Value Source

For 3D plots, Master/Slave controls for a COIlSlalll Z
value. For grids extracted from a cube, the grid
extraction value may be used as the constant Z value.
Master/Slave controls are described in Section 6.3. I.

Fixed Z Value Value

For 3D plots and Conslanl Z value, the constant Z
value at which to plot the grid.

Limit Selection

A master/slave control to connect the data limits to
those specified in another object (e.g. Cube ColoI'
Point, Grid Color Block, etc.). Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Color Map

The color map used to associate colors with data
values is selected.

Data Limits

Controls how data values in the input data are
mapped to colors in the input color map. This
involves minimum and maximum data limit values
that correspond to the first and last color in the color
map respectively.
If set, then the data limits are extracted from the data,
based on the AUlo Source. If not set, then the data
limits specified by the Min and Max properties are
used.
If set, the log range is mapped to the colors, and the
log of the data values are used in calculating the
mapped color. Otherwise, linear mapping is used.
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13.14 Grid Color Point
What:

Displays points at each grid data value within specified grid value limits.
Points are colored according to the associated value.

Why:

Displays grid data in a plot window.

Used By:

Color Legend

Appearance: This object appears different in 2D and 3D.
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Figure 211. 3D Color Grid Point Window

Input Data:

grid data and color map

Output Dalll:

color map limit specifications

Properties:
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.

All Dola

The data limits are based on all data values.

Grid in Vie II'

The data limits are based on the data values within
the window view.
Minimum data value for color mapping.
Maximum data value for color mapping.

Out-of-Range

Colors used for data values outside the data limits.
Values below the minimum data limit are given the
first color in the color map, values above the
maximum data limit are given the last color in the
color map.
Values outside the data limits range are not plotted.
Controls the plotting of triangulation edges with
lines. (The grid is automatica))y triangulated in order
to generate contours.)

Edges

If selected, triangulation edges are plotted.
Color for edges selected from the plot window's plot
pen set.
Edge line thickness.
PolyOff

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.

Cursor Reporting Formal

For 2D plots, the numeric format of the values
associated with the cursor position in the report area
of the 2D plot window. Numeric format controls are
described in Section 6.3.3.

3D Co-ordinate Mapping

For 3D plots, determines which grid and Z variable
is· plotted as the X, Y and Z axis.

Offset

For 3D plots, XYZ offset is used to improve the
visibility of objects (see discussion of 3D plot object
visibility, Section 8.1.2.1).
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For 3D plots, a Z value needs to be identified to plot
XY data in a 3D plot.

Zvalue

Same

The grid value at each grid co-ordinate is used as the
Z value.

Other Grid

Grid value is based on the grid value from another
grid of the same size.

Constant

The grid is plotted at a constant Z value. The Z
value may be specified, or based on the Z value of
another object.

Z Value Grid

For 3D plots, a grid is selected of the same size as
the Grid Data To Plot. The value from the selected
grid is used as the Z value.

Fixed Z Value Value Source

For 3D plots, Master/Slave controls for a Constant Z
value. For grids extracted from a cube, the grid
extraction value may be used as the constant Z value.
Master/Slave controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Fixed Z Value Value

For 3D plots and Constant Z value, the constant Z
value at which to plot the grid.

Limit Selection

A master/slave control to connect the data limits to
those specified in another object (e.g. Cube Color
Block, Grid Color Point, etc.).
Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Color Map

The color map used to associate colors with data
values is selected.

Data Limits

Controls how data values in the input data are
mapped to colors in the input color map. This
involves minimum and maximum data limit values
that correspond to the first and last color in the color
map respectively.
If set, then the data limits are extracted from the data,
based on the Aulo Source. If not set, then the data
limits specified by the Min and Max properties are
used.
If set, the log range is mapped to the colors, and the
log of the data values are used in calculating the
mapped color. Otherwise, linear mapping is used.

AulO Source

The method for
automatically.

detennining the
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13.13 Grid Color Fill
What:

Displays color filled contours of the nodes of a grid based on specified grid
value limits.

Why:

Displays contours of grid data in a plot window.

Used By:

Color Legend

Appearance: This object appears different in 2D and 3D.
2D

Figure 208. 2D Color Grid Fill Window

3D

I

_

,

Figure 209. 3D Color Grid Fill Window

Input Data:

grid data and color map

Output Data:

color map limit specifications

Properties:
Crid Dala To Piol

The grid data set to be plotted is selected.
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log of the data values are used in calculating the
mapped color. Otherwise, linear mapping is used.
Auto Source

The method for
automatically.

determining the

data

limits

All Data

The data limits are based on all data values.

Crid in View

The data limits are based on the data values within
the window view.
Minimum data value for color mapping.
Maximum data value for color mapping.

Out-or-Range

Colors used for data values outside the data limits.
Values below the minimum data limit are given the
first color in the color map, values above the
maximum data limit are given the last color in the
color map.
Values outside the data limits range are not plotted.

Area Reduction

Factor by which the plotted blocks are reduced.
Reduction is performed by shrinking the block along
the lines between block vertices and the enclosed
node by the area reduction factor.

Edges

Controls the plotting of block edges with lines.
If selected, edges are plotted.

Color for edges selected from the plot window's plot
pen set.
Edge line thickness.
PolyOff

Polygon offset of lines. Used only for OpenGL 1.1.

Cursor Reporting Format

For 2D plots, the numeric format of the values
associated with the cursor position in the report area
of the 2D plot window. Numeric format controls are
described in Section 6.3.3.

3D Co-ordinate Mapping

For 3D plots, determines which grid and Z variable
is plotted as the X, Y and Z axis.

Offset

For 3D plots, XYZ offset is used to improve the
visibility of objects (see discussion of 3D plot object
visibility, Section 8.1.2.1).
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Output Data:

color map limit specifications

Properties:
Grid Data To Plot

The grid data set to be plotted is selected.

Z value

For 3D plots, a Z value needs to be identified to plot
XY data in a 3D plot.
Same

The grid value at each grid co-ordinate is used as the
Z value.

Other Grid

Grid value is based on the grid value from another
grid of the same size.

Cons/ant

The grid is plotted at a constant Z value. The Z
value may be specified, or based on the Z value of
another object.

Z Value GI'id

For 3D plots, a grid is selected of the same size as
the Grid Data To Plot. The value from the selected
grid is used as the Z value.

Fixed Z.Value Value Source

For 3D plots, Master/Slave controls for a COIIS/ont Z
value. For grids extracted from a cube, the grid
extraction value may be used as the constant Z value.
Master/Slave controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Fixed Z Value Value

For 3D plots and Constant Z value, the constant Z
value at which to plot the grid.

Limit Selection

A master/slave control to connect the data limits to
those specified in another object (e.g. Cube Color
Block, Grid Color Point, etc.).
Master/Slave
controls are described in Section 6.3.1.

Color Map

The color map used to associate colors with data
values is selected.

Data Limits

Controls how data values in the input data are
mapped to colors in the input color map. This
involves minimum and maximum data limit values
that correspond to the first and last color in the color
map respectively.
If set, then the data limits are extracted from the data,
based on the Auto Source. If not set, then the data
limits specified by the Min and Max properties are
used.
If set, the log range is mapped to the colors, and the
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13.12 Grid Color Block
What:

Displays color blocks around each grid data value within specified grid value
limits. Blocks are colored according to the associated value.

Why:

Displays grid data in a plot window.

Used By:

Color Legend

Appearance: This object appears different in 2D and 3D.
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Figure 206. 2D Color Grid Block
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Figure 207. 3D Color Grid Block

Input Data:

grid data and color map
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Offset

XYZ offset is used to improve the visibility of
objects (see discussion of 3D plot object visibility.
Section 8.1.2.1).
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